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PREFACE 

This stut1y' is reported With the hope 

tha't the findings tna;v prove· of . servlc.e 1n 

improving teae~er · e.bU.itJ"I and may give ai:1 

objective 1nd1cat1on or teacher etttcieriey; 

x,-was made upon the assumption that the 

stantord Achievement Test would assist in 

this problem of improving teacher abil.ity 

and would. furnish en ob jecttve indication of: 

teacher · efficlellCy~. 
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A STUDY or·· nm VALUE OF ·ms SfANFOmJ AOBI~ViirtEM fESfS IN Ttm 

I•!PltOVEfiEm:' OF !&OHERS Iii SBRVIOI 

OH!Pl81t I 

IUftODUCTIOJ 

PURPOS! OF nrvutIGAtIOH f 

. fhe purpose ot thie study la to detem1no obje·otlvely the 

otte~t or Stanford Aoblevemont.featlscon certain pha1os_ot teaohet 

efftoiencr end. to note whe'bller the data obt~!ned ~~uld indicate · 

a rank or teacher . ability. 

Brooks, in his nrmprovlng Soboola by Sto.nda.rdlled feats," says 

that when one la mee.aurS.ng ptog~esa ot pupils he !a 0 xneasur1ng the 
(1) 

ab111ty of teaohera to get resulta.n lt was this idea which 

prompted thla·Study. 

lt le hoped tho.1' the resulta ot ilha study may· be ot asaist-

anoe to aupel'*!nt¢Jndon.ts in ohooeln& inethod.1 of measuring objeottwly · 

oertaitl phases o.f teaoblng and 1AflY suggest a v1ay ot uaing ~tanf ord 

Achievement f~sta for improving teacher ettlolonoy. 

A very 'Vital problem ot the school auperlntendent ts to keep 

his teaching foroe up to lta possiblU.:blee. tJp to the present, the· 

·method.a ot deter.mining teacher values a.nd ot 1mprovlng teachers ln 

the systems have not· been put on ob.jeotlve bases. Personal.judgment 

baaed upon obaorwtion ple.:fS ~he larger pai-t in maki.ng .deolstone on 

........... 
(1) Br-ooka 1 SntnUel s. •1Impr-adng Sohoola b1 Standnrdbed feats." 

ChQP• VII. P• 69. 
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1:eaohe r eftlalenoy. !hia study ls unde~~en w~'bb.tbats probletll in 

nd.nda lt purpose1 to e~:~U?-t_, ~b~ Shntol'd Acb!evement !est as a device 

wh~oh. m!gh'b assla~ ~be supetl~t~nde.-it .•.lt'l tnUlna. a jUdgmn~t in the matter 

IETHOD USEDt . 

The equivalent iroup· method wan aolected to't oonduotlng tho expn•i· 

•nt. XnJ(ende county, Kansa·1 •· thette e.ro but 'hroe graded 1ohools 1 

Heade, Plcdna, and Pmvler. Pld.m · bna departmenta.U.aod part ~t .its 

ayl\tem ~tut ''bbei-etore could not be equated with Heade. Fowle·r and Mende 

· tmw the e·tgbt.-four- p&n1 using one teacher tor· each grade throughout 

· the tii-at eight gradcni. · !he state t1our1& ot study la followed by both 

sohools. 
l · .• The pupils in both toho0le were given ·tJ\e Terman Group Teat for· 

·Mental Ab.S.ltt1. 1n September e·a.oh group was given· the St~nford Aohieve• 
' . (1) 

ment feet,·rom A • 

. Thia test wo.a repeated tn Januaey a11d· 1n Bny. Aa there· vmre 

approxlma.tel.y 160 at\ldents 1 thlt 'tota. led. 600 teate. The Stanford 

· Aohievemenb · 1a sUbd1V1ded ·into nine 'aubject -sts which· ma<le over 5000 

teat ln o.11. 

... ....... -.. -.. . 
(1) Oopy ot Teat with book ot lnstructlona in Appendix. 



OHAPJ.'ER XI 

FACTORS FOR \ntlOB COlfROL ·xs .i\T1'2Mml> 

The following factors were cana14ere4 1n canparlng F<m"lor 

and. ·ueadet 

rtP! OF SOt!OOLi 

· So.ob bas oS.ght grade& in. the elementary ao hool t one teaobei- tor · 

eaoh.gto.do .. ·Each school ta b~uaed · tnone . 'bfliok bu!lding~ of similar 

type·. the ebtb1 seventh, and. eighth gmdea: ·or each group a.re· equipped 

with atntlon0.?7' blngle desk type: ct· aeatsj ell rooma are 1tandnra· 1n 

re·gard ·to 'llS;hting and· aoat ·apace._·· The supplementlley· m:t.terinls .· ~n . the 

rooms ar-e similar. cone1stlng ot maps, globos.1 ~hcyclopediasi diction•. 

:.·· .. · 
· LEltGl*B OF SCHOOL . fBmlt 

fhe .aahool terma are tdentla0tl1 one hundried eighty days, atarting 
' • ' ~ ' . • ' ... { - ' ; -; ll . • 

. . , . on ~he tirst Monday in . September and end~ the .~bird •eek: in Uq, ~. 

· with one weei~ ot •en. ti.on At Chtlat!nQ.a ttme. Tho dally progrruna from 

nlnt 111 the inorn1ng to tour ln th~ atte1'1oon were buUt on too eahedule 
• • ' ' · - • I ' - • ' '. : I . • • ' ' • ~ -~ ; ' \. "I • • 

· ·. · aupp~lecl by . th.e ~tate .~oul"te of st~.dy and. t ,he time allowed tor . eaoh · 

subject was nlmost !dentlaal ln evel:'y lnatn.nce. 

TEAOlIINO S!ILLt 

. The rolatlYe ab1H.ty or tonohing skill ·~tas equated on the bs.eta 
· ot aertU'1oat1on1 years of' experience o.nd spcctn..l training. ·In tl:a 

sixth grade the teachers had hnd ~o yeaH or college ~ork,, ~ore than 

·one 19ar or exper-1ence !n rurnl tee.ob1ng. The Yeado teachex- hold a 

a 



lite oertit1oate1 tho oontrol tee.ohe~ a three year state. En.ob was 

teo.ohiog. ·her tirat JG•• ot gtaded 1ohool work.· 

ln the seventh grade 'both. tae.ohen had hlid o·ollege •ork mtd ox· 

· perl'imee ln other" gtndod aol'loOla. the Meade toa~mr hol:d a· lito 

· oert1tloate and ~e oont:rol teacher· a tlret grade oount, oertiflcato. 

In tho eighth grade the Meade teacbtrhold a first grade oount-y 

oortlfioato and ha~ thtrty bouts or college proteosion~l training. She 

had bad e~oven years ot expor1en0$ iti graded •ob.ool work. the . control . 

. teacher bad tl\vo ~are ot oollege work, t'line · rears. o_f exparlo_noe _in 

grnded aohool work antl, lu~ld ll U.fe certitlcnte. ·~ 

,ftf7AOHIHG LOADI 

fho avcu•age enrollment per teaohfJ~ for th~ control group was 21.6 

puplls1 in tho Mende group 28.s, g!.~lng an adVt~ntago ln numbers to the 

control group. 

· UEm.'AL S'fMUS OP GltoUPSs 

.!the potential or natural ability or cblldren is such m b1p0rtMt 

· taotor in determining t~1r future progress· tm'b i.t was considered 

. beat to compare the · ln:te lleotua1 atnndlng ot the ·groups by anris ot 
'. . . .. ·.. . . . . .·· .. (l) . 

· the Terman Group· feat ot M.ental. ·Ability. · · · · · 

Xt was gratifying to find tbt\ t though th.:1re \Val a d1tte~cmoe 1 

the d1tfGrence was abnoat negligible. 

-... -............ 
(1) cow at tost with 'book or directions ln Appendix. ' . 
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A cOMPAlUSOM OF ·99 WU'AL STATUS OF THE TVl'O GROUPS AS S&'lWN BY 
TUE tl&fmAN OROtlP fES.f .OF M!JatAL ABlLITY 

' t 
' 

St.t.\11dar-d Norma 
' . vx ' 
VIl 

Vl:Il 

F,~lort (Control) 
. ·VI 

V:tt 
·VIII 

:Uoade 
VI 

. VlX 
.· . VIIX 

20titan .· ' 
Boore ' 

,. ' ... ' 
. ·\ 46 
· aa· ·. 

89 

39 
66 
TO. 

39 
61 
82 

tlente.l t Jledie.n 
. Ago • I.Q • . 

11-10 .. 
12•10 
13•10 

11•6 
12-a 
12•11 

11·5 
U?•7 
13,..9 

• 

. \~ 

96 
94 
93 

98 
96 
9'1 
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Table ·x ahoWs a· oom1)ftrieon or the mental statue ot the 

two groups •• ahown by tho fel"nian Group fedlti-. the tabl• 

ls .ai-ranged ln tbl'eo gttoul)d1 ti'.» standard nor1ns e:tprasae4 in 

medinn aoorea tcr the sixth, eewnth. and eighth· grade&; and 

tbeS.r iequivalents in tlentn.1 Agaa 1nloond, the control groups' 

medlnn sooro,, Mental Age, and x~·~,~~;1 SJ tbl.rd Meade Groups•• 

Medinn Score. f4ental Ase. Qnd I.Q. •s. 
' . . . 

· 1'he re aultlng I. Q. ta rnnge trom 93 ·to 97 · tor the six· 

grad.ea, The · dnb grad(:· a 1."i both school• and Men.do' a seventh 

grade were 9G, H.eade•e eighth grnde wn1 one potnt higher1 the 

Control· seventh end . eighth were two ·• and three po1nts leas• 
. . 

The. average I.Q. ot Men.dEJ gttoupt was· ·9a.a. the average I•'l• 

ot Control g~oups wns 94.3, glving a soeining dight adwnto.ge 

to the Meade groupJ :however, 1t to ·to be noted 'that both 

group1 were belo-N t11e standard mental age ·· u ·shown by Termtm. 

Diagram X g1ftt a gmph!o compo.~ison of the 'bro groups 

and thotr relation 'tO ·i;ho atnndnrd '. norm. 
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A ca~PARISOU OP· 'fllE SDt10AflOBAL StATOS OF ttm ~JO GROUPS AS 
SH01'N Bl tam SI?:Pm~BBll Sf At.WORD AOalEtl'Er4ENT f(~$T BASED 

UPON tD COtfPOSlTE SCOMS 

Grndoi 

Stnndar4 
·.VI 
VIt 

. ·. VIU 

.. 
' • 
i 

Fowler .(control) 
VI 

,, ; ... VIl 
·Vlll 

Ueade 
Vl 

VII 
:VUI 

,, 
Conlposlte , 

Score • 

50 
89 

'. 68 

·47.1 
67.3 

.. ·,6'.l.8 

4a.a 
56.6 
11.2 ' 

' ' ; 

• Relation 
Bduoo.tloml , to ata.ndt\rd 

Age t in montba. · · 

,.11-10 ' 
12•8 
13-10 

11 ... 
'12•6 
1s-s 

ll~FJ 
12.;.a 
14 .... 

t 

•6 ' 
11ii2' 
•6 .· 

' ·2 
' -2 
; +6 



'BDUCATl0?4AL STATUS or Ttm GROUPSt 

A c.omparbon of tho · scl1olutio att.m.tr•ult ot the groups 

1n Soptembeit la Shami by !Able n,. wh10h lists tm oompasit4 

score, eduont1or.a1· agCi end !t1. relation to tl~ ltMdax-d. 

. !hll table •bow• tbs eduoatloml status or· tho groups at the. 

beginning ot the e:nf)erhnent. Xt 'ttraa tcmnd tbat the Control 

·group aooretl ·tm eduo.atlon·· ago median ot elown rears and tour 
, • ., 

months, which place4 them ab months below thtFltedian standard 
·: 

tor, tb!+.t grade. The ueado group· was totmd to have o.n edtica-

tS.onal age mecUan ot eleven. yefu•e and eight montha •hioh .. . 

placed them 'two months be low.· tho· standnrd •tor that grade~ 

A ebllar oompnrison tor the seventh gradeai the 

Control and lLee.de, ahoW1 ttte~ •to be ·ea.oh· tw·o months below •the 

atandard tor ·the aewnth. 

In the eighth grade it was fount! the Control. group bad 

an educational u.ge l'aledian ot thineen yes.rs and ·.r·t.via months, 

plnolng them five months bo low tlie Eduoationn.l Ago Median to"/! 

that grade. 'l'he .ifeo.de group bad nn, Eduoatione.1 Age Ue41an 

of fourteen yenrs and four months, pli1oing them sh months 

above the sta.nd~lrd tor their grad&. · these. two grade• &how the 

grenteat divergence in Educational Status. It b lnterostlng 

to note har1 these bro grttdce pi-ogrossed t:hrough the experiment 

aa compar'ed to thoae Ytho bad less 41tterenoe. 



I~ D1&.gr"nr4 2; the bate ot the. bar- BhOW9 .g~ph1oallt the 

. comparative .educattooal status. of tho. group11· for Septembei.+. 
I ' . ; ' . ·. . ~ 
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Otmm 1 ltSTOfiS a 

there WO,N no tore!gn born child.ten 1n the FOUPI· 

All the ohUdrten l:l wd Sn the ama.U. town and in farm 

env1ronmont. !be teats •1"0 all given bV the at~tbor with 

the aasiatanoo 1tt each tnste.noe or the room toacher._, No 

auper?1s1on ot the <ttrcrk 1n the \te1.de tohools was att-pted 

during the ezporllaent. me vlslts of th.G suporint.ertdent 
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VI . 
Vt! 

VII? 

Mende 

VI 
VII 

VllX 

I ' . . I t I 't I • 

• ludge ' . Judge • Judge • t 
t 1 • II • XIX t Aw. 1 'Rank 

. 55 
SS 
33 

27 
5'1 
'13 · 

'14 
51 
43 

54 
81 
98 

' . 64 ·: 62.5 . 3 
89 41.6 6 . . 
s1 s1.a a 

50 
70. 
61 

43.e 
69.3 
76.6 

4 
2 
1 

13 
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A turthel' o:btompt to ~lt: the teachers. other than those 

.t\lready mentioned 1~.this chapter b sh6wn in table ill. fh()s& 

ranks are based on tM aubjeot&w judgments ot three impal"b1ul., 

ooinpotont educators. one vm .. a a superintendent ot schools and 
' ' 

i·,he other ·two were eupetdaore of teaoh.,rs, This judgmant wo.e 

compiled ti-om tho am-ks made upqp a tonober•a rating (1) card 

adopted nnd \Uted in the Lawrence 1 ltenaas schools 1 by Suporln-
.. . ·.· \: I 

tsndont. H•P. Smlth. !b1a onr4 sooren pareonnl qunU.ties,. 

·~admin1at"°t1on ancl tenehlnt;· a.btUt1ee. fho table shows the 

ranldng ot the teachers baaed on th& nverege or the three 

ju.dgments and places ttoade Eighth tlrat, ueado Seventh second• 

:cont~i Sixth third, Meade Sixth fourth, control se"nth f'U'th. 
,.· •W' .. · , .. , , ·. ·, 

·and Control B:lghth atxth. Agd.n ~ find tm ttldes'b divergence 

between tb:J two eighth grade groups. this will te.· conaidorecl 

-in tmi sum1ng up of results in thb grade pe.rtlcularly. 

F~om the oompn.r!a~n~ 'made tn this oha.pter lt mn:,t be noted 

where tho groups are more nearly equat~tl and \there there !1 the 

gna.teet divergenoe, tor purposes ot mQld.n&; deduot!ona when the 

st1.1dy 'is oanpleted. 
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ORAnft XII 
A lltSOUSSXO!l OF T!m IXPER!lmNT 

Slnce this is • study ot the .Sta.~totd Achie~t feats· 

tn the tmprO'f'emenb .of ~oot)bers ln ae_rv1oe. the ezparblent wen'b 

i)hrough tl'D ro11,,!lftl 1tep1 · In 1tt organ:lm~lcm e.nd completion. 

1.. Teraat\ Tosta tor the ·monttil Status ltt both groups ot 
pupils. 

·: 

2. Stt1ntord Aohtovement tens tor. tm eduoat!ona.l attn.in ... · 
men' ot tM pupila· ·at th$· beginning ot tbe cmparhnent~ . 

a.· Stanford .Aold&V$mtnt Tests l.or · prograae ot pupils dtlr• 
!ng semester x. · 

4. Stantot'd Aohie'\'mment fost1 tor progroas of! puplla dur• 
ing· senester xx •. 

6. Ne rosu lta ot th~ e.bove te1tB were na4o known to the 
teaotw.re during •emester- I •.. 

e. Progess dtuing eem~•ter X . or tha 1'eado groups were 
madt known ttr·the Meade teiobera· tor 'the purpose ot 
d1agnoaln.g pupilet · detiolano:tos at the oloaf> ot samoeter ·x. 

?. lo results were m.ttde known to the Ocmtrol group. 

a. ff<) auperv1alan ot stttdu irl e1th0ro grcn.tp. · . 

9. Mende teachers all~:ed .to use '-.Op&diS,.l<Jwlps during. 
aomeoter ?% S.n·owroaning 4etic1enc1oa brought out 'bJ' 
tile Stanford Testo w 

l'O. Terman results w~ro not disolosod to anr· tflaaber. 



The Te.-.man tests tor flontal Statua a.tld Stanford Teats 

tor Educat!onn1 Stntua at the begtnnlng ot the experiment 

W(n•e diacuSGed tn. (.7hapter II.. The dlsousaion in i;his ohapter 
,. . .· ' ... '. - -.-, '. '• \ • __ -' 

.den.la with the exper~ont proper wblob ,cO.ors resulta ot the 

tosta given tor progress a.t the end ot the se:mesters. · In 

Table.~ IV to XX? lnoludve are. U.sted the resulteJJf tllese 

to eta. B~oh teat lilts torr oompo.rlson the range, . t4od1an 

acore, relation in· percentage and progress results in ea.oh 

1ubjeot···· 
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!ABIE ·n 

RRADnto SCORES, sum GRADlh RESUUrs· OF· TEE SEP.i'EMBER. JAmtARY. AND 
VAY S!A'flFORD i'ESfS 

• i • r I ' n • I . t 1. I t ,. . -

t • MecU.an • 'Educa.• Percon't ot• Prog.,• Prog.• Increased 
Grade vt. • Range ' Score • · Age t Standard · • l • IX • Progress 

• . • • . .t t ' • 

Sept •. 

Start&lrd · 
Fowler 66•218 
Meade 45·200 

Standard. 
row le~ a2~a2a 
Meade 97•221 

Mo.1 

144 u-10 
125. ·11-2 
136 11•6 

166 12-.4 
148 .11•10 
'151 12•1 

Standard 164 12•8 
rowlor 96•240 157 12•3 
Meo.de 102·22?· 163 12•2 

96 
97 

100 
96 
99 

100 
97 
96 

.01 .oa 

:.01 
.• os none 

17 



In Table IV the Reading Soorea f<Jri the a ~h gi-t1dea are 

compared. fhe . standnrd soore tor Sepbemtsr l1 144 J to.. January 

1s 1661 tot* >Ja1 ts 165. ·.' rowlor s oorod 125 o.r 95~ of stMd.ar4 

!n SeptemberJ 148 or 9~ of standard in Je:nuaey1 161 or 975' · 

or. sts.n&lrd in ·.114;f. 

!he progress. in aavlSster % _ah(JVS .01 ab<1J8 nonnnlj ln 

. ' 
e.nd the, progrotUJ it norMl,. tha pe~eilt oti stands.rd. S.,n ~anue.~y 

will be 95% of eta.ndard. When this la changed the prog.ns·s · 

is raised or lowered. In tile Fo:.vler Sbtb. Readhtb the progress 

is nd.sed .01. ; ·roi- the renultlng o~~ri$on' to dete~mtne w~thor 

there is nn increB.so·d · progresa of Sem&atet' It av1H' Smtestar · 1, 

norm.al progress is used as a bae:ts. Botb.eome1tters show a raised 

figure ot .01 so there tC. no flgm'e. ·to ehow. lnore(lee~ progre~ui 

when one la oo:rnpaNd to the other. 

Meade Sbth Reading ecorsa s hO'lt in Sot)tembe,, 135 • or 971' 
\ 

. ot atandnrd.I ln Janwey 151, or: 99't ot Sto.ndardt : in Mar 165 
, •' i ! ' • ; i ' ., ·, i 

( 

or 96% 'ot st~dard •. In SomesteP I· ls teen •02 ropt•esent1ng rahed 
I t ' l ' t 

progresai in Semester ?I la soen .oa rep:ro$ent;ing a lonered progress. 

iho final oomparieon of Semester II wi~ Semostet I. 'to determine 

amount of' lnoreaaed pr-ogreu ·tttia"s detlnitely·nono ln S:lxth Grade 

Reading. It ia interesting tO. note hero thn:b thG study ot tho 

18 



, 
Jan'Ut\ey Soo.,,tt · ehond thii teaohe·r tbf1t. her R~a.d.!ng ne in · 

much bettex- condition ·or progress than other subjects, wlth' 

tho result tha_t $be lessen.ad bGr attorts here atld .brought 

· In a ·summary· ot ·thie test.1 both Heade and the Control 

groups were slightly below st~ndnrd1 tbe1 nndo. nonral progress 

~.~ ttei-e wan no objeoti'Ye avldonco that tho. e~perlmental 

grollp bonofite4 here ln the study.. !ho table showe rather 

that the control group did:.1 e. little ·bettor work. · 

19 



' . . 

RF~IllG SCOdS1 SEVEfl'J!ll GRAI>Et R~!SULTS OF tlt~ SIPl1UlBlll; JAWAltt, AND 
. MAY SfANFORD !ESTS 

jJ' f .• i i i Lid.II* t 
• • Median • !duoa.' Percent or• Prog .. ' Prog. t lnoreasod · 

Orade VII •· .Renge • Score • Age • Standard • I • tl • Progrese 
• t • ' l • t 
• ' • , t • t • 

.. 
SePt:~ . 

Standa.r(l 
f(111le.r Gl•220 
Meade 114•209 

164 
146 
164 

Starldeltd 
Fouler 
!eade 

176 
96-240 . : 169 

128-230 . . 167 

May . 

stfl.tidnil4 
Fovrler, · , 101•249 
Meade 136.-237 

) 

182 
118 
182 

12•8 
11-11 
12•2 

, . :. ., ... 

100 
94 
96 

13.:..3· : . '· "'·'~90 
.. 12·11 97 '·· '':•. "' .os 

12-9 ·.. 96 .oo. 

ia...-10 ·· 
13·6 ··.·· 
13•10 

'"''100 
... ·91 
.100 

20 



· In Table V the Read:tng Scores tor. the Se'"nth Ora.des . ·· 

are oompaf!Dd. the atnndnr-d score tor .. Sl)pteniler 1a 164. 

tor J~uery '115• and to't'Uay.182. .Pettler eaorea 146 ln 

September er '94~ ot 1tando.rd• ,169 in Janua:J7' .. or 9"' of stand-

, arch 178 in· Ma7 or . ·9~ ot standard. 

Progress was rn.1setl ,.os tn Semester X but remained normal 

in Semeete:r :tt. the tlnal .ccmpatiaon sbcW'o no lnareu.eed pro• 

· greae of ·saineuter XI owr Semester X fox- tbe FO'Nler group. 

Meade Seventh .eoorea 154 oit. 96% of at&nda.td 1n SGptember1 

;16? . or 96% of a~tlard ~n Januo.tyJ nnd 188 or 100% ot ate.nd-

. a.I'd in May. the · .. pr0grea1 ct Sem.eeter l teme.lru• "normal, 

ot S«mosteri I~ ·there 1a a re.-i•ed tiguro ot •°'• Por the 

o~venionce ot camparlso.n normal progress as stated in Stanfl· . 

a.rd Aohievemeit,t .score• la ·taken tc't the . bast• :w.1-th .01 re-

presenting a pereente.gEt' 1noroo.~o or, 100%.. This. meth,od: uae4-_ 

oons!ste11tly glwa ,ua n. final ta.~le . to~ comparisons !n per-
•. i · . ' 

oo~tngo ttgurea. Where there .. ta . no ~howlng . or , 1no~,tlsea . PtO-

'greso the zero or neg'1tl"18 ti;~o le tn'lcd but not oomputed fox-

in this study the lntorest ta in only . the [>O&!:blve, ,etrecta which 

the USO ot the Stantord Aohievement rests anow • . 

In ,thl ' J:nc~ased Progress ool:umn of f~b~e V is found th9 .· 

figure 600% ail'lco tlle progrea& ,or Ueade•a Seventh in Semester II 

over Semester I ahowl the rtguro .04. Thia ls nga1n repeated 

.21 



in the S~~y fable· llI!t f~d Otl page 63, 

Stnnn:arid.ng Table. V ln reading' result$ for tho Sewnth 

grade, it is found the Meade group progreeaed deoi.dedly more 

in Semester ll: thn.n· in · Sernoster x. renoh1ng the Sttlndard 

· levo l in l~ny. 



lU!1Al)IliG SCORES, SlGH!B GRADE 1 RES11Lf$ Oli' Tim SEi1'lt~»Ea, JAlllA .• tri, AUD 
aAY · S fAl~PJ> TSSTS • 

. ,..,, 
' !' Uedlan !• ~duca..'• PercElnt !. Prag •. •. frog,. ,t· Increased·· 

Gradt Vltl ·t ne.nge !• Score ·t Age ·• ot Sttm.• t • · It t: Progress 

Sept. 

Staru!ard · 
Fowler· 
Ma a de 

Standard·· 
Fowler· 
Me ado 

J&e.1 

standard· 
FO'Wler· 
~ea de 

., • ~· • f. f • i 
• t :t 't t • . t! 

182 
116·253 174 

98·256 193' 

193 
124·246 201 
118•254 208 

200. 
., 119•247 204 

121•213 213 

13·10 
13•3 
14·8 

14•8. 
15•1 
15·6· 

.15•1'. 
15-2 
16-9· 

100· 
96. 

108. 

100 
106 
108 

lOO 
102 
106 

.10. 
.. .,os 

lione 
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~ : : 

.. In fable 11, the rtead.t:ng SooHa f'Gi the llghth Ot-ade 

1bewt •tot staru:tard 182 in September• 192 in January, 200 in 

M•V• , The Pmler Group so ore I 1 f4 Ol' 95~ of t1tardvd !n 

Septembei-1 201 or l06,Corets.ndar41n JanUatJJ and 204 ol' 

102% ot •te.tsd..~4 in Uay . ., Tho ~e.1$94 progre11 ln Soraottt;er J 

aho;re .101 in Semester Xl.none·or a !lega.ttvo :figure. 

· \tea&> eooroa 193 oi- 103" of ttandnrd tn · Soptemb•r J 

208. or·.1081'· ot standard In JamutttJ and 213 ot· 106" ot 

stand~td in Mat• 
Tho progress ot S$•&ter I· ta poaltlft .051 ot semester 

II. t• nego.tiw• the tinu.l cmpartlon of Somoter lt with 

Semester t OhOf.18 '10 ino.reaae4 pr~gi-eos. · 
~ ' ' ' . ' j 

In eunmnridng thb table, · hewever~ !t. la ini:eresting· 

to note bore. trs .percentage relation to the ataraa.rd. All 

touultra of tbe teato WGte above , Standard ftXOGpt, the lnltial 
) ~ • , ·, '· .· . ,. i • ;' --- . -- -_' 'H ', ,.: ·~ --. ' : 

a deoided progl*Bes mo.du with no advantage S.n Semester xx. 
Hi)ttewr • tho t.1ea&S group olosc!Jd the )tea,.. wlth ·a~ Edu•ttona.1 

~- ; I ' \ , I ; ~ • 

much al:ove. tho s1~e:ndnrd for 'the olcso' ot the 'eighth gr~de 
\ ' . \ 

, work. , · 

In the diagram• tor' oamp1 i.-tng !t~ediana ot achievement 

ln roacltng(l) D1.ugrama .s, 4, ·· an4 a, first oolumn .... roadlng • 

... .... ..,.. ... -
(1) See Diagt-81.ma pages 68, 69, and 70. 
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ahowa gtl\ph1cal17 the ·total resulto or the l'Oading teats. _ 

From thS.e set of. dlagrama 1t . oan be. seen t~s.t .althougtl the 

Meade e 1ghth grade . -~•adr bad · atta1r.red an, Eduoa'bl~nal .Ase 
- -

in i-eadtng ot fourteen "a~s 6114 eight •n'bba. the· grade 

aontinued to adv.a.nae ateadll1-·tU'id in tm · ~a.rat aCllhittwmsnt 
• ' • ,\ • • • - _j , ; ·, • ' 

ln the number of month• ot aahievemenb the C~trol 
. ' . ' 

group zaade .trurpr!sing •t~ldea but:. t~ tiri~l eooroa gave 

lteade -tbt-eo ttton~bs * ad'ftln~age · ot ld.~ca'blonnl Age Median. 
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TABLl.·nx . . 

AllifB.MlflO soorms. Sllflt GRADBI RISULTS . OP T!IE SEPTEl!Bmt. JAW.ARY. 

Sept. 

Standard 
Fowler , 96•18S 
tl!ende ?6•189 

Standard 
Fowlar ·124:.aoo 
Meade 112·252 

'M.&.1 

Stan.do.rd 
Fowler · 112•224 
Mo a de 156•276 

164 
148 
lG4 

179 
160 
17'2 

189 
. 176 
216 

AflD . liAY . STAIVORll nsts 

11-10 
11•5 
11•10 

12~4 
11•8 
12-0 

12•1 
12•2 
14·0 

:lOOit 
897, 
96% 

.06 

.18 
40()% 

1800% 



f3bl.e . VII . eh<tWa the acorea t~r e.Utth grado _.s,ttimotio~ 

Tb~ . standard· .. l~ 164 for. Sept~mber, 1 '9 t .or J~uarv~ . 
' . 

la~ for Uo.y. . Powl.~t soote:1:i- .. 148· or .. 901( ot l:tend.~l'd ln 

SeptcmbG~ 11 160 ~l' · 097~ ot stan.daPd in ,Janu~~. attd 176 0 .. 

93% o~ atu.nootd ·$.n· Mn1~ ~greaa_ 1n Seme.•t~r. · I .ia negative, 

in Semeste~ II la· .posittw .. ahqw!ng · a flgttfe ot *°'• ·Heade 
I • • ' . - ; . ' . , , .j .'. 

. . 

o~ •tan&.td ln . Janus.~ •. tmd ale .or 114" ot. ettUdEltt4 .in May • 

.. progroes ~n Sel11$1tor X 1a .negative• la Smnea~ar !l is · 

positive ~ith a. tl.gure or .• 1a . inoreaso o'Wr . no~al-.-. 
' ·' . ' - . : . ' ~- ,, 

" .· in sixth grade . 0.r1-b'tunot1o &hO!ln 400'% .~or Fowler, and 

16001{ lno~aae tor Meade_• 

In ~d,z~g.• tho Control-·group. ls aeon . :to be .belO'I · 

.atando.i-d · throughout the yeQr-1 mnld.ng e11ghtly more progress . ' 

during $eme st• r II .• 

. . tho. Meade group be~an wlth a normal atta~nt, at the · 

oloae ot .$emeator l was below. 8tandnird, eutd · at the close. or 
\ " . . 

BGlTloater :tl was so for abow standard. ne to merit study ot 

tho onuses or such progr-eau. · 

In Diagram lll:(l) undor the oolumn headod, Arithmats.o. 

thia progress 1s. eha.~~ gra:ph1oally. 
- ... -... ........ 

(l) Page ea. 



Tho· ten.ohos- Of the lt~ade group \Tai . deoldadlJ' bpriesae4 

b:i · tha Stanford Teat.s 'tn ,Ar1thmet ic1 wbioh showed her grade 

. as making t.eas then no~ 1 propeaa S.n S~n:e_ater i. She 

studied Brooks .(Improring Sohooi,e b:r·stnndardbed Testa}. 

and ap,plied he1! t1ndings tO. i;ho ·ar!thmoti~ ·resulils.· She · · 

!nti•oduoed .Arithmetic wolic-booke. She wsa.o' so Sntereatod to 
.... ~ . ' ', ; ' I ! . < ~ : ' 

tlnd wh~t~r the extra effol't had b<J(:tn v10 rtb while• thn.t 

SM . stayed Otl B fOifV daya . after obhe oloso .of the term .. to 

Jtudy t.bif ttnal stu>.res. ~·ll4\ r~sults ae notGd here 'ftere ·10 

grat!'1lng e.' to convince Mt' tha1.'} tm experiment had been 
;·:<r · . ··' , ; . ' ' (. ' 
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ARITHMETIC SCORES, SEVEM!B GRADEa RESUL'.ts.·or ·!fnfff 3-EPTEMBER, JANUARY; 
AlfD: l!AY STATWORD !BSfS ·-

,. t' ,i•-' i i i • 
t • ' MolU.an • Educa. · • ·Percent ' · Prog. · t Pro1h ' 'Increased 

G~ade : VXI ' ~ange t· Boore t ' Ago f of Stan. " t I · t 11 · t Pt'og~se 
• . . • • . ' f' : •.. ;· ·· . , 

Sept • . 

Sta.ndsrd. 
·ro~ ler 
Mondo 

Jan. 

·standard 
Fad et-
ueadc:t. 

Mrq 

Standard 
Fowler 
Meade . . 

1SG•260 
124--248 

', 

156·26' 
118•847 

... 

168•284 
166··~516 

189 
188 
200 

201 
208 

~ 212 

212 
228 
256 

12•8 
12•8 
13•1 

13•3 
13•8 
13·10 

13-10 ' 
14•& 
16•2 ' 

100 
100 
105 

100 
101 . 
108 

'.100 
:101 
120 

.oa .• oo 

•°' . : 126% . 
.1a '1600% 
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Table VIII shows tho ·eool'eo tot seventh grade .Arithmotto. 

·the statdnrd tor September la 189., toi- Janiuu;, 201, tor 

Vay 212. Fowler ecoros lBS or near l~ ln Septeufbe~, 208 

or· l,03% lit Jantm.rr,,· nnd 228 or· 10~ in May,,· Progress' 1n· 

seme'ster·t !a re.teed ·.os, 1n semester IX ts raised .04. Meade 

aoorea 200 ott 105% of atendtu•d ln september1 212 or 1osr' ln · 

Jantary1 · and 256 or 1205{ ot 1.Jtnndard in May. · , : 

Progrsoos·tn aemeate~ l shows aero# ill. Semester II a. 

figure ot • is. fhs 1norcaaacl progress of Semester XI over 

Semester :t tor· Fowler l1 126%1 for Meade, 15t1>~· 

In aummarid:ng tabhf Vll:t, tho arithnetio eoores tor 

Meadata Sewntli gre.do shows ph0nomtmal progresa of Semester II 

owr Seinester. I. thin tt1aoher ·noted that atta.itunent in 

arithmotio a.a ·measured by ti»· Stnnf'or4· Aohiovemen~ feat was 
1 . • ' ' . ' . . • • 

not· ~G e;rcn.t ~· it should be_. . Sllq, .made tho e1.m at:1dle1. 

·na d1d the sixth grade tencher and !~trodnoed. tb~ nritbmeM.o 

work books. The roen lts were , a.~l out ot proportion to the 

progress, mde in. ot;hor aubjoots. 
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ARITm!BTIC SCORES, BIGB!B ORADat RBSULfS or ?tm SEPTBDEB,. JAWARYt 
' -AND lfAY STAJPOR1) ' fESTS ' ' ' ' I ' ~ ,' ' ' ' 

, " . ' I 

,, J L ! ;- i . ~ ;"'\ '' t l _ f:: ',, 1 I. , ,_ . ' . ' 'f ~ .. ' 1 

· ···• · ··•. ued!.an ··*Educa.• Percen~ · • Prog • . ' Prom. • Xncr~A.sod 
Grade, Vlll ·• Range • Soon · • Age • ot Stan. • I ·: , • IX , ·. • Progress 

.. f :t .• ' ' t • • 

212 13•10 Stnnclnr4 
. F~lox-
24oado 

120-.236 · 210 -UJ•8 
148•2'12 216 14-0, 

. Jan .• · . 

. Standnrc1 
FQ':tler . 
Mende 

Ma.y :: 

76•272 
194•292 

Standnrd . . . . . 
. . . Fdwlct· · ,. . ? :. ·142.212 

!!oa.ao ·. · · ·US•324 
' :· ' ' .;_ ' ·,'.\ < ~: • ' 

·221 
210 
262 

14•$' 
14-1: ' 
16•1 

'234 15 .. 1. ' . 
' 232 ' lS-0 ·" 
! 260 lG•5 ·, 

100 
99 

101 

100 
91 

111 
.oo 
.10-' 
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Table ·IX ·. shows Arltbnet.io scores for ·eighth gra®• 

the stnrdard ia 212 torr $tptmnoer, 224 toi- .Januar71 234 f .of' 

t«ay. - VaNler scol."<H. 210 or 99% or atnnda.rd lrt September• 218 oi-

977; of .atn.nlnrd tn January, nnd .232 ·Ol' ·99% ot standard ln Ua1.· 

ProgreH in Senwoter I ts negative• in Settester It ~·B positift. with 

a figure ot .02. 

· - U0ade · soor-ee .216 or 101% .of ltendard. in September.-: 252 or 

111% cf- standard in Jnnutu•y, an.d.BGO or .111" ot .. si:andard. in May. , 

ia ioro or. norin.t1l• 

In the timl compt1 :dson of aemoster .IE ~~th $emoote~ x. Fowler · 

shows an lnorotiuied . pttogr-ess · ot 200%_•· Heade ahows no increase. 

In this Tablo IX. lt 1a found itl' Otlmi'$\r1d.ng _tmt tho ·aah~evamont 

Of the . Meade group in flomestor l W~8 ~O VOf!7 l:ligb tte . to be.~ . at 

n1ld·y~nr, nineteen month• abow. atan4nr4. the - ~onttol at t}\1o titno 

1s r1w months be~ow atnn~rd. tter.e, is ~· . d!f fetenoe or t wo. .. -t'Uh 10nre · 
i ·- . J • '· _, • _ . .• • • - • 

of eduont.lonal . ago, S~nce .the ~e~de_ Group was · so ~l1 .. ndvtu1oe.d, S.t 

le not to b0 expeotod. thut SetF:tUtber; It would exoeed· Semesto~ ·x tn 
' <. , : ' • , . . . , • , ' . ' ' ·• ' • ' ~ / ' • • • • ' • I • I 

montba ot progress, b,ut tm group gained. ~t!l the)' reoor.dad an Eduoo.• 
. . . . ' . - . ' . . . : . . .. . . '· . ; . ~ . ~ - ' .; 

- ' 

tS.onal Ago or sixteen years and f.hu. months as oomi:uwed to t~ Control . 

Group• a o~ fittocn )'OfJ..X'a, in ar1tbnetio. 

In arlthmetto the. ·~~ an~ aov~mh grndee. e~s .a m~ch gre;~ter 
- . ' 

p~greaa ~ Se~o-~ter I~ ~~ th~ Control .. groups. In the .. eighth tho 

entire aom~ater•a wor-k Wf11' ao tnr in advanoo as to put them d"Jove the 
' • ' t . . ! ' 

level Of OQtnpa.rison. 
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IATUR! STUDY' AID SCDllCB. SCORES .. SIX.TB .'GBIU>lb lllWULTS OF TSE SEPTBJ.!BER. 
JAWARY. AUD ~AY. STAUORD esrs. 

• .. ' t • t t 
, 1 . ?led!s.n • !ducatl.ona.l. ,, Percent , Prog. • ITog. , Increo.sod 

Grade VI , Range , Score , Age ,.of Stan., I , It ,.Progress 

Sept •.. :'.· .c ·.·• 

Stanek~ 
Fowler 14-60 
Mende 14-61 

Jnn. 

stahallra 
Fowl•r 17-GS 
Mende 14•69 

ltay 

Stan:l.e.rd 
FO'R'ler 23-13 
Meade 26•72 

' 

S9 
34 
36 

46 
41 
39 

50 
44 
4? 

t 

11-10 
11·6 
11-8 

12-4 
u.-11 
11•10 

12·8 
12-2 
12•6 

100 
8? 

. . 92 

100 
89 
84 

100 
88 
94 

.,.02 

.oo 

.oo 

.10 

t f 



grad.ea • 

The •tandard eoon ia 59 to'I! September• 46 for Ja~ua171 

and. 60 f ~r Uay •. · rcnvler eoore.a 54 o• 67" of etandard tor 
Sepb~mber, 41 or 8~ ot et.a.nd.ard tor Januaru. and 44 o .. 

88~ ot etamard tor- May. Progress for· Semester I ta pod.tlw 

atld showing .oa, tor Semester :tt ta negntlve .. 

Meo.de score8 36 or 98% ot ata:ndnrd for September. 39 oit 

84~ ot standard tor Janue.ey and 47 or 94~ ot atnndard tol' M~ 

Progress in Semester l ls negative, 1n Semester It ls 

positive with figure .10. 

!ho tinal comparison ot Semester II with seneater X 

shows negative torfaNler and a percentage tor Heade ot 

10()%. 

Tho at11ut;11ry shows al 1 too v10rk ot both gro'Ups below 

ato:odnrd. Meade' a group show• decided progress of Sei,,oster 11 

over Semoater 1. 
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BATUBE. STUDY am SCIEBCB SCORES. SEVIH!R GRAD!Cs !BSULTS OF TnE SEPTEMBER 
JMmART. AID HAY STAUFOO.D TESTS. 

' ' ' • • t t 

' · • Medim:a • Bdtlca. ' . Percent .t Prog,, ' Prag. ' · tnoreo.aed 
Grade VII • Range • .Score ' Age ' · of' Stan. • I • II ' . Progress 

' ' ' ' t ' • 

~ep~ •. 

standtitci 
Fa.vlor ·· 
1teaae · 

Jan. ·. 

sbri~c1 • . : 

10-73 
SS-65 

Fa.vler 28-7.4 · 
1.teaae · 35-77 

•a.1 .•.·• 
s~·arld~d 

· · Fowler 
~ea de 

18-83 
43-80 

so 
51 
51· 

$6 
·59 
51 

60 . 
64 
66 

1~8 
12•9 

' 12-S}· 

-15•3 
13•8 .. 
13-6·. 

13-10 
14'-8 . 
14-11 

. . 
.. -·. 

100 
102 
102 

. 100 
105 
101 

100 
106 
110 

~ .os 
.oo 

. ;. . • 



Table n SbO#U aoorea tor Nature Study in seventh 

grade •. The atnn4ar4 b 50 to .. Septembcu•. 66 tor Je.nuaey 

, ·and 00 tor May. Fatf ler aooret ·• 51 or 1021' of ctandard lt1 

Septembe.-, 69 ol" 106)( of standard tn J~ey, and Ms or 

10~ of standard. in ua:r. Prog .. eaa in Semester I.:1• .os, 
in Semester XI is .01. 

Meade aoores . 51 or :102~ ot. standard ltt September• 

6! ot' 101% ot 1ten!ard 1n Januar.y, and 66 or 110% of standard 

1n May. Progress ln Seme1ter X ls tlegatlw• t.n semester .. Xl 

!.a ~09 •. 

. !her oompo.ri.aon JX?roentago ct Semester .ll_ with Semester ? 

,: -ahowa rowler negative 1 Meade 900;( •. 

. , S~btng,, both groupa .show S.n the percentage relation. 

t}f.a.t. t~ey wore above •tnn(iard. all ~a.r. . Bore again the M_eade 

, group• show o. d~oide4 gain !n progress the.: aeoond semester, 

while tho Control. group ~owa .a batter gain· during, Semester I 
} < 

th!Ul dur~ng .Semestor u. 



BATURB STUDY lt.Rll SCIEICB SmlRES• EIGmB GRAD!"l tmSUt:rS OF TBS 
SEP'?h'll.BER. JAWARY., AID BAY S!AiFOlm TESTS 

•. t t t * • t 

31 

' • ltedlan ' EdUca. t Peroenb •l?:rog. , t ~og. • Increased 
Grade VIII • Range • Boore t Age · •• of Stan. ' t • lt • Pro~eas 

• t t • ' • t 

Sept. ' · .. 

Standard 
Fowler 
l!eade 

28-87 
3()..86 

Jan. . ,,. 

~ta~dara 
Fowler 
Ueade 

Uay 

Sta:adard 
Fowler 
Meo.de 

32-89 
41•8'1 

·. 
43•89 
31-89 

60 
59 
64 

64 
58 
67 

6? 
61 
69 

1:4-6 
1S•6 
15-1 

15·1 
14-2 
15-4 

100 
98 

106 

100 
92 

106 

100 
91 

102 

.oo 

.oo 

•00 .oo 



grade. 

the ·standard is eo for Septet~ber, 64 tor! January,· and. 

67 tor May. P~ler eoores 69 or 98% ot atandard tor September, 

58 or 92,: or atnndard tor January,. and 61 or 91%,.ot atn.ndard 
., I ; • 

in Ma1. Meade scone 6~ oi- 10"' ln ~eptqb~r, 67 o~ 106~ 

of atandar.d in Janual'7• and 69 .or 102" of atnndard for May. 
' " • .' ' : . , .. .. : ,,.. ' "'> ~ ,' . I 

The compari.ton for irxu•eased progress ot Soneater II 
1 . . ",· •• ; •• '· • .; '4 ·1 1 . 

with Semester I ahOYs .. negative in ~otb case~. 

Summaritd.ng the table it is tound that thst Control was 
' . ' \ . ,. ' . ;.. •· ' . '. ,; 

be 10\Y atatrlnrclt ~nd m~de. l.1t1>1e progtto,sa, clod.rig tho y•r 
' ' • •' I •'• 

·with a. rooord .wbtob placed.: .tlml, ln th:l.a subject a .tull 

grade bolov1 standard • 

.. The Heade g~oup atarte4 the year wlth ~ advant&f,;O 
' . 

ot the higb reaord of fou~een yeara and eight monthe and 
' .· .• ' ' ' : : . ; : > ' ; ' I . < '. ; < ' ' ·~ ; : ~ ' j > ~ ; '' 

closed.·~~ year \'lith tU'teo~ ~o.ra •ind tou't months, or throe 

months abo-ve standa.rd. 
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TA.BIB XIII 

BtS'lORY AiID LITERAT'tJRR SCORES. SIXTH ORADEt RESULTS OP TUE SEPTF'.JBER,, 
J.~unu.RY •. AID BAY S?Jl?iTOllD TESTS 

i t 
•· · ,. Lted.S.en 1 

Grade Vl · ' ' Ratlg.G •· Score ' 

Sept. 

Standard 
Fawler 
Ueado 

Jan. 

Standard 
Fowler 
lea de 

:May 

st0:~d~~a 
Fowler 
Meade 

,, t ' 

2.•45 
3-36 

o-48 
10-54 

o-sa 
18-56 

26 
14 
20 

Sl 
23 
30 

36 
27 
39 

i t • • i 
Eduoa.. ·• Percent t Prog. • Prog.• Increased 
Age ., ot · Stan. • I . t· II ·' Progresa 

11-10 
10-9 
11-3 

12-4· .. 
11•7 
12-2 

12-8 
11•11· 
13-0 

t ., ,. t . 

·100 
53 
76 

100 
14 
96 

100 
'15 

108 

.21 

.20 

.01 
.12. Done 



r8.ble XIII ahowa histort ·f4tld U.teratul'e 1oorea. 

The atnnderd i• 26 tor Septom'bor., 13for JanttU'y1 

and 36 tor May. fowlei- •cores 14 .of' 631' of atan!nrd tor-

. September, ?A or 74% ot standard fO'l' Jawai1y. e.na 27 or 

75% ot. etandard for May. 

·Tho progre~s sh01ts the M.gh figure of .21 in·: Semester 1· 

af,4 • 01 in Semester n:, 
,. ' 

Hoade aaore1r 20 o• '16" ot standard tn September, 30 or· 

96% ot atnn4nrd in January,. ~m :s9 or 10~ of at ando.r4 in 

liar•' 
' .. .. . 

Progress ln SG?Aeutei:- I shows a hS.gh figure of .eo and 

lnSemeetor ll: ot .12. 

Comparisons in potioentages show negatiw results when· 

Semester II ls placed wi:bh Semeater x. 
In tho sullmaey bore, 1t 1o interesting to note th~ 

prcgreas made during the entire ftt.ut. The Control group 

'having an · a:trtainmont of ·63% of' etandiu•d at the tlrs'b test 

and 76;1 ·ot standard for the fitd.1h• more than· a norm'al 

·years•· work all below etan&ird. 

The Meade groups records vs;: ot·atnndnrd tor beginning 

attalmenta. and reoord 108% or e~nbove stn.ndard f'or the 

finish• The progreoa wa.e greater i? Semester I than ln 

Semeoter II which ahows no positive ·otfeot ·or the St•t.nford 

Testa. 

: 40 
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HISTORY Alm LITERATURE SOOR!S SEVEtrm GRADE: BESULTS OF THE BEPTEMBFJl. 
JAMJARY. AND MAY S!MIFOR.D f!STS 

t i 
1 ' UecH.an • !due•• ·. ·~ Percent t .Prog • ., Prog.• Increased 

Grade VII ' Range 1. Score • Age • of Stan. ' . .I · ' tt ' Progress . . . . ' . . ' 
Sept. : .. ,. . ' .• ' .. . : .. ' ~· ·, ' . ·. ' '. 
. . . - ~ 

: t-~·~~~d :: 
Fowler 6·69 
u:ende 14-M · 

. Jan • . 

st~ridard ' 
Fowler 8-?o 
!:ea.do 11-61. 

Ua.7 

standard :. · 
Faaler 25-75 
iEoada 22-'14 

36 
3S 

.. 38 

42 ' 
41 
39 · 

48 
46 
50· 

ia~a :'.:::(>: w~. 100 
12-? 97 

. 12-11 .. . 108 . . 

13-3 
13·2· '" 
13-0 . 

1s .. 10 ·-
1s-a 
14-0 

100 
97 
92 

100 
96 

104 

. • oo 
.oo 

..• oo 
.12 



: ' ·, . •'' '. ' ·. ' · .. :· ';,_ .·. •, . ) • . . . .. 
in Hay. Fowle~ aeored 36 o~ 97' ot atan4a~ ln September. 

41 or 97" ot stMdard ln Je.nuaey, a.nil 46 or 95" ot ato.~dard 
tn May. J>togress !.n SGrreater I ls noirAlal. in Benaellter .ti"' 'ta 

negative • . 

. Heade eaoret.I .38, or 108% ot.' '•tan4ard in St:iptember, 39 
"'"' ' ' ' . ' - . . ;_ - ' ' ' . . ' \ : ' ' ~-

.or 9~% ot .etttndard in Jrmuary, 60 o.r '104~ ot atanda~ ln 

Hay;. 
' Progress ln Semester I la negatiw1 1n Somoster IX is 

.12,, a high figure; . 

the compuriaon'peroentage ·of lnoreaaecl progress in 

_Senloater ll over Semester l glvea Poirier none, !lea.de 1200~. 

Heade ·not only uade g•eater progress in Semest.er Il but 
~ ' ;, . ' .· ·- - . ' '' ' _- -__ ' ' . ' - ' ' ., -_ '-. ' '' ' ' ' :, ' . ' . ' " 

oloaed the terrn with a soore ot 104jf abow "tanda.rd as 

ngain•t Fowler• s score ot 955~. 

42 
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TABLE. XV 

HISTORY AND t.IfERAT'UB.B SCORES EIGMB GRAD& , RESULTS OF THE SEPTE!t~BBR_., 
JAmJARY .AND UAt Si'AliFOlID TESTS 

' · i . .• t ' i i 
• I Ued!.an. •- Eduoa •. ·• Peroon-t . t - Prog.~ Prog.~ Increasod 

Gr.aae Vl:tI'. ' Range * score · • Age· -. •• or stan •. 1 I ~ II · ·~ · Progress . . . ' . . . : t . •· t ' t ~ 

Standard·. 
Fowler 

·-meade -· . 

. . . : 

·standard 
Fowler 

· JJeade 

May 

stnn&irct 
Fawler 

_ Meade 

19-67 
16-80 

14•?7 ' 
1'1·82 

23-77 
18•80 

48 
43 
65 

64 
46 
_56 

59 
4a 
59 

13-;.10 
.13•6 
14-S 

. 14•$ 
- 13-8 
'14•8 

15•1 · 
.13-10 · 
15~1 

100 
89 

114 ' 

100 
85. 

101 

too 
81 

100 

..oo 
.• oo. 

... oo ·: .··· 
- ~·oo 



,_.; 

fable xv shows history an~ ·U.terature soOitea tor eighth 

. grade • . 

The ate.me.rd S.e 48 ror September. 64 tor J~nuary. o.nd 

59 tor .. uay. Fowler scored 43 or· 893' of ato.nd.nrd irr September, 

46 or 86'% -of sta.ndar_d i~ J~a.rf ·and. · 48 or 81" of standard 

. in May~ Progress ts nege.tlVe in eneh .semester. 
. . . 

tiefl:dG scores 65 or 114" ot standard 1~ September11 65 

or 101% of stnndnrd 1.nJnnuary, nnd .59 . or 100% or atnn~d 

in Hay. Progress shows negatiw or belcw nornnl each 
.. . 

aemeater... . 
' ' ' J 

.As before there taa groat divergence from each other 

and. from the stan&:ird .as .noted in, the peroentage relntions. 

· lleado eighth makes hero tm f$,.est months . of progreeo. yet 

oloses tl'o year on the atnndard level~ Semester I shows · · 
~ . ' . ., 

groo.ter progress tho.n Somostei- II. The Control group in ~his . 
' ; . 

subjeot .records its lorest level,.. all the work ot 'the year 

~being . belew onv other eighth 'grade standard equivalent. 

In h1atory and literature- tho aoventh grade only 

records an:; prog9:ess ot Semester IX owr Semester I. 

44 



LANGUAGE USAGE SCORES SIXTH . GB.Al!h REStmrs OF !llE SEPfEb"BER. JAIUARY . 
AND MAY STANFORD f ES!S. 

t i • t t • 

. ' • Uedian t Bduca.. ' J?eroent t Pl-og. · • . .Prog. • Increased 
Grado VI . " Range • Score t .Age t of Stan. • l • II t Progress 

t t I t ~ t 1 

·~, :·~ L · . • • .~ 

s~~~·'.J: \:i{ <' 

Stantlard 
Fowler -
tloade 

st~ri&\ra ;· 
Fowler 
ueade 
?.lnJ -

· ·stands.rd 1 

Fowler · 
f\!ea48 

2-48 
2-48 

o-44' 
0-42 

o-46 
11•50 

22 
'22 

Z2 

24 
28 
23 

27 
22 
~2 

li-10 
11-10 
11-10 

12-4 
12-11 
12-0 

22-a·-
11-10 
13-10 

100 
100 
100 

100 
119 
96 

100 
Bl 

118 

'.'. .. 

.19 

.oo 

.oo 

.22 22000: 



Table XVI ahaws scores: ~r . alxth grad& lo:ngoage, ~sage • . 

Tho eto.ndard ia 22 for Sep:tember.. 24 f'or January. · 29 
' ' 

tor .u~. Fawler scores : 22 or 1~ o.t ;etsnd!ll0f for September. 

20. or 119% of s:tandafld ~ff)r .Jamiaey~ .and 22 or 81~ of' standard 
{ 

· · tor !lay. PrOgresa 1n Semester .I ts very high w1th .19. In 

Semester II tt is negatt-,e • . 

Meade scores 22 or· 10~ ot ~tandard in SePtem~r ~ , 23' ~r · 
9s%.or St~dard in Jarmaey ·qd. 32: or 118% ·or ~~ciard. in Hay. · . 

. · Progress ·in ·~meater I is negat1w.i in Semeat~r II. -the high 

figure of .22. 
this causes tbs rosult1ng paroc:mtagos of oom.1-a ·r ison 

· · of •Seme_~ter II with Semester 1 tO rcn.d~•Powler. negative; 

· Kea.de 2200%. 

!he scores in this table seem to be out or the or_dinary-

and catised a second s9ing. ot. results but tte Strange 

figures ~re found to be cor~ct~ .~· end ot the term 

. i'onnd the Control group varying Wtth-the Meade- gro\lp -36% 

or stnndtlrd, 0. very g~.t differen.ce. whon both ' groups 

atattea September with atan&u•d scores. 

·46 



LAtlGUAGE USAOO SO ORES $;'VEITH ORAtlEt RES ULT& OF rum Slt';Pm!BER, 
JANUARY AMD lli\Y S'I'ADORD !FtSTS 

47 

t t f t t t f 11 

. . t 1 :Median • 'lduaa. t Percent . • Prog. t Prog .. • Incronsed 
Grade VIX ' ltange • Boore ' · Age • · ot Stan. • 1 • II ' Progrest 

t I I ,f f t f 

Sept. 

Standard 
Pow ler 5•42 
Jieade · 10•40 

Standard. 
Fader 
Me ado 

Mo.y 

Standard 

4~8 
10·44 

PON lezt 4•50 
Mead·e 20•54 

27 
26 
26 

29'' 
30'· 
26 

52 
30 
30 

12..;.s 
12•1 
12·6 

13..;.5 
'. 13·5 
12•7 

lo•lO 
13•6 
13•& 

100 
96' 

/191 

100 
103 
89 

100 
94 
94 

.12 

.oo 

-~ .06 500% 



· usage •. 

The standard la 'Z1 in September• .29 in January, Alld 

32 in May • . 

Fowle~ 8corea sh>w ... pr(\"tl"OSB ot .12 in Semester . . iJ 
negative results in Semester II~ 

U~nde . scores sb.oW a progress of ~OS tn .Semester II 
. . ~ ' . 

and negative in $emester I. The resulting percentages 

read positive ·for Meade soO-%. 

··: , ,.48 ' 



LMtGUAG! . USAGE' SCORES BIGB?H GRADE: RESULTS OF 'll:lE :SEPTEltBER,. ~ANU.ARY, 
.QD 'MAY STAIFORD iT..S!S . 

I ' ' ' 1 II 

• • Uedhn • Edu.ca• •Percent· ' 
Grade VIII • Range • score • Age' •ot Stan~ • 

' •• t ' t t 

Sept. 

Standard 
Fowler 

. Ueado,· 
. . 

· Jari• ·: 

stark:lara ' · · 
F~lor 
Lteade 

st:a:n'~d··i··x< .·: 

0•50 
2-44 

2.2•54 
.13-49. 

·ro.v ler 9•60 
Ueaae 18•64 

32 
SS sa 

87 
40 
41 

13~10 
· 14•2 
lS-10. 

•,, 

·1~6 
-14-6 
14•6 

15-1 
·15·7 
16·9 

100 
103 
100 

100 
100 
100 

100 
'!OB 
12'1 

i 6 

Prog. ' PrOg~. t Ineronsed 
I · • II ,··Progress 

.oo 

.oo 

t • 

.Os : 

.21 
800% 
2700)t 



Tab le XVIIX shows scortis bl lrulgaage mnge 1n. eighth 

grades. 

the stnndarda are 12. M.·and S~ respect1wly. 

Fowler scored 103,C of standara in .September. 10~ of 

standard 1n Jamlary• .a.nd 108~. ot standard in Say.. · 

Yeade aoored 100~ of~ · ate.ndo.rd• 1.00%• and 127% 

respectiwly. 

. Progress percentages .were.baaed cm .oa for ., 

Fowler, or 80tYfo o.nd .av fo~ Meade 'Of" 2700J'. 

In tables DI. l.VII. and XVIII the reoorda in language 

usage ahc'PI a deoided·prcgreas inoreaao.attabled after ~ha 

dlagnostlo studies were made. !!ere the sixth and eighth 

show a tiniab · tar above standard. The seventh shows mob 

progress 1noreaoe but closes the. year beloc standard. In. 

the. Cont.rol groups both slxth .and seventh tiniel1ed below. 

standard. Tbs elgt,tb finished above standnrd.but f.'nr below 

the Meade level. 

60 



TABLE·xu 

DICTATION EXEROISB SCORES SIXT!! ORA1'E• .. 18.SULTS OF TBE SEPl'm!'BER. · 
. . .. JANUARY.- AND MAY. IT!JfFGtlD TESTS 

• ¥ . .... u 

• ' Median • Educa-. • Percen'b • Prog. • Ptog. •Inoroasud 
Grade VI • Range • Score • Age • ot Stan. • I · • II •Progreea . 

t t ' ' • • • 

· .~~~': ' .~r> . · ;;:'c .. 
st~ri~~·r·a · 
Fo.Yler 10 ... 1401 
uoade · 65-150 

. ··~· 

.. ·-· ·.' ··.···. stau·~·ra < ·· 
·i'ow1er •·· ·. .· 61•148 
>Icade · · · 96·146 

Mar 

72•lG• 
70•162 

105 
98 

'100 

114 
100 
U4 

... · . ;, ; 

11.:10 
ll•G 
ll•B 

12~4: ... 
11•8 
12~ 

121 ' 124 ,· ' 
106 106" 
118 118 

100 
93 
9.6 

100 
87 

100 

100 
SG 
99 . 

.oo 

.os 



dictation exercise. 

'lhe at.t:tndar4a are 10s. _114. attd 124 respectiveq. 
' . . . 

progrosa • . 

Heade scores 95% • . 100% • .. and . 91~ of atandard. Semester II · 
' ' 

la negatiw,. yielding no poa1tive results or. the Testa. 



63 

DIOTATIO!f EXERCISE SCORES mvtmTB GRADEt RESULTS OF TBE .SEPl'E?mBR, 
J'AlftlARY t AND lU.Y S t'AllFORO 1'ESTS 

.. .. LI ·- _ 1 .. 1 ' _, . 

t • 

Grade VII •Bange • 

$~ptem'13er . ·; 

staric1ara 
FtrNler "" 
Meade 

Ja.nu~ry 

· ·standard 
fowler 
~feade· 

!!ay 

stan«arc! 
Fowlor 
Meade 

··· · ; . :·' • •'/ ·• ,' .~-

• • 

92•178 
f2•174 

8G•i86 
94•186 

94.,1'1G 
32-192 

' I I I 11 •. I i f 

itecHan I Eduea. 1 
Score t Age ' 

124 
124 
110 

13? 
ue 
126 

14G 
12, 
138 

•• t 

u~a · · 

12•8 
12-1 

13•8 
12•6 
12•9 

1a0.:10 
12•8 
13•1 ' 

' ' ' '• ' ~ "_. ~ 

Percent • Frog.• Prom.• Inoroe.scd 
ot Stan• • I t II - • Progress 

100 
100 
96 

100 
85 
92 

100 
:.>85 
M 

t f • 

.oo 

.oo 

•' . ·.,: 

' .oo 
.02 



tab.le n shows scores. tor aewn'th grade apelU.ng 1n 

dictation oxaroise. 

too stnm~~·are 124.137•. an<1".146·reapeot1vel7. 

· Fowler .scored ~ •. 85%. 1.Utd 85%. respectively. . lteado 

acored 96%. 92%. end· 94~. ah.owing a ·iow .t~gure ot . 

.• 02 .for progress in Semester II. fhia interpreted gives 

200%.to represent increased prt">gress. 



. . ·· 5$ 

tum··nx 
DIOTAT_XON !Xt!'ROISE SCORRS EIGHTH GIUJ)!k llBW L*i'S OF THE SEPTPMBER, 

. . JAWAR'f • AND MAY St AIDAJlJ) 'lF~fS 

it • i t 11 ' !JI t' .• I ' ' 
'· . ,'' '. 

"' :t ·Median ·' Eduoa.•1 .Percent ' ,· Prag.:• Prog, _· •xnoreased 
Grade VXII·' Range ·• Scox-e :• Age ' " of Stan.' , x. t , tl. •Progreea 

.. f .t ,t t 1 I · 1 t 1 " 
l . 

' · · Standard · · · 
fowler 100-ltlS 

146 . 
132 
14t Vea de 106·190 

·.~anua'!Y-
• 'I'. ·: ·, · 

st~rittnrd 
rat11ei-
ueade 

.Uay 

standard ·· 
Fowler 
iteade 

156 
104•184 14f 
118•200 168 

1oa-1sa 
182•212 

163 
154 
202 

: ... '--·: ·~\ ·'": 

;. ,'I i' f .·~. ,~ . ,: ···, ' 

.. 

·13-10· 
1s•o u-s· 

.. 
14-$.' . . 
13-10 . 
14•8 . 

100 
90 
97 

100 . 
94 · 

101 

15..-1 ·. :· . . 100. 
14•6 93 
18-1 123 

.• 04 
,04 

.Oo 

.22 



Table nI shows ·Scor-es tn eighth grade spelU.ng in 

dictation exercises. . 

· the standards' a.re 146, 155•. and 163 rea~ctivel:y. 

FONler scores 90%. ~. ~nd 9S,,. or standards~, Meade Scoroa 

917%. 101% and 123~ of· standard~ ··· 

Fow.ler progress. is negative ln .Semester. Il• Jreade's 

increase shows .22. 7ielding 0 thehigh·percentago·or 2200% 

to ropresent the increased progress of Semester II over 

Semester I. 

In tables XIX,,, xx. ana ·XX! ·nro · dictation scores for 

66 

the three grades. !he seventh and eighth show increased 

pbogress during the experiment •. the eighth again reaching .a 

veey high eduoatlonal level. 'flle sixth grade, while h1gher 

than the Control sixth seems to bavc attained a normal progresa 

in Semester I and less progresa 1n Semester It. !his· might 

bo ono of tht ·results ot ·the concentr-aticm ot ·the . teacher· on 

aritlrafltio nnd other scores which hud not been up to standard 

in Semester 1. 

fho diagrame, s,. '• and 5 ahatl' graphically these reoorcla 

as well a.a the total or· compo's1te records. 
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!ABLB ··.XXIX 
. . . 

,QQ,t'PARISOI · OF TUE G.ROUPS BASED Olf C0l1POS:tf2 800~6 AW t.!IDIANS1 RESULTS 
OF SEPrli:MBR, JAWARY, AND lfAY tBSt'S 

Gtade Vl 

s~~tOm~r · 
. Standard 
Fcmlor. 
Meade 

JIUlUU!jf .. 

Sta ma.rd 
.Fotttler 
~eade 

Moy 

Stnn4nr4 
Fowler 
M.eade 

I 

' • • 
Ooinposite 

Soo~ 

50 . 
4S,2 
40.6 

56 ' 
60.l 

. 64.1 

59 
54,l 
61.6 ' 

t 

' ' • 
Percent ·of 

Standu.N 

100 
88.~4 
~?.2 

' 100· 
91-
98.a 

100· ' 
91'.6 

104.4 

i 
• 
t 
t 

Pt-og. 
l 

.046 

.011 

f 

t 
.. 
•· 

f 

ProSw' u . 

.005 
,.001 

t 

' 

.... 
Inoroaa~.d 
Progreu 



ctrade VII 

September 

Stnrdard 
Pcmler 
Ueade 

Januru.-y 

Staaiard 
Poder · 
Meade· 

Grade .VIII . · 

September 

Standard 
. raaler 

Yea.de 

January 

Standard 
Fornlei- · 

· Meade 

May 

Standard 
Fawler 
Kea de 

'59 
67.,1 
61 

.64 
ea 
a1.s 

68 
GG.,7 
11.2 

68 
M.8 
?1.2 

'12 
71.6 
76.6 

76 
?a.a 
82,7 

100 
98.fr 
95 

100 
9Gw6 
as.a 

100 
98 •. 2 

106.6 

100 
96.2· 

104.2 

100 
99.3 ioa.a 

100 
100.3 
110.2 

.oo 

.012 

•041 .oa 

50 

.• 017 . ·>>.Sr,>% ·.oas · .. 691~ 

.01 

.04 



.fable XA-Yl: shows th! OantBrison of· composite scores. 

The standards. for the .s.hth grade a.re OOr 65• tlnd 59. 

Fmdor•a scores · oompt.~·a . yield an hicreased P!iOgt-ea• 1n 

Semester II ot 40f~ len.de•ei 'scores computed y!e ld an 

in creased progress ' pe~entag~ or s:54. 
The atandar~s tor seventh grades arer 59,, 64• and .68. 

Fowlor•s . scores computed. Jiold a percentage increase or s~. 
Meade's scores ahow a. peroet'!tage lnoroa.ae of 690 •. 

''" ' .... ·( • .. ' • ' ' . ': 

The standards for ~ighth grades are 6.8 •. 72• ·and 70. 

F(J{;~or scores show nept!:vo progress. Meade scores .shov a . · 

pe~centu.ge incre~se ot 200. 

In dingnuns• s. 4_. and 5., the progress la shoun 

grapll!cally and merits .onretul ·atu.d7. Eaoh subject. s~~ard. 

Pov ler. ~nd ueade scores are shom lri their nney rel(lt~onships. 

•~59 
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tABLE .. DlIX 

PROGRESS or S~ESTER II OVER· SUiESfEn . I BY OOBJl~CTS AS EXPRESSED IN . 
p;~;BCEMTAGES 

Subjects 

VI Reading : 
VII . 
VIII 
Vl Arithmetio 
VII 
VIII 

' I;_' 

Vl Nature study and·SoS.enoe · 
VII • 

.. VIII 

. VI .. ttistol'y nnd Literature 
VII 
VIII 

VI Language Uaage VII . . . 
VIII' 

· VI. Dictation vn · .. · · · · 
VIU 

' t 
't 

" 

Powler 

I . •, -·· .... .. .... 
400% 
126% 
~00% 

....... 
100,: .... 
.... ..... .... 
---. ... 
. ~OJ' ... .... ..... 

• • 
t 

·. · :_ '. 

' ,4001' .... 
.· 180~' 
' 1500% ·-·· 

-1~ . 

900% ' -·· 

2200% 
' .. . 500% 
. 2100% 

---



~,- :fnble Jalll tho ·varl!>us porcentngea of. increased 

:progress is summetl . up .. by st1bjeeta •. to show· juat whore this 
,. 

inaratl.se was gained. lt :is Eo~d that Meade .recorded 

increa.aoa in eleven · ins.tanoa& againat five 1n tho Control · 

group. The· amount of percentage i:ncreaae. totnled more than 

this relntion. indlc-~·toa ainoe tbS Meade increase ·was tram· .. 
tour to nim. thaea ao groat in each cnse. Tb!~ is. gro.ph,ically 

ahown in d~grams a. ?,, .encl s • . where semester I is canpared 

to Semestoi- II in eaoh grade and these in the relation to . the 

sta.nda.rd. 
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!be study ahow~ that: 

l., I!l the three grades compared. each 

with six subjectcS, that 'eleven subjects out of' 

eighteen increased in progress during ·Semester II 

.. in Ueade J. that tiva out ot eighteen increased ln 

progress 1n the Contl"'ol group. 

2. !bat the percentagl·of increase was 

nine times aa•great 1n the tteade group as. 1n tls 

control group. · 

3. Thn.t by· noting the total progresa 

ot· the year in all grades in relation to the atmd ... 

a.rd. nn o'bjectiw score tJi~y· be. obtained whloh 1n· 

dice.tea a oompa.mtive vn.lue ct 'b~acner etf'icieney. 
' . 

(See Table XXIV) 
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fABLIXUV 
INDICATION OF TF..AOHER EFPIOIBMOY AS SHOWH Bf THE RESULTING SCOREs··or 

- THE STANFORD TEG!S . 

• i, f I • 

t • • Rolntt~n • 
t t . t to Std. ' 
t Hay · t Edu ca.., · • in months ' 
' Score ' Age t (May) • · 

·· . <~~ · . . . '''.i • 
Re!~tton ~ ·aank ot • Personal• Gd. 
to ·Std. ·t Teaohers ' Judg• ~ ., I. Q. 
ln months • lndt.cn.t~ t mont · • 

(Sept •. ) * . ed · • Rank • ., • • • t ~ 

________ ......, ______ .... ___ _...______________________________________________... 

st .. a~d~A : VI . 
··" ··.·VIX 

.:VIII 
.,· . 

Fader .. ·· 

69 12·8 
68 ... 'l3•10 
'16 · · : · ·1a-1 

· · ... : (C()ntfol.) . . . . 
. . . VI ·. 64.1(··12 ... a: 

VII ' ' se. 'I . 'l3•8 
VI!l 16.3 15 .. 2 

. VI ·vxx · 
VIII ' 

... 61·.,·6 ····1s-o 
. 71.2 14·4 
·.·as •. ., ... ·1a-1 

' .. ~~ .. .. 

i: -~ .. . ~:, .. .- . 

,. , { - ; :~' 

t .' :· • • 

,' ' ' ~... . 

~6 
. •2 

·~1 

4 · 
6 

12 . 

· ·-. 1 I " 

.. l • • : ' ~ ' • 

' -s 
~a · 

•S 
. } 

., , ,:· . 

: ·a .~· 

·- \ rf 

' 
.. ·s. . e: 

l 

4 . :.;,. 2 
l· ; 

.·. ;. 96 
: < 94 H 

9&. 

96 
98 

. 97 

. . ~ ·, .: . . ' · : . . . :~-. ' 



table llIV .shows the relations to sta:muro of eaolt 

grade in ltflJ' e.e compared to that relation tn September. 

the sixth grade ot Fo.tler was six months belm standard 

both at the beg!nn'l~ &Ud. at tbe close cf the school t.em. 

A· progrea.a of nine months was made but all of it on material 

belOR standard.· the seventh gru.do 8hdrls two months below 

standard both in September and in Jtay. ·arado eight at 

tinlahes .one month above · stn.nd11rd . in Ua.y. . Bore is s, 

progress ot f!ft~en· $Ontha.• but at. the .Cl01$&. ot the term .. 

only one month· abow standard •.. 

Ra.nktng the tuaehera on these tigurea and the. 

role. tion of' tm work . done to the ·standard. the ~sult . 

ls as 1nd1cated •. 

. Ueade eighth ranks first; Meade eewnth_. .second1 

Hee.de si~th• tbirih Fowler eighth ranks fourth: Fowler 

seventh. tltthJ nnd Fowler sixth• sixth. · 
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Ccmparing this with the. personal judgment ranking we 

find that three teac·he-··a Ylth the o~ rank 1n ench method. 

This 1a true .for'Meade•a seventh,. m:ee.de•s alghth;.. nnd Fowler's 

seventh grade teachers. 

In regard .to l!eade• a sirth., the objeotiw 1ndicntion 

ro.iaed hor one place; Fowler eighth 'WaS rnised two plncoa 

:·· while Fowler's sixt~ was lowered three pla_ce~ by t~ 

obj9otive ·. mo~hods. 
' - ' 

f~e last ~oltnm ~r Table .AXIV aha.vs tho· l .. Q.•s. of' 

'each · grade which must . be given some . QOl'l81d~at,ion in tbe 

rating or ~.~noher$ •. 
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The . results or this study clearly Indios.to a value 

in the use of the Stanford Ach1e~ent tests in 1ncroas1ng 

tee.c.hor effloienoy. Ftr·ther investigation ie needed to 

·determine .the .degree to which this .is true • . f~ atudy a.loo . 

seems to give an objective score on •hlch to rank certain 

phases of teacher efficiency. In comparing tle rank round 

(Ta_ble DIV) w1th the personal judgment ra.11k. it •Y be 

seen thnt in three out or· stx oases the aeore is identical 

with . the personal judgnen~ scores. The gren~st difference 

· . . being found in . the teacher or tho eighth grade Control group. 

The objective BCoro pla.oes her much ld .. gher than the personal 

It seems fair to conclude trom the results of th!s 

li~1ted study t~.at .the use of ttte Sttmtord Achievement Teats··· :. 
. . 

uay furnish a definite :infloonoe towarcl improving tenchers 

. in service~ . 
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I 

INTRODUCTION 
The choice of standard educational tests for use in the 

various school grades and school subjects has for some time 
presented to the average superintendent or principal a 
problem of great difficulty. ' The number of such tests is 
legion, and each is fragmentary in the sense that it covers 
only a part, and often only a small part, of the ground that 
the average teacher or administrator desires to cover. In 
selecting tests for his use, the superintendent has found it 
necessary to make a comparative study of the many tests 
available for each subject and for each grade. In order to 
assemble a suitable battery of tests for· measuring the 
achievement of an entire school, it has been necessary to 
make a half-dozen or more comparative studies of this kind 
and to arrive at as many separate decisions. It has then 
been necessary, after the tests to be used have been decided 
on, to order each from a different publisher and to master 
several different types of procedure and scoring. After the 
tests have been assembled, given, and scored, it is often 
found that the norms for the various tests are expressed so 
differently or have been derived by such diverse methods 
that there is no satisfactory way to compare a pupil's score 
in one subject with his score in any other, or to summate 
a pupil's scores for the various subjects into a composite 
score. So extremely confllsing has the situation become 
that many school administrators justly hesitate to embark 
on a testing program at all, and the average teacher or 
principal is hopelessly at sea. 

The Stanford Achievement Test .is intended to remedy this 
situation, as far as Grades 2 to 8 are concerned. For these 
grades it covers all the ground it is necessary to cover for 
ordinary purposes of school or pupil measurement. The 
blanks and materials for testing the schools of an entire 
city may be ordered in a single letter, and they will come in 
a single shipment. The directions for giving and scoring 
are all in a single manual. and because of their consistency . 

3 
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are easily mastered. .The norms for the different tests are 
similarly derived, a fact which renders a pupil's score in any 
subject immediately comparable with his score in any other . 

. Valid composite scores for any number of subjects taken 
· together are readily obtainable. Age norm~, as well as grade 
norms, are supplied for all the tests, thus making possible, 

·· for the first time, the derivation of a satisfactory educational 
quotient. The tests for a given pupil are conveniently 

· arranged in a single booklet. 
The Stanford Achievement Test has also proved very use-

ful in classifying pupils just entering high school. The high 
school principal, especially in the larger schools, is usually 
faced with the problem of classifying and sectioning pupils 
into groups of equal abilities. Pupils enter high school from 
many types of elementary schools, varying in their courses 
of . study, lengths of ·school terms, general efficiency, etc. 
The range of individual differences in educational ability 
within an entering ninth grade is rather generally as great 
as four or five years, occasionally more. Experience has 
shown that better results are obtained when these diverse 
abilities are grouped into relatively homogeneous sections 
or. classes. The Stanford Achievement Test has been found 
satisfactory. for this purpose in a number of towns and cities. 
If the school test. program calls for the use of this test for 
all eighth-grade classes in May or June, the educational ages 
of the majority of entering pupils are already at hand. The 
·entrants from other school systems can be quickly tested 
during the registration period without sacrifice of any regu-
lar.classroom time. In any event, very little actual instruc-
tion is accomplished during the opening days of school and 
the entire ninth grade may be tested and classified during 
the first week. It may be advisable to use a group test of 
intelligence along with the Stanford Achievement Test for 
purposes of classification. 

The time required to give the complete examination is 
believed by the authors to approximate the minimum which 
is· consistent with the requisite qegn:~e of reliability. The 
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total expenditure of time for assembling, giving, and scoring 
the tests, and for the treatment of results, is only a fraction 
of that which has hitherto been necessary. Nevertheless, 
the time allowances are in all cases liberal enough to make 
the test almost entirely a test of power rather than of speed. 
What is also important, the cost of making a complete 
survey of the educational attainment of pupils in Gtades 2 
to 8 has been greatly reduced and the practical usefulness 
of the results greatly enhanced. As a result of the careful 
selection and tryout of many hundreds of i terns, the relia-
bility coefficients of the tests for the different subjects . are 
extraordinarily high. That of the total score of the entire 
battery is .98 for unselected pupils of a single age. The 
manufacture of the test required the labor of four to eight 
persons the greater part of the time for ten months. I ts 
cost was approximately $4500, exclusive of several thousand 
dollars' worth of time given to the task by the authors. 

The Stanford Achievement Test is published in two" forms," 
Form A and Form B . . The two forms are equally difficult 
and are therefore interchangeable. Only a single ·booklet 
is used in givirig a pupil the entire battery of tests of either 
form. The booklet used in Grades 2 .and 3 contains six 
tests and is known as the Primary Examination; that used 
in Grades 4 to 8 contains nine tests and is known as the 
Advanced Examination. 

In ordering the · Stanford Achievement Test it is necessary 
to specify separately the number of Primary and of Advanced 
booklets; also whether Form A or Form Bis desired. The 
Manual of Directions must be ordered separately, but a 
set of scoring keys is enclosed in every package of tests. 

The Primary Examination is in reality a part of the Ad-
vanced Examination. Thus, Test 1 of the Primary Exami-
nation consists of the first two of the three pages of Test I 
of the Advanced Examination; Test 2 of the Primary 
·Examination consists of the first one of the two pages of Test 
2 of the Advanced Examination, etc. 

The Advanced Examination booklet can be used, there-
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fore, for testing pupils in Grades 2 and 3, if necessary. When 
used in this way the examination should be conducted just 
as if the pupils had Primary Examination booklets, except 

· that care should be taken to see that pupils have the right 
page when beginning a new test. In scoring, disregard any 
marks made on pages not included in the Primary Examina-
tion. interpretation of scores should then be made in the 
light .of the norms for the Primary Examination. 

Tests I, 2, and 3 of the Advanced Examin~tion are also 
published separately and are known as the Stanford Achieve-
ment Test: Reading E xamination. As explained above, these 
tests include Tests, I, 2, ·and 3 of the Primary Examination 
as well and can be used, therefore, in Grades 2 to 8. 

Similarly Tests 4 and 5 of the Advanced Examination are 
also published separately and are known as the Stanford 
Achievement Test: Arithmetic Examination. This examina-
tion may also be used in Grades 2 to 8. 

When either the Reading Examination or the Arithmetic 
Examination is used in Grade 2 or 3, follow the directions 
in the Manual for giving, scoring, and interpreting these 
tests in the Primary Examination. When used in Grades 
4 to 8, follow the directions for giving, scoring, and inter-
preting these tests in the Advanced Examination. When 
used with pupils of one group, including some from Grade 
2 or 3 and some from grades above the third, follow the 
directions for the Advanced Examination. 



II 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE TEST 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

The aim of the authors was to construct a battery of 
. tests which would cover practically all of the curriculum . 

from Grades 2 to 8, which would be easy to administer, 
which would not be too time-consuming, which would 
yield consistent results (have a high reliability), and which 
would have the greatest possible validity as a basis for the 
grading and classification of pupils. The authors believe 
that all these aims have been realized, although they would 
be the last to claim that the examination is as perfect as 
it might be made. 

That the separate tests are convenient to administer will 
be evident. That what the tests measure is measured with 
a high degree of accuracy is shown . clearly by the reliability 
coefficients, which are very much higher than we are accus-
tomed to find in the experimental literature on educational 
tests. 

Although the Stanford Achievement Test is very economical 
of time, the authors 'had hoped that the requisite reliability 
might be secured with even a somewhat briefer examination 
than this has turned out to be. No way was found to 
accomplish this. The time limits finally adopted are believed 
to be about as brief as is consistent with the desired degree 
of reliability. \Ve are no longer content with tests so rough 
that they are useful only for comparing one school or one 
city with another. \Ve now demand that a test shall give a 
dependaqle measure of the individual pupil, in order that 
we may use his score for placing him in the grade where he 
belongs. This is the most important function of standard 
tests of every kind, a function which requires that the 
probable error of a score shall be a relatively small fraction 
of the increment between successive grade means. 

Of one thing those who use the Stanford Achievement Test 
can be assured: It contains no appreciable weight of "dead 

7 
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timber." Every single item in every test has been tried out 
against an outside criterion of school .success. This criterion 
was the increase from grade to grade in the per ce~t of pupils 
passing it. I terns which did not show a marked increase over 
a range of at least three grades were eliminated. I terns which 
showed an appreciable decrease in the per cent passing at 
any part of · the grade range were also· eliminated. As the 
test stands, every item it contains contributes toward the 
correct rating of the child. 

Perhaps some will regret that the examination does not 
include a handwriting scale and separate tests of achievement 
in hygiene, geography, United States history, etc. The 
handwriting .scale was omitted because it was deemed of 
minor importance for the grading of pupils, and because 
fairly satisfactory scales for· this purpose are already in 
existence. · Nature study, physiology, hygiene, geography, 
domestic science, and the manual arts were not · tested 
separately for three reasons: (1) to have done so would 
have made the examination too time-consuming and un-
wieldy; (2) in many schools not all of these subjects are 
taught; (3) when they are taught, it is usually, in the case 
of a particular subject, for only a brief period. Geography, 
for example, is ordinarily ' taught formally only in two or 
three grades. Thevarious fields of nature study and science 
have therefore · been thrown together·, as being together 
comparable in importance to reading or arithmetic. What 
we want to know of a pupil is his relative achievement in 
the general field of science, ,and this is reliably indicated 
by Test 6. 

Similar reasons led to the inclusion of history, civics, and 
literature in a single test. Here, as in the case of nature 
study and science, the items are chosen so as to represent a 
very wide sampling of content. Literature, for example, 
was divided into several subheads, and items were assembled 
for each. The same was done for history and Civics. 

·The general plan and contents of the other tests do not 
call for special comment, except possibly in . the case of the 
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threefold test of achievement in reading. As a whole it 
differs considerably from other tests of reading ability. 
Each of its parts, however, is an adaptation of earlier tests 
which have been fully demonstrated to show a high correla-

. tion with reading ability. The three parts together are 
intended to cover the three main factors involved in getting 
the meaning from the printed page: knowledge of word 
meaning, ability to comprehend relatively . short language 
units (sentences), ability to grasp the meaning of larger 
units (paragraphs). ,These factors are closely interrelated, 
but they are not identical. They make · different demands 
on the span of a tten ti on and on the ability to grasp the 
significance of a language unit as a whole as contrasted with 
the ability to understand words, phrases, or other isolated 
fragments. 

In the paragraph-meaning test the . authors have . used 
the completion method irtstead of the question-and-answer 
method used by Thorndike, McCall, Monroe, and others, 
partly because of the greater ease of scoring, but chiefly 
because they believe it to ·be psychologically superior. 
Effort has been made to construct each paragraph in such 
a way that the correct completion of it will offer the best 
possible evidence that its meaning has been comprehended. 
It is a method which is economical of space, requires a 
minimum of writing, and is easy to score. 

SELECTION AND TRIAL OF ITEMS 

Test I. Reading: Paragraph Meaning. In the selection of 
materials for the reading paragraphs certain criteria of 
desirability \Vere adopted, as follows : 

(r) The paragraphs must be ofsuch a nature that complete 
reading of the paragraph is necessary in order that the 
blanks may be correctly filled. This principle is intended to 
prevent the filling of the blanks by use of the context of a 
small section of a paragraph. 

(2) For the sake of reliability and ease in scoring, the 
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number. of possible responses involving real merit must be 
kept as small as possible. · 

(3) The correct filling of the blanks must involve real 
comprehension of thought and not allow of execution by 
mere selection of words previously given in the text. 

The original set of materials included a total of I24 
paragraphs. By the ratings of three judges these were 
reduced to two forms of 40 items each. These were tried 
out.in alternate grades through one school, and a number of 
eliminations and several additions at the upper end of the 
test were made: A second try-out of two forms of 37 items 
reduced the number to two forms of 29 paragraphs each for 
the test as it now stands. 

Test 2. Reading: Sentence Meaning. The general appear-
ance of this test is familiar from its use in the National . · 
Intelligence Tests and elsewhere, but in method of construc-
tipn- it -differs considerably from earlier tests of its kind. 
Each .sentence used .in this test was built up by combining 
several words of known difficulty, as shown by their index 
numbers in the Thorndike Word Book. All the critical 
words of a given sentence are of approximately the same 
order of frequency, the number of such critical words in a 
sentence varying from two to five and rarely falling below 
three. The sentences are planned in such a way that in 
each case the meaning of the sentence as a whole must be 
comprehended in order that the correct answer may be 
known. 

Previously existing forms of the test involved no such 
systematic plan of construction, and as a result they contain 
many . i terns the correct response to which hinges on the 
subject's knowledge of a single word.' · 

· Originally the total nuri'.;.ber of sentences was about 325. 
By the . ratings of judges this number was reduced to 300, 
which were then broken into two forms for the first try-out. 
As a result of this try-out, the two final forms of 80 each 
were constructed. The range of difficulty of the items 
retained extends from the one hundred most frequently 
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used words of the English· language, according to the 
Thorndike frequencies, to the tenth thousand. 

Test3. Reading: Word Meaning. ·This test also was more 
systematically constructed than earlier vocabulary tests of 
the same general type. Two types of items have been 
included,: (1) critical word harder than the response words; 
(2) critical word easier than the response words. The diffi-
culties both of the critical and of the response words were 
determined by the use of the frequency values given in the 
Thorndike Word Book. The critical words have in nearly 
all _cases a frequency value of 2000 to 3000 less than, or 
2000 to 3000 greater tir-an, the response words. The range 
of frequencies extends from words in the first hundred of 
the language to words between the ninth and tenth thou-
sands. In order to extend the list in the upper ranges, a 
number of words more difficult than any of those in the 
Thorndike ·word Book were added. · 

Critical words were chosen so as to include a reasonable 
variety as regards parts of speech. The response words and 
the critical word of a given item are nearly always of the 
same part of speech. 

Originally the number of elements in the test totaled 675, 
of which 275 were discarded upon the basis of the ratings of 
three judges. "The remaining 400 items were broken into 
two forms for the first try-out. As a result of this try-out 
two final forms of 85 items each were constructed.· 

Test 4. Arithmetic: Computation. The selection of problems 
for the arithmetical computation test was based chiefly upon 
an analysis of the leading textbooks in arithmetic. In this 
manner a collection of 87 types of problems was made. 
These types were then reduced to 56 by the combined 
judgments of the three authors, -\vho rated each type upon 
the basis of desirability. Three problems. of each of the 56 
types were included in the firsMry-out, or 168 in all. Upon 
the basis of this try-out; two final forms of 47 problems each 
were constructed, the chief criteria· f01: selection being: 
(1) the inclusion of as wide ·a range of distinct types of 
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arithmetical operations as possible; (2) the retention of 
items known to be generally taught in elementary schools 
under modern practice;_ (3) the principle that the necessary 
difficulty in the upper ranges should be secured by the use 
of problems involving complex analysis rather than by the -
use of problems difficult merely because of their length. 

Test 5. Arithmetic: Reasoning. The guiding principle in 
the selection of arithmetical-reasoning problems was that of 
minimizing the labor and time necessary for the mere com-
putations involved in reaching a solution. This principle 
was deemed important for two reasons: (1) The present .test 
should not dupl_icate the test of arithmetical computations; 
(2) the method followed permits a more complete measure 
of the rational processes involved in the solution of the 
problems. A few problems which involve irrelevant data 
have been included. 
' The original set of problems numbered 233, but these 
were reduced without further try-out to 144 by the combined 
ratings for desirability by three judges. The first try-out 
included three -forms of 48 problems each, and on the basis 
of these results two · final forms of 40 problems each were 
constructed. i 

Tests 6 and 7. Information. The information tests were 
made up of the best elements of a larger information test 
developed in connection with the study of gifted children in 
California. In the construction of the latter the original 
number of items totaled about 2500. A few of these items 
were adapted from existing information tests, such as the 
Army Alpha, the Terman Group Test, and others, but most 
of them were _ original in the sense that they were derived by 
textbook analysis, examination of courses of study, and 
suggestions from "competent authorities in the various 
fields of knowledge involved. The final forms represent the 
best of the original items with- reference to teaching practice 
in geography, elementary science, nature study, domestic 
arts, history,· and literature. 

The original list of 2500 items was reduced to 1630 by the 
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ratings of judges and was then broken into three forms of 
670 i terns each. The three forms were tried out in Grades 
4 to 9 of three California cities. Upon the basis of these 
results, two forms of 335 items were constructed and used 
in the study of gifted children. For the purposes of the . 
Stanford Achzevement Test the forms were again reduced to 
l 90 i terns each. 

Test 8. Language Usage. The preliminary try-out of this 
test 'included 180 items of grammatical usage, made up in 
three forms of 60 items each, and a list of 180 other items 
involving choice of diction. This total of 360 items was 
reduced to two forms of 60 ·items each by the try-out, only 
the best third of the i terns being retained for the final forms. 

The original . selections of items were made upon the 
basis of several lists of common errors in grammar and 
diction such as those given in : 

I. UTTER, R. P. Every-day Words and Their Uses. 
2. GREENOUGH, J.B., and KITTREDGE, G. L. Words and Their 

Ways in English Speech. 
3. WOOLLEY, E. C. Handbook of Composition. 
4. VIZETELLY, F. H. A Desk-book of Errors in English. 
5. A syllabus prepared by members of the faculty of the 

Department of English in Stanford University, on the com-
mon errors in English usage. 

Test 9. Dictation (Spelling). The words used in the con-
struction of the Dictation Exercise were taken from the 
Ayres, Buckingham, and "7S" spelling lists, with the excep-
tion of a small number in the upper ranges of the test. The 
authors of the'' 7S" spelling scales 1 have equated the various 
columns of the Buckingham and Ayres scales to the same 
scale of difficulties as those used in the construction of the 
Sixteen Spelling Scales which are known as the 11 7S "spelling 
lists. The details of the method of obtaining the uni ts used 
in the " 7S" scales are set forth in the article referred to below. 

1 Hudelson, E., Stetson, F. L., and Woodyard, E. (with T. H. Briggs and 
T. L. Kelley) : "Sixteen Spelling Scales." Teachers College Record, 1920, 
XXI, 337-391. 
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In the Stanford Achievement Test words of the ,same 
difficulty within a range of two units of the "7S" scale have 
been combined into sentences. It was necessary to add a 
few connectives and other fillers, but beyond the second 
grade these fillers are ignored in scoring. (Scoring key 
shows which words are not scored.) " 

Because so few words of known difficulty were available 
for measuring the upper limits of spelling ability, it was 
necessary to add and equate a small number of hard words. 
This was done by incorporating the hardest of the " 7S" 
words into a list c::h,osen from other sources and equating the 
two sets of words. This was done (1) by the combined rat-
ings of four judges; (2) by a try-out of the combined lists 
with eighth- and ninth-grade pupils. In this way the upper 
ranges of the scale were considerably amplified. 

In terms of the " 7S " units, the spelling difficulties of the 
words range from difficulty 20 in the second grade to dif-
ficulty 75 in the ninth grade. 

The use of a dictation exercise in which almost every word 
written by th.e pupil counts toward his spelling score is 
much more economical of time than the. usual plan of 
including in each sentence only a single critical word. As 
compared with the dictation of isolated words, the sentence-
dictation method is superior in that it approaches more 
nearly the conditions of everyday life in which spelling abili-
ties are involved. The test is called a "dictation exercise" 
rather than a" spelling t~st," for the sake of naturalness and 
in order to . avoid the mental confusion which many pupils 
suffer when they are conscious of the fact that they are being 
tested for spelling ability. 

ORDER OF DIFFICULTY OF ITEMS 

The items of each test have been arranged in order of 
difficulty as determined by data from 300 to 400 children of 
Grades 2 to . 9. These pupils were selected from three · 
different cities in order that the final arrangement of i terns 
might not be too greatly influenced by the particular content 
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of the curriculum in any single school system. These cities 
are all located in California and have courses of study 
which are doubtless more nearly similar to each other in 
content than would be the case for cities selected from differ-
ent states. For this reason the order of difficulty which 
would be found for schools in other parts of the country 
would not,agree exactly with that represented in the test as 
printed. Of course there can be no such thing as an order of 
arrangement which would be valid for all the schools of the 
country. \Vhere speed is being tested, such discrepancies 
inevitably introduce an error, but the time allotments of the 
Stanford Achievement Test are so liberal that a slightly 
imperfect order of arrangement is of no consequence. Each 
pupil has ample time to try· every item which he would 
have any considerable chance of answering correctly. 

'EQUALIZATION OF FORMS 

Fo~ms A and B, as made up for the final try-out, were 
first tentatively equalized on the basis of the number of 
children in the different grades answering each i tern cor-
rectly in the previous try-outs. The number of cases con-
tributing to the tentative,, equalization was based on the 
application of these trial forms with approximately i8oo 
children in Grades 2 to 9. In order to eliminate practice 
effects, the two forms were given to half of these children in 
the order A, B; to the other half in the order B, A. When 
the age and grade means for the children were computed, 
it was found that only a few adjustments were necessary 

·in the case of any test to bring both forms at every part of 
the range within five tenths of a score point of the age and 
grade norms given in Tables II and 12. In most parts of 
the range the divergence is not over one fifth of a score point. 
The difference would, of course, have to be several times 
this amount to be at all serious for practical purposes. 
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RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS AND PROBABLE 
ERRORS OF SCORES 

One of the most important single facts which can be known 
about a test is its reliability. By reliability is meant the . 
degree to which a test correlates with itself, or, in other words, 
how nearly identical scores are yielded by the different 
" forms" of the test. The reliability coefficients (and 
derived measures) show how accurately a test measures the 

. thing it really does measure. · 
The reliability of each test of the Stanford· Achievement 

Test has bee~ determined for both age and grade groups by 
giving Farms A and B, under conditions as similar as pos-
sible, to school children of ages 7 to 15 and of Grades 2 to 
9 in five different California towns. The populations per 
age and per grade were between 125 and 200, numbers 
which, together with the l:J.niformly high correlations 
obtained, establish the reliability coefficients with a satis-
factory degree of accuracy .. 

Abbreviated statements of the reliability coefficients are 

TABLE 1 

RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS OF THE SEPARATE TESTS BY AGES 

PAR. SENT. WORD NAT. 
AGE MEAN- MEAN- MEAN- ARITH. ARITH. SCI. HIST.- LANG. TOTAL SPELL. N 

ING ING COMP. REAS. INF. LIT. USAGE SCORE ING 
-- --------------------

7 .92 .9I .94 .87 .87 .94 .980 125 
8 .95 .89 .95 .90 .84 .92 .984 150 
9 .95 .89 .94 .92 .87 .85 .980 I70 

TO .94 .87 .96 .92 .88 .91 .89 .75 .91 .988 175 
TI .92 .89 .92 .89 .87 .93 .94 .77 .91 .974 155 
12 .90 .88 :94 .85 .90 .90 .94 .80 .91 .979 190 
13. .91 .89 .96 .85 . 91 .94 .94 . .83 .92 .985 170 
14 .91 .92 .. 96 .83 .88 .94 .94 .86 .88 .983 180 
15 .82 .91 .94 .76 .89 .91 .93 .79 .91 .983 180 
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given in Tables I and 2. The pupils of each age and grade 
were as nearly unselected as possible. Age 7 means 7 .oo 
to 7 .99, inclusive, and so on for the other ages. 

TABLE 2 
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS . OF THE SEPARATE ~ESTS BY GRADES 

PAR. I ~NT. WORD ARITII. ARITII, NAT, llIST.· LANG. DICT, TOTAL 
GRADE MEAN· MEAN· MEAN· COMP. REAS. SCI, LIT. USAGE (SPELL.) SCORE N 

ING ING ING INF. 

------------------------
2 .87 .So .8I .74 .S3 .88 .954 172 
3 .9I .8S .94 .Bo .72 .87 .957 I93 
4 .Bo .70 .92 .75 .67 .S2 .72 .64 .. s7 .962 I6I 
5 .85 .7S .93 .Bl .SS .S5 .90 .65 .90 .967 I45 
6 .72 .7S .92 .77 .71 .So .78 .76 .87 .964 I35 
7. .69 .79 .89 .65 .79 .82 .84 .68 .82 .96I 138 
B .66 .S5 .84 .69 .70 .83 .9I .67 .76 .958 139 
9 .76 .S2 .9I .70 .85 .79 .S7 .64 .90 .955 12I 

It should be noted that Table I should be used for refer-
ence when age groups are under consideration, and Table 
2 when the interest lies in grade groups. 

When the reliability of a test is known, it is possible to 
compute the probable error of a score yielded by the test. 
The probable error 1 of a score is a measure of the confidence 
which may be placed in the accuracy of the obtained score; 
It may be considered as the probable divergence of . the 
obtained score of a pupil from his '' true '' score ; i.e., his 
average score in a very large number of similar forms of the 
test - a number large enough completely to eliminate all 

1 The probable error of a score may be calculated by the formula, P. E.cscore) 

= .6745 uV I - r11 ; where: <T = the standard deviation of the distributions 
of scores on either form of the test (or the average of the two standard devia-
tions), and r11 = correlation of scores on the two forms of the test. 

The above formula assumes that the obtained score (or "raw" score) is 
used as a measure of the true score. If, however, the estimated true score 
(the raw score corrected for regression) is under consideration, the formula 
for calculating its probable error is P. E. 00 .1 = .67 45 <TV r11 - r2u. This 
second formula differs from the first formula in that it allows for regression . 
effects on the scores. 
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errors of measurement arising from limited sampling of the 
pupil's knowledge. 

In Table 3 the probable errors of the educational ages 
based on the complete examination are given for the un-
selected pupils of each age group. 

TABLE 3 

THE PROBABLE ERRORS OF EDUCATIONAL AGES DETERMINED 
FROM CORRELATIONS OF FORM A WITH FORM B 

AGES 7 8 9 IO I I 12 I3 J4 15 · 

PROBABLE ERRORS OF 
EDUCATIONAL AGES IN 
MONTHS . I.I I.6 I.6 1.5 2.0 2.1 1.9 2.1 2.1. 

The significance of the probable error of a composite 
educational age can be shown by a concrete example. The 
probableerror of the educational age of a 12-year-old pupil 
is roughly t\vo months. In accepting an obtained educa-
tional age of 12-6 at face value, 

the chances are even that 12-6 is in error by not more than 2 months 
the chances are 4 to I that 12-6 is in.rerror by not more than 4 months 
the chances are 20 to I that 12-6 is in error by not more than 6 months 
the chances are 140 to I that 12-6 is in error by. not more than 8 months 

If the pupils in' a school were classified upon the results 
of the Stanford Achievement Test alone, probably not more 
than 5 per cent of the 12-year-old pupils would be placed in 
the wrong grade. This statement is all the more striking 
when we consider that in the four California school systems 
upon which our n'orms are based, approximately 65 per cent 
of" the 12-year-old pupils are at present in the wrong grade, 
in the sense that in educational attainment they are nearer 
to the average attainment of a higher or lower grade ·than. 
to the average of the grade in which they are actually 
found. · 
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Table 4 gives the probable errors of scores 1 of the 
separate tests and of the total (composite) scores, grade 
by grade. 

GRADE 

--
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

TABLE 4 
A SHORT TABLE OF PROBABLE ERRORS OF SCORES ON THE 

STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST 

PAR. SENT. WORD READ. ARITIJ. AR1TII. ARITll. SCI. ItIST.· LANG. DICT. 
MEAN. MEAN. MEAN. TOTAL CO!IP. REAS. TOTAL INF. LIT. USAGE 

----------------------
2-4 1.7 1.5 3.2 4-4 2.3 5.4 4 .3 
3-4 2.0 1.5 4.5 5.1 4.0 6.6 4.8 
5.1 4.1 2.0 5.5 6.o 5.0 7.2 3.4 2.7 3.7 4.7 
4.2 4.3 2.0 6.2 4.9 3.6 7.9 3.9 2.5 4.5 5.2 
5.1 4.0 2.1 6.6 7.0 6.3 8.8 4.3 4.7 3.5 5.8 
5.3 4.1 ?·4 6.8 8.5 6.5 9.5 3.9 4.4 4.1 6.1 
4.9 3.3 3.1 6.9 7.3 6.9 I0.2 3.5 3.5 3.9 7.5 . 
4.3 3.5 2.3 7.1 7.6 5.7 10.7 3.8 4.6 4.2 4.6 

icalculated by the formula, P. E.1.00 = .6745 u1~ 

TOTAL 
SCORE 

--
1.2 
1.4 
1.3 
I.8 
1.9 
I.7 
1.8 
1.9 



IV 

GENERAL DIRECTIONS 

CONDITIONS OF THE TEST 

The Stanford Achievement Test can be given satisfactorily 
by any intelligent. teacher or principal who is willing to 
follow the directions in this manual conscientiously and is 
reasonably skillful in discipline. 

Pupils may be tested in ordinary classroom groups or in 
larger groups numbering one hundred or more. Pupils of 
Grades 2 and 3 may be tested together in the same group ; 
also pupils of Grades 4 to 8. 

Before beginning a test, have the desks cleared and see 
that each pupil is provided with one or two sharpened 
pencils. · Do not allow pens. . Have at hand a number of 
extra pencils for emergencies during the examination. 

The room should be quiet throughou~ the test. Require 
strict obedience and attention. Do not allow question~ If 
the group is large, it is well to have one or two assistants 
present to discourage copying, to see that pupils begin and 
stop on command, and to assist the pupil who loses his place 
or breaks his penciL Preferably there should be no visitors. 

Speak distinctly and at moderate speed. Cultivate a 
manner which is agreeable but suggests authority. Both 
undue sternness and undue levity are to be avoided. 
Throughout the examination commands should be given in 
a quick, energetic voice. The directions, however, should 
be given slowly and with careful attention to emphasis. 
The voice should be just loud enough to carry to all parts 
of the room. Avoid shouting. 

Follow the directions verbatim. No supplementary expla-
nations or remarks of any kind are permissible. 

Adhere rigidly to . the time limits. A stop watch is almost 
essential. If an ordinary watch is used, it is necessary to 
exercise great care to secure accurate timing. In such cases . 
it is well to have an assistant whose sole duty is to act as 
timekeeper. , 

20 
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Be watchful and in so far as possible prevent disturbances 
within or without the room which might interfere with the 
work of any pupil. Allow no whispering or copying. Avoid 
waste of time in distributing booklets and in turning from 
test to test. 

The total working time for the Primary Examination, 
Grades 2 and 3, is approximately 60 minutes. About IO 
minutes additional ·are required for distributing papers, 
recording names, etc., and for giving the directions. The 
gross time is therefore about 70 minutes, which may be 
conveniently broken into two sittings: Tests I, 2, and 3 at 
the first, and Tests 4, 5, and 6 at the second. The two 
sittings may be given the same day or on Elifferent days, as 
happens to be more convenient. If both are given on the 
same day, they should be separated by at least a rs-minute 
recess. 

·The total working time for the Advanced Examination, 
Grades 4 to 8, is approximately r25 minutes. The gross time 
is about r35 minutes, which may conveniently be broken 
into three sittings as follows: (r) Tests I, 2, and 3; (2) Tests 
4 and 5; (3) Tests 6, 7, 8, and 9. The sittings may all be 
held on one day, or at intervals of one to several days. It fo 
usually more convenient to complete the examination in one 
day, and when this is done it is advised that the first sitting 
be held at the beginning of the forenoon session, the second in 
the last half of the forenoon session (preceded by a liberal re-
c~ss), and the third in the early part of the afternoon session. 

The following schedules show the amount of time required 
for the Primary and Advanced examinations : · 

TIME SCHEDULE FOR PRIMARY EXAMINATION, 
GRADES 2 AND 3 

FIRST SITTING 

Distributing booklets, recording names, etc. S min. 
Test 1. Reading: Paragraph Meaning. Work time 15 min., gross time 16 min. 
Test 2. Reading: Sentence Meaning. Work time s min., gross time 6 min. 
Test 3. Reading: Word Meaning. Work time 5 min., gross time 6 min. 

Total 33 min. 
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SECOND SITTING 

Test 4. Arithmetic: Computation. 
Test 5. Arithmetic: Reasoning. 
Test 6. Dictation (Spelling). 

Work time IO min., gross time 11 min. 
Work time IO min., gross time II min. 

Gross time approximately ~8 min. 
Total 40 min. 

TIME SCHEDULE .FOR ADVANCED EXAMINATION, 
GRADES 4 TO 8 

FIRST SITTING 

Distributing booklets, recording names, etc. S min. 
Test 1. Reading: Paragraph Meaning. Work time 20 min., gross time 2I min. 
Test 2. Reading: Sentence Meaning. Work time IO min., gross time II min. 
Test 3. Reading: Word Meaning. Work time IO min., gross time II min. 

··.~ Total 48 min. 
SECOND SITTING 

Test 4. Arithmetic : C~mputation. 
Test S· Arithmetic: Reasoning. 

Work time 20 min., gross time 2I min. 
Work time 20 min., gross time 21 min. 

Total · 42 min. 
THIRD SITTING 

Test 6. Nature Study and Science. Work time 12 min., gross time I3 min. 
Test 7. History and Literature. Work time I2 min., gross time I3 min. 
Test 8. Language Usage. Work time 8 min., gross time 9 min. 
Test 9. Dictation (Spelling). Gross time approximately IS min. 

Total so min. 

Any ohe who con$iders the above schedules too taxing, · 
or who finds them inconvenient, may break the examinations 
into any number of sittings of proportionatefy briefer dura-
tion. This is often convenient in that it may enable the 
examiner to avoid rnnflicts with the regular school program; 
but as far as fatigue is concerned, there is no reason to 
depart from the recommended schedule. Experiments have 
demonstrated that efficiency in the performance of novel and 
interesting mental tasks is not materially affec~ed by 50 
minutes of work, even in. the case of moderately young 
children. 



v 
PROCEDURE, PRIMARY EXAMINATION, 

GRADES 2 AND 3 
(Identical for Form A and Form B. To be followed verbatim) 

"Here is a test to show how much you have learned. I 
will give each of you a test book. Do not write on it or open 
it until I tell you to." (See that this is obeyed.) 

After all are provided with test books and pencils: "Now 
look at the middle of the first page where it says Name, 
right here. (Point to place.) After the word Name you 
must write all your name. Do it as quickly as you can, but 
write plainly. (Pause.) After the word Age make the figure 
that tells how old you are. (Pause.) After the word Grade· 
make the figure that tells what grade you are in. (Pause.) 
In the next line write the word boy or girl, to tell which you 
are. (Pause.) At the' end of the line write the name of this 
school." (Write the name of the school on the board. 
Pause. Give any other necessary assistance.) 

NoTE. It is very necessary that the exact age of each 
child, in years and months, should appea.r on the first page of . 
the examination booklet. The examiner should see that the 
two statements of age correspond. In Grades 2 and 3 this 
record must be made by the teacher from her register, since 
young chi'tdren are often unable to give their birth-month. 

. At the same time the teacher should record on each booklet 
the date when examination was given. 

After the blanks have been filled: "Now, listen carefully 
and do just what I tell you to do. Do not begin until I say 
Go. The very second I say Stop, you must stop and hold 
your pencils up. After we have begun, you must not ask 
questions. If you break your pencil, hold up your hand and 
I will give you another. Do your best and do not pay . any 
attention to what any one else is doing. We want to see if 
you have learned as much as the children in other schools. 

"Now, tum to Test 1, on the next page. Be sure to tum 
just one leaf. It says Test 1 at the top of the page . . Test 1 
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covers two pages; so let your book lie open this way.'' 
(Hold up open blank to illustrate.) 

TEST I. READING : p ARAGRAPH MEANING 

"Read the words at the top of the page, here. (Hold up 
booklet and point to the sample sentence.) It says (read 
slowly) : Dick and Tom were playing ball in .the field. Dick 
was throwing the ball and ..... (pause) was trying to catch 
it. Who was trying to catch the ball?'·' (Encourage pupils to 
answer aloud.) As soon as correct answer is given,· say: 
"Yes, Tom was trying to catch it. You must write Tom on 
the dotted line. (Pause until word is written.) 

"Wherever you see a dotted line on these two pages, it 
means that a word has been left out. Begin with No. 1, 
read each sentence carefully, and write JUST ONE WORD 
on each dotted line to show what has been left out. When 
you have finished the first page, go right on to the second 
page. Ready- Go." (See that pupils do not stop with first 
page. Try to keep all.the pupils at work until time is called.) 

Allow 15 minutes; then say: "Stop. Turn to Test 2, on 
the next page. Be sure to turn just one leaf." (Pause and 
make sure that all the pupils have found the place.) 

TEST 2. READING : SENTENCE MEANING 

"Read the first sentence at the top of the page, here .. 
(Point.) It says: Can dogs bark? . .. Yes No. The right 
answer is Yes, so the word Yes has a line under it. 

"Look at the next sentence: (slowly) Does a cat have six 
legs? . . . Yes No. This time the right answer is No, so 

. the word No has a line under it. 
''Now you must read each question on this page and 

draw a line under the right answer. Ready - Go.'' 
Allow 5 minutes; then say: "Stop. Look at Test 3, on the 

next page." (Pause until all have found the place.) 

TEST 3. READING : w ORD MEANING 

"Read the first sentence at the top of the page, here. 
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(Point.) It says: (slowly) Bread is something to (pause) 
catch drink eat throw wear. Of course bread is to 
eat, so a line has been drawn under the word eat. 

"Look at the next sentence : A robin is a bird cat dog 
girl horse. Of course, a robin is a bird, so the word bird 
has a line under it. · 

''Now begin with No. 1 and answer as many as you can. 
In each sentence draw a line under the word that makes 
the sentence true. Ready- Go." 

Allow S minutes; then say: "Stop." . 
(First sitting ends here. If the weq.ther permits, the· p~pils 

should be sent out of doors immediately, in which case the 
booklets may be left lying open on the desks.) · 

When the second sitting begins, make sure that each pupil 
has his own book. 

TEST 4· ARI1HMETIC: COMPUTATION 

Give each pupil one or two sheets of blank paper to figure 
on. "Tum to Test 4. (Be sure that all have found the place.) 
Here are some examples. You must begin here (point) 
and get the answer to each one as quickly as you can with-

,: out making mistakes. Look carefully at each example to see 
what you are to do. You may use the blank · sheet of paper 
on your desk to figure on if you need to. Ready - Go." 

Allow IO minutes; then say: "Stop. Lookat Test 5, on 
the next page." (Pause until all have found the place.) 

TEST s. ARITHMETIC : . REASONING 

See that each pupil has sufficient blank paper to figure 
on. ''Here are some more examples. Find the answers as 
quickly as you can without making mistakes. Write the 
answers . on the dotted lines. Use the blank sheets of 
paper on your desk to figure on if you need to." 

Allow 10 minutes; then say: "Stop. Turn to Test 6, on 
the next page, where the lines are. Be sure to tum just one 
leaf." (Pause until .all have found the place.) 
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TEST 6. DICTATION (SPELLING) 

"Now I am going to read some words for you to write. 
Listen carefully and be sure to write every word I read. 
Begin on the first line, here (point). 

"The first sentence is:" (Read slowly the first sentence 
of the list corresponding to the form being used. First read the 
entire sentence; then dictate the first barred section.. Pause 
here until this section has been written·; then dictate the 
second section and pause again, etc. A sentence or section 
may be re-read once or oftener if necessary. 

Slow pupils who are retarding the test may be urged to 
write faster. The examiner should pronounce the words 
clearly, in a natural voice. When the harder sentences are 

. reached, it is well to encourage the children by some such 
·expression as, "Do the very best you can, even if you are not 
able to write all the words." -At n~ time are the pupils to 
be told that this is a spelling test.) 

DICTATION. FORM A 

. Second and third grades to start here. 
·I My good I little boy. 

2 Your school I is out today. 
3 Let Mother I have them. 
4 Bring the green I rubber ball. 
5 The sweet rose I will spoil I very soon. 
6 Gather clean bushes I for the camp fire. 
7 Church and King l were guides. · . · 
8 The woman I also brought I bread and coffee. 
9 The reason for building I in a lonesome location I is 

unknown. 
Second grade stops ~ere. 

IO Domestic employment] is freq~ently cheerless. 
l l The merchant I will enforce the fashion I of the season. 
12 A standard I educational process I is satisfactory. 

,13 To pledge I a representative I is a dangerous policy. 
Third grade stops here. 
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DICTATION. FORM B 

Second and third grades 'start here. 
I y OU will I like him. 
2 This time I he may play. 
3 Make the child I come home. 
4 Ask how I the men came. 
s Sister will. miss I a nice boat ride. . . 
6 \Vhenever restless I read a short story. 
7 Express yourself \ in simple music. 
8 The brave men I struggle and suffer \ to save the crew. 
9 Expect danger I until beyond I the valley. 

· Second grade stops here. 
IO Avoid in traducing I trade topics. · 
11 Require the transfer I of the recorded documents. 
12 Assemble the legislature I and appeal for disunion. 
13 Taxation and debt I indicate waste. 

Third grade stops here. 



VI 
PROCEDURE, ADVANCED EXAMINATION, 

GRADES 4 TO 8 
(Identical for Form A and Form B. To be followed verbatim) 

" Here is a test to show how much you have learned. I 
will give each of you a test book. Do not write on it or open . 
it until I tell you to." (See that this is obeyed.) 

After all are provided with test books and pencils : "Now 
fill .the b.lanks at the top of the first page, here. (Hold up 
test book and pqint to the blanks.) Do it as quickly as you 
can but write plainly. On the first line where it says Name, 
write your name. (Pause.) After the word Grade, write 
the number that tells what grade you are in. (Name the 
grade.)> After Boy or Girl, write the word that tells which 
you are·. ·. (Pause.) On the next line, where it says Age, tell 
how old you are now. (Pause.) Then tell when your next 

. birthday will come and how old you will be then. (Pause.) 
On the next line write the name of this school. (Give the 
name.) At the end of the s.ame line give the date." (Name 
date. Give to the younger children any necessary assistance.) 

After the blanks have been filled: "Now, listen carefully 
and do just what I tell you to do. Do not begin until I say 
Go. The yery second I say Stop, you must stop· and hold 
your pencils up. After we have begun, you must not ask 
questions. If you break your pencil, hold up your hand 
and I will give you another. Do your best and do not pay 
any attention to what any one . else is doing. We warit to 
see if you have learned . as much as the children in other 
schools. 

'' Now tum over the page to Te~t i. Be sure to tum just 
one leaf. 

1
It says Test 1 at the top of the page." 

TEST I. READING : p ARAGRAPH MEANING 

"Read the words at the top of the page, here. (Hold up 
booklet and point to the . sample sentence.) It says (read. 
slowly): Dick and Tom were playing ball in the field. .Dick. 
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was throwing the ball and . . . . . (pause) was trying to 
catch it. Who was trying to catch the ball?" (Encourage 
pupils to answer aloud.) As soon as the correct answer is 
given, say: "Yes, Tom was trying to catch it. You must 
write Tom on the dotted line. (Pause until word is written.) 

''Wherever you see a dotted line, it means that a word has 
been left out. . Begin with No. 1, read each paragraph care-
fully, and write JUST ONE WORD on each dotted line to 
show what has been left out. When you have finished this 
page, tum to the next. There are three pages of this test 
and you must keep right on until you finish all three pages. 
Ready - Go." (See that pupils do not stop at the end of 
the first or second page~ Try to keep all the pupils at work 
until time is called.) 
· Allow 20 minutes; then say·: "Stop. Turn to Test 2, on 
the next page. Be sure to tum just one leaf." (Pause and 
make sure that all the pupils have found the place.) 

TEST 2. READING : SENTENCE MEANING 

"Read the first sentence at the top of the page. It says: 
Can dogs.bark? ... Yes No. The right answer is Yes, 

· so the word Yes has a line under it. . 
"Look at the second sentence: (slowly) Does a cat have 

six legs?. ... Yes No. This time the right answer is No; 
so the word No has a line under it." 

.'' Now you must read each question on this page and 
draw a line under the right answer. Ready- Go." (See 
that pupils do not stop at end of first page.) 

Allow IO minutes; then say: "Stop. Look at Test J,. on the 
next page." (Pause until all have found the place.) 

TEST 3. READING : WORD MEANING 

"Read the first sentence at the top of the page. It says: 
(slowly) Bread is something to (pause) catch drink eat 
throw wear. Of course bread is to eat; so a line has been 
drawn under the word eat. 
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"Look at the next sentence : A robin is a bird cat dog 
girl horse. Of course a robin is · a bird, so the word bird 
has ·a line under . it. The test . has two pages. Answer as 
niany as you can on both pages. In each sentence draw 
a line under the word that niakes the sentence true. Ready 
- Go." (See that pupils do not stop at end of first page.) 

Allow ro minutes; then say: "Stop." (First sitting ends 
here.) 

\Vhen the second sitting begins, make sure that each 
pupil has his ownbook. 

TEST 4. ARITHMETIC: COMPUTATION 

Give each pupil two or · three sheets of blank paper to 
figure on. · 

" Turn to Test 4. (Be sure that all have found the place.) 
Read the qirections at the top of the page : Get the answers 
to these examples as quickly as you can without making 
mistakes. Look carefully at each example to see what you 
arf! to do. (Pause slightly.) You niay use the blank sheets 
of paper on your desk to figure on if you need .to. There are 
two pages in this test.~ As soon as you have finished the 
first page, go right on to the next. Ready- Go." (See 
that pupils do not stop at end of first page.) . 

Allow 20 minutes; then say: " Stop. Turn to Test 5 on 
the next page. Be sure to tum just one leaf." (Pause until 
all have found the place.) 

TEST s. ARITHMETIC : REASONING 

See that each pupil has enough blank paper to figure oh. 
" Read the directions at the top of the page : Find all the 

answers · as quickly as you can. Write the answers on the 
dotted lines. Use the blank sheets of paper to figure on. 
(Pause slightly~) The test has ·two pages. As soon as you 
have finished the first page, go right on to the next. Ready~ 
Go." (See that pupils do not stop at end of first page.) . 
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Allow 20 minutes;· then say: " Stop. Close your books." 
(Second sitting ends here.) 

When the third sitting begins, make sure that each pupil 
has his own book. 

TEST 6. NATURE STUDY AND SCIENCE 

"Turn to Test 6. (Pause until all have found the place.) 
Read the first sentence at the top of the page : The number 
of cents in a dollar is (pause) 200 100 300. Which is 
the right number? (Pause for reply.) Yes, there are 100 
cents in a dollar ; so 100 has a line under it. 

"Read the next sentence: Our rain comes from the (pause) 
clouds moon stars. Which is the right word? (Pause 
for reply.) Yes, our rain comes from the clouds, so the 
word clouds has a line under it. 

"You see there are two pages full of sentences. Answer 
as many as you can on both pages. You must read each 
sentence and draw a line under the word that makes the 
sentence true. Ready- Go." (See that pupils do not stop 

-: at end of first page.) . 
Allow 12 minutes; then say: "Stop. Tum to Test 7, on 

the next page. Be sure to turn just one leaf." (Pause until 
all have found the place.) 

TEST 7. HISTORY AND LITERATURE 

"Here are two more pages of sentences. You must do 
just as you did in the last test. (Slowly.) Read each sen-
tence and draw a line under the word that makes the sen-
tence true. Answer as many as you can on both pages. 
Ready- Go." (See that pupils do not stop at end of first 
page.) 

Allow 12 minutes; then say: " Stop. Tum to Test 8, on 
the next page. Be sure to turn just one leaf." (Pause until 
all have found the place.) 
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TEST 8. LANGUAGE USAGE 

"Read the sample sentence at the side of the page, here 
(point). It says: Apples is-are good. Which is the right 
word, is or are? (Encourage pupils to reply.) Yes; so the 
word are has a line under it. 

''Read the next sample: He told- telled me. Which is 
the right word, told or telled? . (Pause for answer.) Yes; so 
the word told has a line under it. 

'' You see there are two pages full of sentences. You 
must fix all the sentences on both pages. Read each sen-
tence and draw· a line under the word that makes it sound 
right. Ready - Go. " (See that pupils do not stop at end 
of first page.) · 

Allow 8 minutes; then say: " Stop. Turn to Test 9, on the 
back of the book.'' 

TEST 9. DICTATION (SPELLING) 

''Now I am going to read some words for you to write. 
· Listen carefully and be sure to write every word I read. 

"The first sentence is: (From the dictation list corre-
sponding to the form of.the test being used, read· the first sen-
tence intended for the grade being tested . . First read the 
entire sentence; then dictate the first barred section. Pause 
here until this section has been written ; then · dictate the · 
second section and pause again, etc. A sentence or section 
may be re-read once or oftener if necessary. 
· Slow pupils who are retarding the test may be urged ·to 

write faster. The examiner should 0 pronounce the words 
clearly, in a natural voice. When the harder sentences are 
reached, it is well to encourage the children by some such 
expression as, "Do the very best you can, even if you are 
not able to write all the words." At no time are the pupils 
to be told that this is a spelling test.) 
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DICTATION. FORM A 

Second and third grades start here. 
1 My good I little boy. , 
2 Your school I is. out today. 

Fourth grade starts here. · 
3 Let Mother I have them. 
4 Bring the green I rubber ball. 

Fifth grade starts here. 
5 The sweet rose I will spoil I very soon. 
6 Gather clean bushes I for the camp fire. 
7 Church and King I were guides. 

Sixth grade starts here. 
8 The woman I also brought I bre~d and coffee. 
9 The reason for building I in a lonesome location is 

unknown. · 
Second grade stops here. 

Seventh grade starts here. . 
IO Domestic employment I is frequently cheerless. 
11 The merchant I will enforce the fashion\ · of the season. 

Eighth grade starts here. 
12 A standard I educational process I is satisfactory. 
13 To pledge I a representative I is a dangerous policy. 

Third grade stops here. 
14 Abundant and amusing I activities are shown. 
15 Install a library telephone I for the administration. 
16 The experience I of the secretary I qualified him. 
17 Insurance is usually I a possibility. 

Fourth grade stops here. 
18 The expedition was I sensational and mysterious. 
19 Apparently I the financial campaign I was cu'.3tomary. 
20 The colonel is I notoriously extravagant. 

Fifth grade stops here. 
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21 The efficient proprietor [ duped his opponents. · 
22 The conqueror immediately [ deferred Parliament. 

Sixth grade stops here. · 
23 The nuptials occurred \ in a luxuriant garden I at the 

Isthmus. 
24 Adieu to the fatigue I from pageant and promenade. 

. Seventh grade stops here. 
25 The lieutenant saw I a pitiable casualty I in Cologne, 

Germany. 
26 He was distraught I by her unfeigned I venomous 

demeanor. · 
Eighth grade stops here~ 

DICTATION. FORM B 

Second and third grades start here. 
·1 You will I 1,ike him. 
2 This time I he may play. 

Fourth grade starts here. 
3 Make the child rcome home. 
4 Ask how J. the men came. 

Fifth grade starts here. 
5 Sister will misq I a nice boat ride. . 
6 Whenever restless I read a short story. 
7 Express yourself I in simple music. · · 

Sixth grade starts here. 
8 The brave men j struggle. and suffer l ·to save the crew. 
9 Expect danger I until beyond I the valley. 

Second grade stops here. 
Seventh grade starts here. . . 

IO A void in traducing I trade topics. 
II Require a transfer I of the recorded documents. 

Eighth grade starts here. 
12 Assemble the legislature I and appeal for disunion. 
13 Taxation and debt I indicate waste. 

Third grade stops here. 
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14 The village social I was really I a celebration. 
I 5 The ordinary I sectional machinery I is favorable. 
16 The inhabitant was I· a criminal individual. 
17 The deputy is I equally independent. 

Fourth grade stops here. 
18 In consequence I the attorney is suspicious. 
19 The minority candidate I was soliciting I the contri-

butions. 
2o The correspondent I was in possession I of the pam-

phlet. 
Fifth grade stops here. 

21 My acquaintance I had facilities I for similar achieve-
ments. 

22 The schedule of the superintendent I helps the effi-
cien.cy I of the kindergarten.· 

Sixth grade stops here • 
. 23 A malicious zephyr I and an impious nymph. 

24 Emphasize that I assassination and massacre I are 
never legitimate. 

Seventh grade stops here. 
25 The proficient ~nd judicious I driver of the chariot I 

wrested the prize. . 
26 Work zealously I with a pneumatiC vacuum cleaner I 

and a chamois skin. 
Eighth grade stops here. 



VII 
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

The scoring is made almost wholly objective by the use 
of scoring keys and may be done accurately by any intelli- · 
gent person. There is no need whatever of employing special 
help for this purpose if the teachers are willing to undertake 
the work. · 

It cannot be too strongly emphasized, however, that great . 
care is necessary in · order to avoid clerical errors. The 
.scoring key must be laid on the page in the proper position 
and the individual responses on the test blank must be 
carefully compared with the key. Each correct response 
should be marked +. No other mark is necessary in Tests I, 
3, 4, 5, and 9. In scoring Tests 2, 6, 7, and 8, wrong re-
sponses should be marked - ; and omitted·iterns o. Care is 
also necessary in counting the + marks (or + and -
marks) in order to secure the total of correct responses, and 
in carrying out whatever arithmetical operation may be 
necessary in order to derive the subject's score from this 
total. Where such operation is necessary to obtain . the 
score for a test, this is indicated in the examination booklet 
at the end of the test. · Finally, it is necessary to exercise 
great care in deriving composite scores (as in the case of the 
three reading tests or the two arithmetic tests), in convert-
ing numerical test scores in to age or grade scores, and in 

. transcribing scores upon permanent record forms. When a 
small . squad is working together, it is best to have each 
person score one test throughout all the booklets. When 
this is done, the process soon becomes mechanical and the 
scoring is both more accurately and more quickly done. 

It is strongly recommended that all arithmetical opera-
tions be performed . twice and that transcribed records be 
checked one by one against the original blanks to see that 
no error has been made. In case the score of a given pupil 
seems to be unreasonably high or low, that pupil's booklet 
should be. rescored. 
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In order to keep the number of errors as low as possible, 
it is well to have the scoring, transcribing, etc., done by a 
relatively small scoring squad working under close super-

. vision. Experience shows that a scorer makes far more 
errors in scoring his first 20 or 30 booklets than thereafter. 

In cities where several thousand pupils have been tested, 
the scoring task can be lightened considerably by making 
special scoring stencils for use in place of the regular scoring 
keys. A convenient form of special stencil may be quickly 
made out of thin, transparent celluloid sheets. These are 
cut into strips of the proper size to lay over the printed 
page of the test. In the case of the information, word-mean-
ing, sentence-meaning, and language-usage tests, it is only 
necessary to place on one side of the celluloid sheet India 
ink dots so located that when the sheet is laid over the test 
page dots show which responses are correct. Instead of 
celluloid, cardboard may be used by cutting out small pieces 
so that the correct-response words may be seen through 
the openings. However, the celluloid stencil is more quickly 
made and is just as convenient to use. Where fewer than 
500 to 1000 booklets are to be scored, it will hardly be worth 
while to manufacture a special stencil. 

The following general rules apply in the scoring of all the 
tests: 

1. · I terns attempted are scored either right or wrong. 
No part credits are given. 

2. When an item evidently has been corrected by the 
pupil, the correction is the answer 'which should be scored. 

3. The score for each test should be entered in the space 
provided in the lower right-hand corner of the test page. 

RULES FOR Seo RING THE SEP ARA TE TESTS 

TEST I. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING 

I. Score is the number of blanks correctly filled multi-
plied by 2. That is, each blank counts as an item, and the 
score is 2 times the number· of correct i terns. (See scoring 
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·key for exception to this rule in the case of Item 24, Form A, 
and I t~rn 26, Form B.) . 

2. Only one word may be written in a blank line. If more 
than one word is written, ,that blank is scored wrong. 3. Acceptable responses are listed in the key, but satis-
factory responses are sometimes encountered which are not 
in the key. Such should be given credit when there can 
be no · possible doubt about their having equal value with 
the responses given in the key. . Whenever the.re is appre-
cia~le doubt, they should be marked wrong. 

4; Answers not grammatically correct are counted as 
wrong. 

5. Misspelled responses receive credit if otherwise correct. 

TEST 2. READING : SENTENCE MEANING 

L Score is number right minus number wrong. 
2. Omitted answers do ·not count ·as wrong. 
3. Any clear method of indicating answer is given full 

.credit. 
4. When both Yes and No are underlined; count as 

·omitted, not as, wrong. . · 
5. If only Yes, or only No, has been underlined right 

down the page, the score for the test is zero. 
6. If the number wrong should exceed the number right, 

the score is zero. 

TEST 3. READING : WORD MEANING 

I. Score is number right. . . 
2. Any clear method of indkating answer is given full 

credit. 
3. ff more than one of the last five words are marked, 

count as wrong. 

TEST 4. ARITHMETIC: COMPUTATION 

I. Score is number right multiplied by 4. 
· 2. If two answers are given to a problem, count aswrong. 
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3. An answer may be credited even if somewhat mis-

placed, provided it is clearly intended as the answer to the 
problem in question. 

4. Omission of dollar sign or words " cents," " feet," etc., 
is permissible. 

5. Fractions expressed as decimals receive full credit. 
6. An answer which is a common fraction must be reduced 

to lowest terms to receive credit. 

TEST 5. ARITHMETIC : REASONING 

I. Score is number right multiplied by 4. 
2. Answer may be written on the dotted line. or elsewhere 

near its problem. 
3. If two different answers are given to any problem, 

count as wrong. 
4. Omission of dollar sign or words" cents," "feet," etc., 

is permissible. 
5. Qrriission of decimal point is permissible in· Form A, 

I terns 14, I6, and 23. 
6. Fractions expressed as decimals receive full credit. 

. 7. An answer which is a common fraction must be reduced 
"to lowest terms to receive credit. 

TEST 6. NATURE STUDY AND SCIENCE 

1. Score is number right minus half the number wrong. 
(The remainder of I is thrown away when the number of 
wrongs is odd.) 

2. Omitted answers do not count as wrong. 
3. Any clear method of indicating answer is given full 

credit. 
4. If more than one of the last three words are marked, 

count as omitted, not as wrong. 

TEST 7. HISTORY AND LITERATURE 

Same rules as for Test 6 . . 
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TEST 8. LANGUAGE USAGE 

I. Score is number right minus number wrong. 
2. Omitted answers do not count as wrong. 
3. Any clear method of indicating answer is given full 

credit. · 
4. When both of the critical words or phrases are under-

lined, count as omitted, not as wrong. 
5. If only the upper critical word, or only the lower, has 

been underlined . right through the test, the score for the 
test is 'zero. · 

TEST 9· DICTATION (SPELLING) 

I. Score is the number of critical words correctly spelled 
multiplied by 2. (The words which are not to be scored are 
indicated on the key by being placed in parentheses.) 

2. Count all the words previous to the sentence where a 
given pupil is 'expected to begin as correctly spelled. For ex-
ample, fourth-grade pupils are given full credit for Sentences 
I and 2 1 fifth-grade pupils are given full credit for Sentences 

· I, 2, 3, and 4, and so on. The number of critical words in 
each sentence is indicated, on the key, in parentheses before 

· the sentence. .. 
3. Capitalization is entirelydisregarded. 

TOTAL SCORE 

To find the Total Score, copy the scores of the separate 
tests on to the first page of the test booklet, add, and divide 
the sum by IO; i.e., point off one decimal place. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE USE OF NORMS 

In the original (1923) edition of the Manual of Directions 
age and grade norms were supplied which were based upon 
~bout 1500 cases (Tables 3-18 of the 1923 edition). The 
present edition of the manual provides revised norms which 
are more accurate and more valid for interpreting results. 
The revised age norms are based upon 2000 cases carefully 
selected from a larger random population of nearly 10,000 
cases in such a way as to guarantee a close approach of the 
age and grade norms based upon the 2000 cases to the larger 
population of 10,000. · 

The general derivation of the. revised age and grade 
norms will be explained in the pages which follow. 

Of the various ways of expressing a pupil's score in a test 
the most significant is that of changing the point scores into 
educational ages for the different subjects. These are called 
"Subject Ages." Because of the very great difficulties 
i_nvolved in the derivation of valid age norms in comparison 

·: with grade norms, it will clarify the discussion to present 
first the details of arriving at the revised grade standards. 

A. GRADE NORMS 

In determining the revised grade norms, the scores of 9816 
elementary school children from 24 cities or districts of the 
United States were studied. The total score of each pupil 
was computed, and his exact age, grade, and date of testing 
were recorded. The school grades were turned into numeri- . 
cal values, September 15 being considered as the beginning 
of the school year. Thus, a child ·in the fourth grade tested 
on September 15 would be recorded as being in Grade 4.0. 
One ten th of a grade was added for each month beyond 
September 15. High and low sections arising from mid-year 
promotions were given grade locations as shown in Table 5, 
which follows. 

41 
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TABLE 5 

TABLE OF FRACTIONAL PARTS OF GRADES COMPLETED 

Date of testing . Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan, Feb . March April May June 
I5 I5 I5 I5 IS IS IS IS 15 15 

- - -- - --
Annual promotions .o .l .2 -.3 ·4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 - - -Grade, a low section .4 I Mid-year I .o .I .2 .3 .o .I .2 .3 ·4:' Grade, a high secti.on .s .6 .7 .8 .9 . promotions .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 

In pooling the results from the twenty-four localities of 
the United States, in order not to give undue importance to 
certain cities and districts, numerical weights were given 
to each locality in calculating the mean total scores for each 
grade. 

In Tables 6 and 7, which follow, are given the means 
(averages) of the total scores and of each separate test by 
'intervals of half of a school grade. 

TABLE 6 

GRADE EQUI'~ALENTS: PRIMARY EXAMINATION 

TOTAL TEST I TEST 2 TEST 3 READ. TEST4 TESTS ARITH. TEST6 GRADE SCORE P.M. S.M~· W.M. TOTAL A.C. A.R. TOTAL DICT. 

--- -- ------ -- ------'= 

~ 6 _7_ __ 3_ 2 12 . 18 IO 28 20 -- -- ------
~ _13_ ~ II _9_ --1L -2.L 18 _g_ ~ 
_l:L 20 ~ 16 16 62 ~ __:2._ ~ 54 

4.0 25 37 22 22 81 ~ ~ 103 66 ---- -- --
4.5 29 46 27 30 103 74 41 115 72 



GRADE TOTA! 
SCORE 

= --
~ 21 --
~ _2_ 
~ 33 

5.0 39 
~ _11.._ 

6.o 50 
~ 55 

7.0 59 
7.5 __!?.i_ s:o 68 

8.5 72 
9.0 ~ 

__-2.:§_ _JJ_ 
10.0 82 
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TABLE 7 

GRADE EQUIVALENTS: ADVANCED EXAMINATION 

TEST I TEST 2 TEST J READ, TEST 4 TESTS ARITII. TEST6 TEST 7 
P.M. S.M. w.u. TOTAL A.C. A.R. TOTAL SCI. ntST, 

-- ---- ------.= ----
~ 16 16 62 ~ 29 ~ _s_ _3 ----

38 22 22 82 ~ _2±_ _!]L _!_1-.. . 8 
1-

~ 28 28 102 _]]_ ~ I 12 21 12 
_E_ __E_ ~ ~ ~ --1L. ~ _!]_ 16 

~ 35 , 38 129 -2L __iL -21L 32 20 
62 .12- _±L _!_1i_ ~ 61 ~ 39 26 
66 43 ~ -2.&_ 112 6-1 ..2JJ_ 46 ~ 
69 46 ' -1L ~ II6 --1.L I~ ~ ~ 

...13_ ~ 2L 175 120 81 201 ~ ..£_ 
75 -2__ ~ 182 ~ 87 212 60 £ 
78 21-~ ~ ~ -2L ..E.i.. ~ .M... 
81 ~ 61 200 ~ ~ ~ 3- 59 
83 61 ~ 208 ~ IOI 240 E_ 62 
86 64 67 217 142 104 246 74 66 

B. AGE NORMS 
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TESTS TEST 9 
LANG. DICT. 

----
_4 -2L 

8 62 
12 _]_!_ 

16 ~ 
19 -2L 
22 ~ 

_..:i_ _.:.:±__ 
3._ ~ 
~ ~ 
_E_ ~ 
~ ~ 
-1.L ~ 
~ _.:E_ 
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The revised age equivalents of the Stanford Achievement 
Test are based upon a statistical study of the scores of 9816 
pupils from many parts of the United States. A rather 
complicated method of sampling, designed to free the norms 
from the effects of late entrance, elimination, etc., was used. 
It is only necessary here to state that the revised age norms 
are the most accurate that the authors have been able to 
devise from nearly 10,000 records. 

Table 8 gives equivalent subject and educational ages for · 
the scores on the Advanced Examination; Table 9 does the 
same for the Primary Examination. It will be noted that 
for purposes of drawing a profile on the Educational Profile 
Chart for either the Advanced or Primary Examination it 
is not necessary to make use of Table 8. 



TABLE 8 
EQUIVALENT SCORES: ADVANCED EXAMINATION 

Test 1, Test 2, Test 3, Read. Test 4, Test 5, Ari th. Test 6, Test 7, Test 8, Test 9, Total Edu ca- Chrono-
Parag. Sent. Word Total Ari th. Ari th. Total Na. St. Hist. & Lang. Dicta- Score tional logical Grade* 
Mean. Mean. Mean. Comp. Reas. & Sci. Lit. Usage ti on Age Age ---------------------------------------------- 21 -12 -11 - 44 - 40 - 20 - 60 - 2 - 1 - 1 - 42 - 15 - 8-9 - 8-9 - 3.1 - 22 -13 -12 - 47 - 42 - 22 - 64 - 2 - 1 - 2 - 44 - 16 - 8-10 - 8-10 - 3.1 - 24 -13 -12 - 49 - 45 - 23 - 68 - 3 "- 2 -2 - 46 - 17 - 8-11 - 8-11 - 3.2 - 25 -14 -13 - 52 - 47 - 25 - 72 - 3 - 2 - 3 - 48 - 18 - 9-0 - 9-0 - 3.3 - 27 -141 -14 - 55 - 50 - 26 - 76 -4 - 3 - 3 - 49 - 19 - 9-1 - 9-1 - 3.4 

- 281 -15 -15 - 58 - 53 - 27 - 80 - 4 - 3 -4 - 51 - 20 - 9-2 - 9-2 - 3.4 
- 30 -16 -161 - 621 - 541 - 291 - 831 - 5 - 3 - 4 - 531 - 211 - 9-41 - 9-4 - 3.5 - 31 -17 -17 - 65 - 56 - 30 - 86 - 6 - 4 - 5 - 54 - 22 - 9-5 - 9-5 - 3.6 - 32 -18 -18 - 68 - 57 - 30 I - 87 ..:... 8 - 5 - 6 - 56 - 23 - 9-6 - 9-6 - 3.7 
- 34 -19 -19 - 72 - 59 - 31 - 90 - 9 - 5 - 7 - 57 - 24 - 9-7 - 9-7 - 3.8 - 35 -20 -20 - 75 - 60 - 32 - 92 -11 - 6 -1 - 59 - 25 - 9-8 - 9-8 - 3.9 - 36 -21 -21 - 78 - 62 - 33 - 95 -12 - 7 -8 - 60 - 26 - 9-10 - 9-10 - 4.0 
- 38 -22 -22 - 82 - 63 - 34 - 97 -13 - 8 - 8 - 62 - 27 - 9-11 - 9-11 - 4.0 - 39 -23 -23 - 85 - 65 - 35 -100 -15 - 8 ..:... 9 - 63 - 28 -10-0 -10--0 - 4.1 
- 40 -24 -24 - 88 - 66 - 36 -102 -16 -9 -'-10 - 65. - 29 -10-1 -10-1 - 4.2 - 42 -25 -25 - 92 - 68 - 37 -105 -17 -10 -10 - 66 - 30 -10-2 -10-2 - 4.3 - 43 -26 -26 - 95 - 70 - 38 -108 -18 -10 -11 - 68 - 31 -10-4 -10-4 - 4.4 
- 45 -27 -27 - 99 - 71 - 38 -109 -20 -11 -12 - 69 - 32 ..:.10-5 -10-5 - 4.4 
- 46 -28 -28 -102 - 73 - 39 -112 -21 -12 . -12 - 71 - 33 -10--6 -10--6 - 4.5 - 47 -29 -29· -105 - 74 - 41 -115 -22 -12 -13 - 73 - 34 -10-7 -10--7 - 4.6 - 48 -29 -30 -107 - 76 - 42 -118 -23 -13 -14 - 75. - 35 -10-8 -10-8 - 4.7 - 49 -30 -31 -110 - 78 - 43 -121 -24 ~14 -14 - 77 - 36 -10-9 -10-9 - 4.8 
- 50 -30 -32 -112 - 80 - 44 -124 -25 -15 -15 - 79 - 37 -10--9 --]0--9 - 4.9 
- 51 -31 -32 :....114 - 82 - 46 -128 -26 -16 -15 - 81 - 38 -10--10 -10-10 - 4.9 
- 52 -32 -33 -117 - 84 - 47 -131 -27 -16 -16 - 83 - 39 -10--11 -10-11 - 5.0 - 53 -33 -34 -120 - 86 - 48 -134 -28 -17 -16 - 85 - 40 -11-0 -11-0 - 5.1 
- 54 -33 -35 -122 - 87 - 50 -137 -29 -18 -17 - 87 - 41 -11-1 -11-1 - 5.2 
- 551 -34 -36 -125 - 89 - 511 -140 -30 -19 -17 - 89 - 42 -11-2 -11-2 - 5.3 
- 55 -35 -37 -127 - 911 - 52 -143 

=~~1 -201 -18 - 91 - 43 -11-3 -11-3 - 5.4 
- 56 -35 -381 -129, - 93 - 54 -1471 -20 -19 - 931 ..:... 44 -11-41 -11-4 - 5.5 
- 57 -36 -39 -132 - 95 - 55 -150 -33 -21 -19 - 95 - 451 -11-5 -11-5 - 5.6 
- 58 -37 -40 -135 - 96 - 56 -152 -34 -22 -20 - 97 - 46 -11-6 -11-6 - 5.7 
- 59 -37 -41 -137 - 98 - 58 -156 -35 -23 -20 - 99 - 47 -11-7 -11-7 - 5.7 



- 60 -38 -41 -139 
- 61 -38 -42 -141 
- 62 -39 -43 -144 
- 63 -40 -44 -147 ,_ 64 -41 -44 -149 
- 64 -42 -45 -151 
- 65 -43 -46 -154 
- 66 -43 -46 -155 
- 67 -44 -47 -158 
- 67 -45 -48 -160 
- 68 -45 -49 -162 
- 69 -46 -49 -164 
- 70 -47 -50 -167 
- 70 '-48 -51 -169 
- 71 -49 -51 -171 
- 71 -50 -52 -1731 - 72 -50 -531 -175 
- 73 .:..51 -53 -177 
- 74 -51 -54 -179 
- 74 -52 -54 -180 
- 75 -52 -55 -182 
- 76 -53 -56 -185 
- 77 -53 -56 -186 
- 77 -54 -57 -188 
- 78 -54 -58 -190 
~ =ss-~ ~ 
- 80 -56 -59 -195 
- 81 -57 -60 -198 
- 81 -58 -61 -200 
- 82 -59 -62 -203 
- 83 -601 -63 -206 
- 83 -61 -64 -208 
- 841 -62 -651 -2111 - 85 -63 -66 -214 
- 86 -64 -67 -217 

-100 - 59 -159 -36 -24 -21 -101 - 48 -11-8 
-102 - 60 -162 -38 -25 -21· -103 - 49 -11-9 
-103 - 61 -164 -39 -26 - -22 :....105 - 50 -11-10 
-105 - 62 -167 -40 -27 -22 -107 - 51 -11-11 
-107 - 63 -170 -42 -28 -23 -108 - 52 -12-0 
-109 - 65 -174 -43 -29 -23 -110 - 53 -12-1 
-110 - 66 -176 -44 -30 -24 -112 - 54 -12-2 
-112 - 67 -179 -46 -31 -24 -114 - 55 -12-4 
-113 - 68 -181 -47 -33 -25 -116 - 56 -12-5 
-114 - 70 -184 -48 -34 -25 -119 - 57 -12-6 
-115 - 72 -187 -49 -35 -26 -121 - 58 -12-7 
-116 - 73 -189 -50 -36 -27 -124 - 59 -12-8 
-117 - 75 -192 -51 -37 -27 -126 - 60 -12-9 
-117 - 77 -194 -52 -38 -28 -129 - 61 -12-11 

-1181 - 78 -1961 =rsl 
-39 -28 -132 - 62 -13-0 

-119 - 80 -199 
-401 

-29 -1341 - 63 -13-2 
-120 - 81 -201 -56 -42 -29 -137 - 64 -13-31 -121 - 83 -204 -57 -43 -30 -139 - 651 -13-5 
-123 - 84 -207 -58 -44 -31 -141 - 66 -13-6 
-124 - 86 -210 -59. -46 -31 -144 - 67 -13-8 
-125 - 87 -212 -60 -48 -32 -146 - 68 -13-10 
-127 - 89 -216 -60 -49 -32 -148 - 69 -14-0 
-128 - 91 -219 -61 -51 -33 -150 - 70 -14-2 
-129 - 92 -221 -62 -52 -34 -153 - 71 -14-4 
-131 - 93 -224 -63 -54 -34 -155 - 72 -14-6 
=132"" ~ -227 ~ -55 ~ ~ ~ -14-8** 
-133 
-134 
-136 
-137 
-138 
-139 
-140 
-141 
-142 

- 96 -229 -65 -56 -36 -159 - 74 -14-9 
- 97 -231 -66 -58 -36 -161 - 75 -14-11 
- 98 -234 -67 -59 -37 -163 - 76 -15-1 
- 99 -236 -68 -60 -38 -165 - 77 -15-2 
-100 -238 

j~I 
-61 -38 -168 - 78 -15-4. 

-101 -240 "621 -39 -170 - 79 -15-6 
-102 -242 -72 -63 -40 -1721 - 801 ~15-7 
-103 -244 -73 -65 -40 -174 - 81 -15-9 I 
-104 -246 -74 j-66 -41 -176 - 82 -15-10 

*Grade defined as in Table 5, page 42. 
**Educational ages below this point are extrapolated value5. 
For explanation of vertical bars see page 53. 

-11-8 - 5.8 
-11-9 - 5.9 
-11-10 - 6.0 
-11-11 - 6.1 
-12-0 - 6.2 
-12-1 - 6.3 
-12-2 - 6.4 
-12-4 - 6.5 
-12-5 - 6.6 
-12-6 - 6.7 
-12-7 - 6.8 
-12-8 - 7.0 
-12-9 - 7.1 
-12-11 - 7.2 
-13-0 - 7.3 
-13-2 - 7.4 
-13-3. - 7.5 
-13-5 - 7.6 
-13-6 - 7.7 
-13-8 - 7.9 
-13-10 - 8.0 
-14-0 - 8.1 
-14-2 - 8.2 
-14-4 - 8.4 
-14-6 - 8.5 
-14-9 ~ 
-15-0 - 8.8 
-15-4 - 8.9 
-15-9 - 9.0 
-16-2 - 9.2 
-16-9 - 9.3 
-17-9 - 9.5 
-Adult - 9.7 

- 9.8 
-10.0 . 



TABLE 8 (Continue<!) 
. ·~QUIVALENT SCORES: ADVANCED EXAMINATION 

Test 1, Test 2, Test 3, Read. Test ·4, Test 5, Ari th. Test 6, Test 7, Test 8, Test 9, Total Edu ca- Chrono-Parag. Sent. Word Total Arith. Arith. Total Na. St. Hist. & Lang. Dicta- Score tional logical Grade Mean. Mean. Mean. Comp. Reas. & Sci. Lit. Usage tion Age Age ---------------------------------------------- 87 -65 -68 -220 -143 -105 • -248 -75 -67 -42 -178 - 83 -15-11 - 88 -65 -69 -222 -144 -107 -251 -76 -69 -43 -179 - 84 ...:rn-1 
- 89 -66 -70 -225 -144 -110 ~254 -77 -70 -43 -181 - 85 -16-2 - 90 -67 -71 -228 -145 -112 -257 -77 -72 -44 . -182 - 86 -16-3 - 92 -67 -72 -231 -145 -114 -259 -78 -74 -45 -183 .- 87 -16-5 - 94 -68 -73 -235 -145 -117 -262 -78 -75 -45 -185 - 88 -16--6 - 95 -69 -73 -237 -146 -119 -265 -79 -77 -46 -186 . - 89 -16--8 - 96 -70 -74 -240 -146 -122 -268 -80 -78 -47 -187 - 90 -16-9 - 98 -70 -75 -243 -147 -124 -271 -80 -80 -47 -189 ...:.. 91 -16--11 - 99 -71 -76 -246 :..147 -127 -274 -81 -81 -48 -190 - 92 -17-1 -100 -72 ~77 -249 -148 . -129 -277 -82 -82 -49 -191 - 93 -17-2 -100 -:-72 -78 -250 -152 -130 -282 -82 -82 -50 -194 - 94 -17-4 -101 -73 -78 .,-252 -157 -130 -287 -83 -83 -50 -195 - 95 -17-6 -101 -73 -79 -253 -161 -130 -291 -84 -83 -51 -198 - 96 -17-8 -101 -:-74 -79 -254 -166 -131 -297 -84 -83 -52 -200 - 97 -17-11 -101 -74 -80 -255 -171 -131 - 302 -85 -83. -53 -202 - 98 -18-1 ·-102 -75 -81 -258 -175 -132 -307 -85 -:-83 -53 -204 - 99 -18-4 -102 -75 -82 -259 -179 -132 .:...311 -86 -84 -54 -206 -100 -18-6 



Test 1, Test2, 
Parag. Sent. 
Mean. Mean. 
----
- 0 - 0 
- 1 - 0 
- 1 - 0 
- 1 - 1 
- 3 - 1 
- 6 - 2 
- 7 - 3 
- 8 - 5 
-10 - 6 
-12 - 7 
-14 - 8 
-16 ' - 9 
-18 -10 
-19 -11 
-20 ·12 
-22 -12 
-23 -13 
-25 -14 
-26 -15 
-281** -16 
-30 -16 
-32. -17 
-33 -18 
-34 -20 
-35 -21 
-37 . -22 
-40 -24 
-42 -25 
-44 -26 
-46 -27 
-49 -28 

Directions for the Use ·of Norms 

TABLE 9 
EQUIVALENT SCORES: PRIMARY EXAMINATION 

Test3, Read. Test4, Tests, Ari th. Tcst6, Total Edu ca.-
Word Total Ari th. Ari th. Total Dicta- Score tiona.l 
Mean. Comp. Reas. ti on Age ---------- -·- -----
- 0 - 0 -0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 4-0 
- 0 - 1 - 5 - 2 - 7 - 2 - 1 - 5-1 
- 0 - 1 - 9 - 4 - 13 - 6 - 2 - 5-9 
- 0 - 2 -12 - 6 - 18 -10 - 3 - 6-2 
-0 - 4 -14 - 8 - 22 -14 - 4 - 6-7 
- 1 - 8 -16 - 9 - 26 -17 - 6 ...:: 6-11 
- 2 - 12 -18 -10 - 28 -20 - 6 - 7-2 
- 3 - 16 -20 -11 - 31 -23 - 7 - 7-5 
- 4 - 20 -22 -12 - 34 -20 - 8 - 7-7 
- 5 - 24 -24 -13 - 37 -29 - 9 - 7-10 
- 6 - 28 -26 -16 - 41. -31 -10 - 8-0 
- 7 - 32 -29 -16 - 45 -33 -11 - 8-2 
- 8 - 36 -32 -17 - 49 -35 -12 - 8-4 
- 9 - 39 -35 ' -18 - 53 -38 -13 - 8-5 
-10 ' - 42 -38 -20 - 58 -40 -14 - 8-7 
-11 - 45 -41 -21 - 62 -43 -16 - 8-9 
-12 - 48 -44 -23 - 67 -45 -16 - 8-10 
-13 - 52 -46 -24 - 70 -48 -17 - 9-0 
-14 - 55 -49 ~201 - 75 -50 -18 - 9-1 
-15 - 59 -521 -27 - 79 ~s2I -19 - 9-2 
-161 - 621 -66 -29 - 841 -64 -201 - 9-41 
-17 - 66 -57 -30 - 87 -57 -21 - 9-5 
-18 - 69 -60 -32 - 92 -59 -22 - 9-6 
-19 - 73 -63 -33 - 96 -61 -23 - 9-8 
-20 - 76 -65 -35 -100 -64 -24 - 9-9 
-22 - 81 -67 -36 -103 -66 -26 - 9-10 
-24 - 88 -68 -37 -105 -67 -26 - 9-11 
-26 - 93 -70 -38 -108 -69 -27 -10-1 
-28 - 98 -72 -40 -112 -70 -28 -10-3 
-30 .,..103 -74 -41 -115 -72 -29 -10-5 
-31 -108 -76 -42 -118 -74 -30 -10-8 

*Grade defined as in Table 5, page 42. 
**For explanation of vertical bars see page 53. 
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Grade• 

--

-2.5 
-2.6 
-2.6 
-2.7 
-2.8 
..;,2,8 
-2.9 
-3.0 
-3.1 
-3.1 
-3.2 
-3.3 
-3.3 
-3.4 
-3.6 
-3.6 
-3.7 
-3.8 
-3.9 
-4.0 
-4.1 
-4.2 
-4.3 
-4.5 
-4.7 
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To illustrate the detailed method of turning the scores 
into age equivalents, the following actual scores of a 13- . 
year-old pupil · have been selected : 

SUBJECT 

I. Reading : Paragraph Meaning 
2. · Reading: Sentence Meaning 
3. Reading: Word Meaning . 
4. ·Arithmetic: Computation . 
5. Arithmetic : Reasoning . . . 
6. Nature Study and Science . 
7. History and Literature 
8. Language Usage . . . . 
9. Dictation (Spelling) . . . . 

·. 
ScORE 

72 
47 
52 

127 
92 
58 
52 
30 

107 

These scores are those entered in the examination booklet 
at the end of each test under the heading '' Score.'' 
· The first step is to enter the scores in the proper blanks 
of · the summary table on the cover page of the examination 
booklet. The summary table of the Advanced Examina-
tion is reproduced on ·the following page in order to show 
exactly how the entries must be made. 

The subject ages in the right-hand column of the · above 
table were obtained by looking up the educational age equiv- · 
alents of the point scores in Table 8. (NOTE: Table 9 
should be used for the Primary Examinat.ion.) To find 
the educational age equivalent of a point score in any test, 
- e.g., Word Meaning, - look down the column of scores 
for that test until you find the particular point score earned 
(or the nearest value to it) and then read the educational 
age equivalent in the Educational Age column in Table 8 
(or in the case of the Primary Examination, Tabie 9), taking 
care to read the educational age which Is printed in the same 
horizontal row as the point score under consideration. 

In referring to the age equivalents in the tests, the term 
"Educational Age" always refers to the age equivalent of the 
Composite Score; the term " Subject Age " always indicates 
the age equivalent in a single subject; e.g., '' Arithmetic 
Age,''· '' Reading Age,'' etc .. 
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ILLUSTRATION OF METHOD OF OBTAINING EDUCATIONAL AGES 

AND SUBJECT ·AGES FROM POINT SCORES 

AGE 

SUBJECT EQUIV A-
TEST SCORE SCORES LENTS 

(SUBJECT 
AGES) 

I. Reading: Paragraph Meaning . 72 I3-3 

2. Reading: Sentence Meaning 47 I2-9 

3. Reading: Word Meaning 52 I3-2 

TOTAL READING SCORE I7I 13-0 

4. Arithmetic: Computation 127 I4-0 

5. Arithmetic : ·Reasoning 92 14-4 

TOTAL ARITHMETIC SCORE 219 14-2 

6. Nature Study and Science 58 13-6 

7. History and literature 52 I~-4 

8. Language Usage 30 13-5 

9. Dictation Exercise 107 II-II 

Composite Score (Sum of Subject Scores + 10) 63-7 

Educational Age 13-3 

The subject ages permit of very simple interpretation. 
In the case of this 13-year-old pupil we can sta.te, that his 
general educational development is that of the average 
child of 13 years and 3 months. This is his " Educational 
Age." In the same way we can speak of his ability in arith-
metic as equaling that of the normal child of 14 -.years and 
2 months. His spelling age is 11 years and 11 months. The 
other subject ages are to be interpreted in the same manner. 

Due to the fact that there is little growth in such abilities 
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as are measured by the Stanford Achievement Test above 
the age of 14 years, it was found necessary to extend the 
norms to include ages l 5-18 by some method other than the 
use of the · averages of unselected children of . these higher 
ages. The norms given. in the Educational Age column of 
Table 8 are, therefore, artificial . values above the age of 14 
years · and 6 months. These norms have been extended to 
18-6 by a process of extrapolation. ' The extensions were 
made upon the basis of the distribution of 982 14-year-old 
children, all of whom were in .the eighth grade, the normal 
grade for that age. The extended age equivalents do possess 
real meaning, as is shown by the following series of state-
ments:. 
The per cent of 14-year pupils earning 15-6 = the per cent earning 13-6 
The per cent of 14-year pupils earning 16-6 = the per cent earning 12-6 
The per cent of 14-year pupils earning 17-6 = the per cent earning 11-6 
The per cent of 14-year pupils earning 18-6 = the per cent earning 10-6 

Fifteen-year ability is thus defined as that ability which 
is as far above 14-year ability as 13-year ability is below 
14-year ability-" as far above " and 11 as far below " 
being in turn defined as "occurring equally often" in typical 
14-year-olds. The extrapolated age norms of Tables 8 -and 
9 are therefore recom.mended for the interpretation of scores 
for practical school purposes. 

Attention is called to the fact that Tables 8 and 9 equate 
the scores on the various tests of the examination. Thus, 
a total reading score of 120 is equivalent to a computa-
tion score of 86, a language-usage score of 16, or a spelling 
score of 85. As all of these correspond to an educational 
age of II years, they are all equally distant from the reading, 
computation, language-usage, and spelling scores which corre-
spond to an educational age of 12 year·s. 

INDIVIDUAL RECORD 

The first page of each Examination, when properly filled 
out, may be torn off and filed as a record of the individual's 
peFformance in the test. Before this is done, however, the 
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examination blank should be given a number and this num-
ber should be written on both pages 1 and 3, so that the 
remainder of the blank may be idcn tifi.cd if necessary in 
future reference. 

On the inside of the first page of the Advanced Examina-
tion and the outside of the first page of the Primary Examina-
tion is provided an Educational Profile Chart on which may 
be drawn an educational profile for the pupil by means of 
lines drawn to connect the points representing the subject 
scores of that pupil. The following diagram represents a 
portion of the norm table from the cover page of the test 
booklet drawn so as to show the educational profile of the 
13-year-old pupil previously used as ai1 illustration. 

EDUCATIONAL PROFILE CHART: ADVANCED EXAMINATION 

Test r, Test 2, Test J• R d Test 4, Test 5, A 'th Test 6, Te~t 7; ,Test 8, Te.st 9, Total Educa· Chrono· , 
~::~: i.1~~~. ~¥~~n. t~t.i ~~~~. 1{~~: [~tai ~S~I~· l;Z~i. ij"~=~ DJ~~· Score t~:~ 1of;1 Grade 
~ 75 ::SS-:W--:iH ::u2 .:w-:u-:a;-~ .:;o.-~ .:u:;-----
-~~~ =~~ -Sl =~~~ :m :m :m =~ =~~ j~ =~~ : gg . :1tt 

-SQ ·- -•on -131 -297 -84 -83 -52 -200 - 97 -17-11 
-~.1 -83 -51 -198 - 96 -17-8 

·•• - H -lT-8 

The Educational Profile Chart is in reality a table of 
norms. For example, opposite the age 14-6 in the Chron-
ological Age column, we find the score of 78 in Te.st I, 54 in 
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Test 2, etc. This means that the norm for the age of 14 
years 6 months in Test I i\3 78, in Test 2 is 54, etc. The 
total score opposite 14-6 is 172. The score of 172, there-
fore, is the norm for the age of 14 years 6 months. Similarly, 
the entry in the Grade column at the right opposite these 
scores is 8.5 referring to February 15 (see Table 5). ·There-
fore the norm for the eighth grade in February in Test l is 
78, in Test 2 is 54, etc. 

To make an Educational Profile Chart for a pupil, place 
a dot in each column opposite the score the pupil has made 
in the test in question and join the dots to form a .broken 
line as shown in the accompanying figure. Such a profile 
shows at a glance in what subjects the pupil is strong and in 
what ~ubjects he is weak . . For example, the accompanying 
profile shows at a glance that the pupil is very weak in 
Spelling (Dictation), that he is strong in Arithmetic and in 
History and Literature. If desired, a horizontal line might 
be drawn across the Profile Chart opposite the chronological 
age of the pupil (in this c·ase 13 years 0 months) as a guide in 
noting easily in what subjects a pupil has made a score above 
the norm for his age. Or, if preferred, a line might be drawn 
across the chart opposite the grade status of the pupil in 
order to determine in what subjects the pupil has made a 
score above the norm for his grade on the date of the exami-
nation. See Table 5 for determining the point in the Grade 
column which represents the pupil's grade location at the 
time of. the test. 

The Grade column, therefore, serves two purposes : first, 
it enables one to· determine the scores in the various tests 
that are normal for a given _grade location; and, secondly, it 
enables one to determine the grade status of a pupil from his . 
total score in the test. For example, although the pupil 
whose profile is shown is indicated as having a grade location 
'of 7. 7; his grade status as determined by his achievement 
is only 7 .5, since this is the value in the Grade column oppo-
site his total score. This pupil, therefore, is two months 
retarded in achievement for his grade. 
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PROBABLE ERRORS 

The score t~at a pupil makes on a test such as Paragraph 
Meaning is not, because of chance and the vicissitudes of the 
particular situation, a perfect record of his· paragraph-mean-
ing ability. The paint of the profile for paragraph-meaning 
is thus probably in error, and to give an indication as to the 
magnitude of this error, bars have been drawn which are one 
P. E.1 in length; that is, the bar extending from 71 to 74 
means that the probable error of a score in this portion of the 
scale of scores in paragraph meaning·is 3 points. There are 
several bars in the paragraph-meaning column because the 
probable error of the score differs at different levels. Similar 
bars are drawn for the other tests. 

CLASS RECORD 

There is provided in each package of Examinations a 
Class Record which may be used if desired to bring together 
on one sheet the complete record of scores of the pupils 
of a grade or class for convenient refere.nce. The names of 
the pupils may be entered either alphabetically or in order 
of Composite Score, according to preference. The data 
called for may be taken from the summary· page of the 
Examination. 

1 Formula used is P. E. = .6745 uV I - ru. 



IX 
THE UTILIZATION OF RESULTS 

.Instructions for the utilization of test results will be found 
in the standard texts on measurement. One of the authors 
of this test is editing a series of textbooks on school meas-
urement and adjustment which deal in a practical way 
with all the important problems in this field. The teacher 
should write to the World Book Company, Yonkers-on-
H udson, New York, for a descriptive circular of this series. 

It is assumed that the Stanford Achievement Test will be 
given in order that the results may be used, and not merely 
to gratify an idle curiosity as to how the school stands with 
reference to other schools. All the pupils from Grades 2 to 8 
should be tested, and the results should be recorded and 
filed in a manner that will make them accessible and con-
venient for frequent consultation. It should be possible for 
the teacher or principal to refer without a moment's delay 
to the record of any individual pupil. 

The most important purpose of standard tests is to give 
a better basis forthe classification of pupils according to their· 
attainments in the ·different subjects. When such tests are 
given, it is commonly found that there is an unjustifiably wide 
range of attainment of the pupils of a given class. · Reclassi-
fication of the pupils so as to reduce this range makes it 
possible to increase the efficiency of instruction by fitting it 
more nearly to the needs of individual pupils. 
· The best single index for grading pupils is the educational 
age, based on the composite score of the complete test. (See 
Tables 8 and 9.) Grade norms are given for reference 
(Tables 6 and 7), but the age norms are far more significant. 
A given age means something definite, because age differences 
are fairly constant phenomena except in the higher ages. 
A given grade, on the other hand, means one thing in one 
city and something else in another. It is one thing in the 
city and another thing in the country. Its significance 
fluctuates with every change in the system of grading or 
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classification. A high grade-average in achievement tests 
does not necessarily indicate satisfactory school conditions. 
Whether it is to be so interpreted depends on the average age 
of the pupils in each grade, and also on the amount of elimi-
nation. Since it is always necessary to take age into account 
in appraising grade performances, it is better to base all of 
our ratings and comparisons directly upon age norms. The 
school can keep the majority of its children only until the 
age of 14 or 15, and its efficiency should be judged by what it 
succeeds in accomplishing by any given age. 

It is desirable, of course, that wherever the tests are used 
means be computed for each grade for the sake of comparison 
with the grade norms herewith provided. Attention is also 
called to the fact that in the immediate task of reclassification 
a student's placement should be determined in part by his 
standing in comparison with the local grade means. How-
ever, it is well not to lose sight of the problem of first im-
portance, which is to bring pupils to as high a level of achieve-
ment as possible at each age. 

It is instructive to compute each child's Educational 
Quotient (EQ); that is, the educational age + by actual age. 

·: In a given school these may be found to range from 60 or 70 
to 130 or 140, much as do intelligence quotients. An EQ 
much above 100 may be regarded as indicating superior 
intelligence, although industry and interest are contributing 
factors. It is not so safe, however, to infer low intelligence 
from low EQ, as the latter may be caused in many ways. 

For purposes of classifying pupils, determination of pro-
motions, general educational surveys, etc., the composite 
scores should be used in all cases (Tables 8 and 9). This , 
recommendation is based in large part upon the fact that the 
reliability of the composite score is necessarily much greater 
than of the separate subjects. In combining the results of a 
three-hour examination into an all-round educational age, it 
is entirely justifiable to place a great deal of confidence in 
such measures. 

The importa11t. thing is to reduce the .range o( educational 
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ages in a given grade or class. Pupils having an educational 
age as much as IO or 12 ·months higher than the average for 
their grade should ordinarily be given one or more extra 
promotions. Not infrequently a pupil is found wh9se educa-
tional age is 2 or 3 years higher than the average for his 
grade. Such children are done a grave injustice when they 
are held back to a level of school work which makes no real 
demands on ·their abilities. 

The solution of the school problem of individual differences 
will probably be found ultimately in the classification of 
pupils according to ability and achievement into three or 
five groups, each with a course of study specially adapted to 
its needs. The "three-track" plan has been put into success-
fuloperation in Oakland (California), Detroit, and elsewhere. 

In the reclassification, consideration should be given not 
only to the pupil's average attainment in all the school 
subjects taken together, but also to his attainment in the 
separate subjects. Pupils whose general standing is fairly 
good, but who have low scores in one or two subjects, 
should be given special aid where it is most needed. This 
may be done either by the use of coaching devices or by 
placing the child temporarily in a lower grade in those 
subjects in which he is weakest. When the latter is done, 
every effort should be made to bring a pupil's performance in 
the subjects in which he is retarded up to his average attainment 
in' other ·subjects. •Although weakness in a single subject 
may occasionally be due to native disability in certain types 
of mental processes, it is much more often due to such causes 
as poor teaching, lack of interest, lack of industry, getting 
a bad start, etc. 

In this connection it is- always interesting to compute 
Subject Quotients for the ·six separate subjects, reading, 
arithmetic, science, history and literature, language usage, 

d . ·f Subject Age an spellmg, by the ormula: . However, it 
Actual Age 

should be remembered that the subject age is never as 
reliable as the composite educational age, since it is based 
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on much shorter testing times. The reading and arithmetic 
ages are very reliable, the reliability coefficients being about 

· 0.95 and 0.90, respectively, for unselected age groups. With 
the exception of language usage, the other subjects also show 
reliabilitycoefficientswhich average about 0.90 for unselected 
age groups. Accordingly, the subject ages yielded by the 
tests of this battery may be used with considerable confidence. 

In Section VIII, "Directions for the Use of Norms," 
attention was called to the use and advantages of the Educa-
tional Profile Chart which appears on the cover sheet of the 
test booklets for plotting the educational profile of the pupil. 
The front page of the test booklet can then be torn off and 
filed as a permanent record which gives the point scores, 
subject and educational ages, and the educational profile of 
the pupil on a single sheet. 

It is important to note any marked discrepancy between a 
pupil's test score and the apparent quality of his ~aily work. 
Such discrepancy is sometimes caused by a weakness of mem-
ory which prevents the pupil from retaining over any con-
siderable period what he learns for his daily recitations, 
but more often by the fac't that the teacher has rated the 
quality of . daily work too high or too low. Excessive 

·:shyness, faults of personality, and evident lack of industry 
cause a pupil to be marked too low. An exceptionally attrac-
tive personality, exemplary conduct, and studiousness lead 
the teacher to mark too leniently. · 

It is well to make note of marked discrepancies between 
educational age, as shown by the Stanford Achievemer,,t Test, 
and mental age, as shown by an intelligence test, especially 
when a Binet mental age is available. The comparison be-
tween mental and educational ages is less significant when the 
results of group intelligence tests oniy ai-e available, because 
group intelligence test scores are considerably influenced by 
school attainment. The Binet mental age is relatively 
independent of schooling, and therefore gives a more reliable 
indication of what a given pupil's attainment in the ·school 
subjects ought to be. 
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In a given case, the educational age may be unduly low 
because of late entrance, irregular attendance, lack of 
interest, poor application, or poor teaching. On the other 
hand, the educational age is sometimes pushed above mental 
age by exceptional industry, although large discrepancies 
in this direction occur less of ten than those in the • opposite 
direction. ·whatever the disagreement between the educa-
tional age and the mental age may be, its cause should if 
possible be located. The pupil who is achieving less than the 
normal for his intellectual development should be stimulated 
to, work more nearly up to the level of his ability. Bright 

. pupils are especially likely to show lower educational ages 
than their intelligence would warrant, due chiefly to the 
fact that they are not, as a rule, promoted as rapidly as they 
ought to be. 

If the educational age is considerably below the mental 
age for a large majority of the pupils ·of a given room, school, 
or city, the fault may lie with the teaching methods. If the 
average educational age is above the average mental age, , 
it is probably due to exceptionally superior teaching. In no· 
case should the efficiency of the teacher be judged solely by 
what her pupils achieve. It is also necessary to consider 
what they are intellectually capable of achieving. Achieve-
ment tests should, when possible, be supplemented by 
intelligence tests. 

The comparison between a pupil's educational attainment · 
and his intellectual ability is sometimes made by dividing 
the Ec;lucatiorial Quotient by the Intelligence Quotient. 
The result is called the Accomplishment Ratio. That is, 

~g = AR.1 · . In like manner, the Subject Ratio may be 

computed by dividing the Subje~t Quotient- e.g., the 

1 The AR may be found also· by dividing the pupil's educational age by 
his mental age when the mental age is of the same date as the educational age. 
When the dates of the two tests are not the same, either a correction must be 

applied to the merital age or the EQ method must be used. 
IQ 
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Reading Quotient, Arithmetic Quotient, etc. - by the 
Intelligence Quotient. 

This method of comparing ability and attainment has 
a certain amount of value if used with full knowledge of its 
limitations. These limitations, however, are serious. In 
the first place, the Accomplishment Ratio has a much higher 
probable error than either the Educational Quotient or the 
Intelligence Quotient, since it is affected by the probable 
error of both these quotients. In the second place, the use of 
AR assumes that the ability involved in mastering any 
school subject is wholly accounted for by general intelligence. 
This assumption is probably not entirely true in the case of 
any subject, and is certainly far from true in the case of 
spelling, language usage, handwriting, manual training, etc. 
In the third place, the validity of IQ's derived from group 
intelligence tests is still undetermined. In the fourth place, 
the pupil's AR is itself partly a result of the grade location 
he has been given by the school, and' does not accurately 
indicate the effort the pupil is putting forth. 

The method just described for calculating educational 
quotients is easy to use when one has determined educational 
ages, and being of the same type as intelligence quotients 
·~vhen determined from Binet mental ages, the educational 
quotients may be compared directly with the intelligence 
quotients. 
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Prepared 11nder tlu a11spices of the 
National Research Cotlncil 

By M. E. HAGGERTY, L. M. TERMAN, E. L. THORNDIKE, 

G. M. WHIPPLE, and R. M. YERKES 

T HESE tests are the direct result of the application of 
the army testing methods to school needs. They 

were devised in order to supply group tests for the 
examination of school children that would embody the 
greater benefits derived from the Binet and similar tests. 

· The tests have. been selected from a large group of tests 
after a try-out and a careful analysis by a statistical 
staff. The two scales prepared consist of five tests each 
(with practice exercises), and either may be administered 
in thirty minutes. They are simple in application, 
reliable, and immediately useful for classifying children 
in grades 3 to 8 with respect to intellectual ability. 
Scoring is unusually simple. 
Either scale may be used separately to advantage. The 
reliability of results is increased, however, by reexamina-
tion with the other scale after an interval of a day. 

= Scale A consists of an arithmetical reasoning, a sentence = 
§ completion, a logical Felection, a synonym-antonym, and § 
§ a symbol-digit test. Scale B includes a completion, an § 
j information, a vocabulary, an analogies, and a com- i 

parison test. Three Forms of equal difficulty are available. 
Scale A: . Forni r, Form 2, or Form J. 12 pages. Price per 

-pncknge of 25 Examination Booklets, of any Form, 2 Scormg 
Keys, and 1 Class Record, $1.25 net. 

Scale B: Form r . . Form 2, or Form 3. 12 pages. Price per 
p~ckage of 25 Examination Dooklets, of any Form, Scoring 
Key, and Class Record, $1.25 net. · 

M a1111al of Directio11s. 48 pages. Price 20 cents. 
Specimen Set. One copy of each Scale and Form and Key for 

each, Manual of Directions, nnd Class Record. Price 
45 cents postpaid. 

WORLD BOOK COMPANY 
YoNKERS·oN-HuosoN, NEw YoRIC 
2126 PRAIRIE AVENUE, CHICAGO 
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I Introduction to the Use I 
~ of Standard Tests- ~ 

I A SIMPLE and·:::~::~~::~:::~ng clear the fun' I 
= damentals of effective testing. It is written in a = 
~ non-technical, conversational style throughout and is well ~ I ~:~)~~:~;~~:~:;.::~~\~.~:~~~;h::~r~~:~;:~~;~;i~; I 

results, and mistakes to be avoided. 

The second part, Tests in School Subjects, is a brief 
discussion of certain of the -best tests in various school 
subjects and the problems of measurement in special sub-
jects. 

In the third part, Tests of General Ability, tests of mental 
ability, both individual and group, are discussed, with 
emphasis . upon the· practical uses of the results. 

The fourth part, Important General Principles, points 
out many , facts that the tester should know, including 
methods o.f making tests and the value of a systematic 
testing program. 

A Glossary containing 87 technical terms and an Index 
are included. 

Clotlt. vi -1- 263 paues. Price $r.8o 

WORLD BOOK COMPANY 
YoNKERS-oN-HunsoN, NEw YoRK 
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s ARITHMETIC CABINETS-in t!tcjour operations ; 
!i with whole numbers-for Grades 4 to 8 = 
~ DESIGNED to enable the' teacher of a large class to give each ~ 
§ child the training needed to develop standard accuracy and E! 
§ speed. This is accomplished by the use of the research tests which ~ 

-

§==§ are included in the sets of practice material. The lesson tests ~-:--
are all timed, are self-proving, and each child keeps a record of 

- his own progress. -
~ Cabinet I. With practice cards for a class 0£ 48 ...•••........ $8.50 net ~ 
§ __ -==_ Cabinet n. With practice cards for a class of 24 .... , ......... 6.50 net _-a:§ 

Cabinet III. With practice cards for a class of 12 .......... , ... 2.00 net 
Extra Cards. Package of 25 of any one lesson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 net 

-

-§== • Research Tests. Fine tests. 48 cards in envelope ....... .'. . . . . .15 net I 
Student's Record and Practice Pad. 16 pages with 100 tissue 

sheets, 12 cents net. (Retail price to be fixed by dealer.) 
;;_: Teacher's Manual. Complete instructions with Record . . . . . . . . . .25 net ! 
~ . Teach;!~~~~~~~~· .. ~~r·t· ~.! .. t~·c· .~~~~~~~'. .r.o~ .. ~~~. ~~. ~~~~ .OS net i 
= Specimen Set, $1.50 Postpaid. = 
~ Transportation is at expense of purchaser, except for specimen sets. ~ 
=1= WORLD BOOK COMPANY ==I_== 

YONKERS-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK 
= 2120 PRAIRIE AVENUE, ClllCAGO 5 
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I CO.RRELATION I 
I CHART I 

BY ARTHUR s. Ons 
A utlzor of the D tis Group Intelligence Scale 

T HE purpose of this chart is to simplify and 
facilitate the computation of a Pearson co-

efficient of correlation so that it can be made by one 
who has never used any correlation formula, and 

· so that a practiced user can find a coefficient with 
the least expenditure of time and effort and the 
least danger of error. · 

The steps in computation have been analyzed and 
laid out so that the process is almost entirely 
mechanical and the work can easily be checked. 

~ Tables of products and squares are printed with the ~ 
~ chart so that the computation is made still more I 
! simple. ~ 

I The _chart is designed especially for use in connec- I 
! tion with intelligence and educational tests, though I 
~ it is suitable . for any purpose. All its features ap- ~ 
~ pear for the first time in one chart. ~ 

I Price per package of 25 charts, with directions, $1.00 net I . 
I Specimen Set, 10 cents postpaid I 
·1 WORLD BOOK COMPANY I 
! YoNKERS-ON-HuosoN, NEW YoR1.;: ! I . 2126 PRAIRIE AVENUE, CHICAGO I 
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MANUAL · OF DIRECTIONS 

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THIS TEST 
' ' " I . . . 

Tms test embodies many of the general features of other well-
known scales for' group testing. It differs from others in the follow-
ing respects : . .. 

1. I,t is designed primarily for use in Grades 7 to 12, although 
it may be used also in Grade 6 and with · first-year college students. 
Such . restriction of th'e scope .makes possible simplification of. pro-
cedure, reduces the time required for securing a measure, and favors 
accuracy. 
· .. 2. The' test as it stands is composed of questions and problems 

which were selected from a much larger number by correlating each 
separate item with a dependable measure of mental ability. · The 
criterion used for this purpose was a composite which included grade 
location, age, total score on a two-hour mental test, a~d ratings of 
the pupils by from two to five teachers on ,intelligence and quality of 
school work . • The trial series was composed of thirteentests with a 
t~tal of '886 items. Try-out of these resulted in the elimination of 
three of the thirteen tests; and' in the reduction of the 610 items in. 
the remaining tests to 370. AU-items . which failed to . differentiate . 
pupils of known brightness . from pupils of known dullness were 
eliminated . . · Since only the cream of the. original material was re-

. tained, ·it has been possible to reduce the length of the examination 
considerably below .the · li~its which otherwise would have been 
necessary. . 

3. The time allowances for _the separate tests are more than 
- ordinarily liberal, considering the reduced number of items. Power, 

rather than speed, . determines the pupil's score. Yet, because of 
economy· of time in the procedure, the examination easily falls within 
a school period of thirty-five minutes. ·· 

4. Special attention has been given to simplicity and conyenience. 
The directions can . be mastered by any teacher in a few minutes. 
The personal equation of the examiner is reduced to a 'minimum. 
Each test is given two, three, or four minutes, half minutes being 
avoided. The typographical arrangement of the tests favors , 

_ready interpretation and promotes ease of scoring. The pupil does 
no writing. The size of the examination booklet makes it possible 
to test pupils in an auditorium or other room not equipped with desks. 
The scoring keys are especially . conyenient to use. Ort the back of 

· each key are all the rules for scoring the test to wl].ich the key corre-
·sponds. A Manual of Directions and a set of scoring keys are included 

3 
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in eac-h test package, d9ing away with the necessity of ordering these; 
separately. · _- _ ___ _ _ __ 

]7he tesf is issued -in two forms, Form A and Form B. -Each con-
tains 18 5 questions or problems_. In_ ordering, it is only necessary · 
to i~di,cate the number of tests d~sired; and the form. When pupils 

· are giyen two ·or more tests within a year, it is recommended that 
the two for111s be used -·· alternately~ -

_In any test· of. intelligence there is always a margin of error. _To 
reduce t:his· to a minimum and thus to secure the most dependable 
possible basis for th~ grading and guidance of individual pupils, 
it isof ten· advisable to give both forms and take the average of the· 
two examinations as the pupil's score. When._this plan is followed, 
the two forms should always be giv'en on d~ff ei;-ent days. 

J. . : 

GENERAL - DIRECTIONS 
, Pupils may be tested , in dassrooms-'or in large gr~ups in an audi-
torium. Jf desks are not available~ ordinary chairs may be used, in 

· _ which case e_ach pupil may be provided whh _a book as a rest for th~ 
paper. __ --- · -· · _ · . 

' - 'Befor~ beginning the test see that each pupil is provided with a 
pencil. · Do not -allow pens. Have at hand a few extra pencils for 
emergencies whichmay occur during _the examinatiop.. Avoid saying 
anything which wo_uld call undue attention to the special nature of 
the examination or cause pupils' to feel that they were facing an ordeal. ' 
Do not' ref er to the examination as a "brain test" ; it is even un-
necessary to u~e the word "intelligence." The examination should -

, impress the pupil as just an ordinary. event. 
- Require strict obedience and attention. QuestiOns should not be 

permitted. If the ~6om is larg~, it · is well to have one or more 
assistants present to discourage any attempt to copyfrom a neighbor,, 
to see that no one· cqntinues to work after the word "Stop,,; and to , 
·'assist the' occasional -pupil _who loses his -place -in turning from one 
-test _to another. · · · · 

Gultivate 'an agreeable manner in giving the test. Both undue 
sternness and- undue levity are to be avoided. The voice should be 
just loud enough to . carryt_o all parts of the room~ Avoid _·shouting. 
, Follow directions verbatim. No supplementary explanations o~ · 
remarks of ariy kind are permissible. · __ 

Adhere rigi4~Y to_the time limits. A stop watch is desirabl~~ In -
'· using an ordinary 'Yatch, count the revolutions of the second hand 

, very carefully. -- - , 
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, In turning to a new test, see that each pupil holds the backs of the 
' examination booklettogether, so that onlyasingle test will be expos~d 

to view. Avoid ,waste of time in . transition from test to test. 
/ 

THE TEST PROCEDURE 
(To be followed verbatim) 

. " Here is a test to see what pupils can do. I will give each of you a test 
book. Do not open it until I tell you to." (Examiner sees that this is 
o,beyed.) 

After all are provided with blanks and pend.ls: "Now fill the blanks in 
·.the first seven lines at the top 'Of the first page. Do it as quickly as ·you · 
. can, but 'write plainly." (Time for filling blanks should . ordinarily not 
exceed 2 or 3 minutes.) 

After blanks have been filled: " Attenti~n. Listen carefully to what you 
are told to do. Ask no'. questions. Do not look at your neighbor to see 
what he does. Do not begin till I say' Go.' When I say' Stop,' you must 
stop instantly and hold your pencils ·up. Both speed and accuracy will · 
count toward your score. Try each question, but do not spend too much 
time on one ·you do not understan4. 

" Now tum over the page to Test 1, and fold your books back, this way.'' 
(Examiner illustrates, holding his book up and folding the backs together.) 

TEST 1. INFORMATION 

" Read the directions at the top of the page : ' Dtaw a line under the ONE 
word that makes the sentence true, as shown in the . sample.' Ready -
GO!" 

After 2 minutes, say "STOP l Tum over the book to Test 2." 

TEST 2. . BEST ANSWER 

" Read the directions at the top of the page : ' Read each question or· 
statement and make a cros~ before the BEST answer, as shown in the 
. sample.' Ready - GO ! " · . , 

After 2 minutes, say u STOP! Tum over the page to Test 3. Fold 
your books back." 

TE'sT 3. WoRn MEANING 
' ' 

" Read the directions at the top of the page : ' When two words mean the 
SAME~ draw a line under " SAME." When they mean the OPPOSITE, 
draw a. line 'itnder ~'OPPOSITE."' .. Ready- GO 1 " · 

After ? minutes; say "STOP ! Tum over the book to Test 4." 
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TEST 4. LOGICAL SELECTION 
J 

".Read the di.iections at the top of the page. ' In each sentence draw . 
a line .under the TWO words thattell what the thing ALWAYS has. Under-
line 'TWO, and ONLY TWO, in each line.' Ready.- GO ! " 
· After 3 minutes, say, " STOP! . Tum over the page to Test 5. Fold 

· your books back." · · 
TEST 5. ·ARITHMETIC 

" Read the directions at the top of the page : · ' Find the answers as quickly 
· as you can.· Write the answers on the dotted lines. Use the bottom of the 
. page to figure on.' Ready- GO!" 

After 4 minutes, say" STOP ! Tum over the book to ~est 6." 

TEST 6. SENTENCE MEANING ' 

" Read the directions at the top of the page : ' .Draw a line under the right 
answer, as shown in the samples.' Ready-GO ! " · 

After 2 minuies, say ." STOP ! Tum over the page to Test 7. Fold 
your books back.~' 

TEST 7. ANALOGIES 

·" Read the first sample at the top of the page,: ' EAR_is to HEAR as EYE 
1 is to ' - what?" (Wait for correct response.) · 

"Yes. Read the second sample: .' HATis to HEAD as SHOE'is to' -
what? ." (Wait for correct response.) 

" Do them all like the samples. Ready - GO ! " 
After 2 minutes, say. " STO,P ! Tum ,over the book to Test 8." 

TEST 8. MIXED SENTENCES 

'' Read the directions at the top of, the page : ' The words .hi each sentence 
below are mixed up. If what a .sentence means is TRUE, draw a line under · 
"TRUE." If what it means is FALSE, draw a line und~r "FALSE:"' 
Ready - GO ! ", 

After 3 minutes, say " STOP! Tum over the page to Test 9. Fold 
your books back." 

TESJ' 9. CLASSIFICATION 

"Re~d the first sample at the top ()f the page: 'bullet, cannon, gun, 
, sword,·pencil.' These, are all names of .. things!o fight with except' pencil,' 
. so ., pencil' .is crossed out. · · .. · . . . -· · · 

" Read the second sample : . ' Canada, Chicago, China, India, France.' 
These· are all names of countries except ' Chicago,' so ' ·Chicago ' is crossed 
out 

'' Ill each line cross out the word that does not belong there. · Cross out 
JUST ONE WORD in each line. Ready~- GO ! " 

Aft.er 3 minutes, say "STOP! Turn overthe book to Test 10." 
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. TEST 10. NUMBER SERIES 
I 

'_'Read the first sample at the top of the page: ' 5, Io, I5; 20, 25,' - the 
next two numbers would of course be 30, 35. . . 

" Now read the second sample: ' 20, I8, I6,' I4, I2,' - the next numbers 
would of course be IO, 8. · 

" In each row try to find out how the numbers are made. up, then ori the 
two dotted lines write the two numbers that should come next. Ready -
GO!" 

After 4 minutes, say" STOP l Close your books." (Examiner collects 
books immediately.) 

SCORING· 
The scoring may be done either by the teachers Or by clerical help. 

It should not be done by .the pupils. 
Th~ ten scoring keys, which for convenience in · handling are ' 

· printed on a single sheet, should be cut apart as indicated by the 
· 'Vertical lines. To score a test lay the corresponding key on the 

left side of the page to be scored, taking care to match the numbers 
of key and test, and check each response as + or - . Where the 
score is "number light," time can be. saved by merely checking 
correct responses. ,' 

Absolute accuracy in scoring should be the aim. The rules printed 
on the backs of the scoririg keys should be consulted until they 
are thoroughly learned. Special care is necessary in scoring tests 
for whic!l the score is "number right minus number /wrong." Errors 
should be guarded against, in transferring the scores of the ten tests 
to the first page. · 

Every addition to secure total score should be performed twice, prefer-
ably by different persons. This rule holds even when an adding· 
machine is used. 

USE OF RESULTS 

School 'children of a given age or school grade differ enormously 
in intellectual ability. In a single grade differences of four or five · 
years in mental age are frequent. In an average well-graded school 
the difficulty of the work fits only about the middle ~fty or sixty per 
cent of the pupils. For the others the assigned tasks are ei~her too 
easy or too hard. The most serious mistake of teachers is the failure 
to promote bright children as. rapidly as their mental ability ·would 
warrant. Mental ability should, indeed, be the fundamental basis 
for all grading, classification, and promotion. A mental test for 
every.pupil ·every year ought-to become the rule. 

\ . 
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Such tests are 'not merely valuable in helping to decide whether 
individual pupils ought to\ be , promoted~ They · will ·probably 
find their most important Junction in ""the classification of pupils 
into different groups for special types of .. instruction. The Oak-
land plan ofgrouping the bright, the average, and the slov1 for separate 
instruction according to their needs offers, perhaps, the most practical 
solution of the problem. At present ten per cent of the cost of tuition 
in .most public schools is for repeated instruction. This involves 
systematic training of children in habits· of failure. Each pupil 
ortght to be allowed to progress continuously and at a speed which is 
normal for him. rhe "three track"· sys,tem, or- some other method . 
of adjusting the work to the capacity of the pupils, is inevitable. 

The use of the tests will clear1up many misunderstandings regard~ 
ing individual children. A given pupil who is doing only fair school 
wo.rk may be shown by the test either to have only fair ability qr 
to be exceptionally superior. · .. A~other who is failing may haye · 
anything from very inferior to very superior intelligence. In no case 
is appropriate action possible without knowledge of the facts. 

• 
1The seventh grade usually marks the real beginning of differentiated 

courses and prevocational education. From this point on, educa• , 
tional guidance becomes. increasingly Important. When· educational 
guidance is properly carried out, the problems of vocational guidance 
are greatly simplified. For,both, mental ability tests are indis-
pensable.· 

However, instead of depending upon a test score as infallible, the 
te;acher should make it the point of departure for further study of the 
pupil. Careful estimates should be made of the quality of school 
work;, data on health, intere~ts, habits, and social status should be 
gathered, and the mental tests may be supplemented by educational 
tests. Immediate wholesale regrading is not usually advisable~ 
'The judicious use of mental tests in. a school system neady always 
brings, ·as a matter of natural evolution, fundamental changes in · 
curriculum, methods, classification of pupils, and vocational gu~dance. 
The purpose of s-µch tests is. to make . a dijf erence in the educational 
treatment of the pupils, not to gratify a merely idle curiosity regarding 
their intellectual status. 
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GRADE NORMS 
. . 

Table I gives for each grade the scores which were equaled or ex"." 
ceeded by I per cent, 2! per cent, etc., of pupils of each grade. The 

- median or 50-perc'entile score of each grade 'is the norm for that grade. 
These norms were revised in October, 1922, and are based on .over 
40,000 scores. About two thirds of these were from C~lifornia and 
the remainder were chiefly from the Middle West. Norms for the 
country as a whole would probably be slightly lower, and doubtless 
much lower for the states which have relatively poor schools or a 

. large proportion of relatively inferior population groups. The scores -
of Negro, Indian, and Mexican children will usually be. found far be-

. low those of white children of the same grade or age. ·Considerable 
differences are found also between schools in good and poor sections 
of the same city. City schools· usually make a better showing than 
rural or village schools, and in this connection it should be noted that 
our norms are "chiefly from city schools. · 

TABLE I. PERCENTILE SCORES BY GRADE ' 

GRADE ............... .. ....... . 7 8. 9 IO II 12 

-- -- __..__ -- --
I per cent equal or exceed ... ... 147 170 181 194 203 207 
2! . " " " " " 134 159 172 185 196 200 ....... 
5 " " . " " " 122 148 164 177 189 194 ' ........ 

IO " " " " " 109 135 151 166 180 185 ....... 
15 " " ' " " " 100 126 142 159 174 179 ....... 
20 " " " " " 93 118 135 152 168 174 Upper ....... 
25 " " " " " 88 128 147 163 169 Quartile ...... .. II2 

30 " " " " " 83 107 123 141 158 165 ....... 
40 " " " ' " " 75 97 113 13 I 147 156 ....... 

Median 50 . " " " " " . 68 89 104 122 138 147 ' ....... 
60 " " " " " 61 81 95 113 128 138 I 

........ 
,70 " " " " " ' 54 73 86 103 118 128 Lower · ....... 

9uartile 75 " " " " " 51 69 Sr . 98 II2 122 · ••• 4 - ••• 

80 " " " " " ' 47 64 76 92 105 II5 ....... 
85 " " " " " 4-3 58 71 86 99 109 I ....... 
90 " " " " " 38 52 63 79 90 IOO ....... 
95 " " " " _; " 31 43 53 67 77 86 . ..... . . 
97! " " " ' " " 25 36 44 58 66 74 ........ 
99 " " " " " ,20 30 35 48 55 63 ... ·-· .. 

-- --------
·-

Number of cases for each grade .. . . 5582 9087 10881 6730 ' 4206 4886 

Total number of cases, 41,241. The norms apply to February,. 
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It is often desirable to know more about a pupil than that he scores 
above or below the median for his grade. By the use of the percentile 
v~lues given in Table 1; it is easy to find the approximate percenti~e 

. ~ank of arty pupil in comparison with otherpupils qf the same grade. 
This .is always worth doing, but attention is called to the fact that a 
pupil's percentile .rank within his grade i~ not an accurate index of 
brightness, since it does no't take age into account Age percentile. 
values are not yet available, because of the. difficulty of securing age' 
groups above 14 ·years which have not been affected 'by various se..;·, 
lective ·factors. · · ' -

MENTAL AGE EQUIVALENTS 1 

Table 2 gives provisional mental age equivalents in terms of the 
Stanford-Binet Scale. These equivalents were determined by means 
_of a compari~~ri of scores of 306 pupils in the Terrrian Group Test · 

TERMAN 
GROUP TEST 

SCORE ! 

210 
205 

.• 200 
195 

. 190 
185 
180 
175 

130 
125 

· 120 
115 

·"'· TABLE 2. MENTAL AGE EQUIVALENTS 

STANFORD~ 
BINET 

MENTAL AGE 

19-6 
19-3 
19-0 . 
.18-<) 

18-7 
18-4 ," 
18_;,1 ·. 
17-10 

17-7 
17-5 
Ii-2 
16-11 . -

16-8 
16-5 
16-3 
16-0 

IS-<) 
15-6 
15-3 
15-1 

' ' ' 

TERMAN 
GROUP TEST 

SCORE 

, IIO 

105 
100 

95 

90 
85 
So 
75 

70 
65 
6o 
55 

50 
45 
40 
35 

30 
25 
20 
15 

STANFORD-
BINET 

MENTAL AGE 

14-10 
14-7 
14-4 
14-I . 

13-II 
13-8 
13-5 
13-2 

12-11 
12-<) 
12-6 
12-3 

I2-0 
II-<) 
II-6 
II-4 

II-I 
IO-IO 
10-7 
10-4 

1 The author .is indebted to Dr. Bird T. Baldwin of the University of Iowa for 182 of the jo6 'cases 
on which Table 2 is based, ~nd to Dr. J. R. Stockton and Alice Cronin of the San Jose Normal School 
for the remaining 124. Both groups of children · had been given many group tests and had prob~bly 
become "test wise." For this r~ason, the mental age.equivalents of Table 2 may' be a litt1e too high. 
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arid · in the Stanford-Binet Scale. They are considered to be fairly 
accurate. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FINDING INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT. Find men-
tal age on Terman Group Test from Table 2. Then divide mental 

· age in years and months by life age in years and months. Disregard 
!ife age above 16 years; that is, however: much a pupil's age exceeds 
16 years, the divisor is 16. The resulting quotient is the IQ. · 

Mental ages above 16 are to be considered rather as scores than 
as true mental ages: The use of these scores (above 16) as if they 
were true mental ages is merely a convenient device for securing an 
index of brightness (the IQ). · · 

REMARKS 
Attention is called to the. fact that in the upper grammar grades 

and especially in thehigh school a· large amount of selection occurs 
through the rapid elimination of p~pils who are below average in-
telligence. As a result, theniedian intelligence quotient will usually 
be found considerably above 100 in the high school, and somewhat 
above 100 in the seventh and eighth grades. The , selection is so 
great that it is · impossible to derive valid age norms based entirely '· 
upon tests of pupils enrolled in the high school. 

In determining the intelligence of pupils of any partic.ular age in a 
given grade, the promotion rate, as well as elimination, is -an im-
portant factor. For ·example, as might be expected, most twelve-

. year-old pupils in · the eighth grade test far . above the median for 
twelve-year-olds in general, and most 'sixteen-year-olds in the eighth . 
grade test. far below the, median for sixteen-year-olds in general. , 
That· is, the pupil who is ,under-age for his grade usually has· an 
IQ considerably above 100, the over-age ,pupil an IQ considerably 
below 100. . · 

Teachers and principals will find it interesting fo investigate the 
selective influence of school subjects. For example, the median in-
telligence scores of pupils enrolled in Latin or algebra is usually 

- considerably above the median for pupils of the same year enrolled 
in shop work, domestic science, etc. The greater the amount of elec-
tion permitted, the larger the di~erences among classes. There is a 
noticeable tendency for each pupil to find his proper level, though 
this process needs to be helped along by educational guidance based 
upon 'mental ability tests. · -

It is also interesting to compare the median scores of pupils whose 
parents belong to different social and occupational groups. Child.ren 
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of the professional classes or of the superior economic classes usually 
average considerably above children of unskilled laborers. Other 
instructive. comparisons can be made of pupils planning. to enter 
diffe~ent vocations, 'of pupils eliminated. and pupils retained, of 
pupils getting high marks anc\ pupils getting low marks, etc. 

PUBLISHERS' NOTE 

Professor Alexander Inglis, of the Graduate School 
of Education, Harvard University, who has .niade a 
special study of Tests and Measur~ments, has prepared 
a series of tables which are now published under the 
title Intelligence Quoti~nt Values. These tables have a 
valuable use wherever intelligence. quotients or educa-
tional quotients are to be derived from intelligence or 
achievement tests.· By their aid, intelligence and educa-
tional quotients can be determined from scores on any 
test for which mental age or educational age norms have 
been esfabl~shed, without translation of mental arid 
chronplogical ages into months and without the labor 
and inaccuracy involved by arithmetical operation. 

In Table 2 of this Man'ual, mental age equivalents· 
of scores are given, and if these scores are inserted at 
the top of the Inglis Tables in the c_orresponding mental 
age columns, intelligence quotients can then be read 
directly without translating the test scores into mental 
ag~s. 

The price of Intelligence Quo'tient Values is $1.25. 
Orders should be addressed al\d ,checks made payable 
to the p11blishers, World Book Company, Yonkers~on

. Hudson, New York. 
The. Inglis Tables have been revised. to give mental 

and chronological ages in months only as well as . in 
year·s and months. This form makes the tables equally 
convenient when mental or educational ages are ex-
pressed in months. 
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TERMAN CROUP TEST· OF 
MENTAL ABILITY 

For·_crades 7 t~ 12 
Prepared by Lewis M. Terman, Stanford University, California . 

EXAMINATION: FORM A 

I. 'Name ........... ', ...... ·. : ; ....... · .......... , ........... · ............ . 
First name · · Last name · . · 

Boy or girl .. . ..... ,,Grade ............ H~gh or Low .. ; ......... . 

3. Agefast.birthday .. ·:. °' .. ~Date of birthd
1

ay ........... , ....... · ..... . 
· · Month Day Year 

Name of city (or county)., ... : .................................. . 

5. Name of school_. .. ~ . • ' ... •· ........... •·• .... ; .................. . . . 

Name of teacher . . · .... : .· .......... : .. ~ .... ,., ..................... . 

7i Date of this examination .. 
I · 

. .......•......... ~ ............. 19 ..... . 
Month . Day · Year 

Do not tum .the page . until you are told to. 

TEST Seo RE REMARKS OR FURTHER DATA 

'I. Information ' · 

. 2. Best Answer 

3· Word Meanillg 

4'. Logical Selection 

5· Arithmetic 

6. Sentence Meaning I 

7. Analogies 

8. Mixed Sentences 

9. Classification 

IO. Number Series 

Toral 
Copyright, t920, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. AU rig/Us resmed. TGTVA-27 
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·, / . .. : <r~~i ~ 1. °lNFQRMAT~ON>· . ; 
,, -;· 
r 

·Draw ·a line unde.r the ONE ,word that .1llakes · 
,the\sentence true, as .shown in the · sample. 

:' . _, '··---· .... , - ' .. , . -,__.:,___;,;..__;_,; ____ ..;.____; ____ ..;._;..,,.;..;._;_;__;.____,__;_____,_..;...__-,--,--:::---:..--,---~~~ 
SAMPLE~· , Oui first Pres.ident: wi~ 

.>_ ,Adams ::· Jefferson · Lincohi ·.Washington 
·, . .·.··•····.·• . >· ··· 

;. ~ ·. Coffee.is a kind bf · ., . . ,, , . bark berri 
· >z . Sirfoin is a cut of .·· .•. · , • · · ··•··.· .. ·· · : 

. . . ' . .:beef< mutton pork . veal . 
· : 3 .: Gasoline comes from . . .. . 

' . . . ' ' . grains petroleum '; turpentine . seeds 

.. ·_ .... · .... · ---. -.... - .. I 

2 

• 3 · ··f _Most .exports go from . . 
· . . · ·.. . .· ... • ... Boston < San· Francisco .. >• New Orleans · .·5 ·•·· The number of pounds in a ton is. 

·NewYork~ · + .··. 
' . ' ' 1000 . ·2000 3000 4000 . ... 

· 6, . Napoleon was defeated at. 
· .. . · Leipzig . Paris ·Verdun Waterloo . ·. · .. . :.·. 

Emeralds are usually 
. blue .··· green > red . . yellow < . . .....•.•.. ...• : ...... 

· g Theoptic nerve is fo~ . · . · ... · · · 
,, . .·. . . : • seeing hearing . fasting feeling ..... , .. " . · ~ : . . . . 

/ . . 9 . Larceny is a term used .in . . • 
· ·. .. · < ... · .·. medicine: . theology )aw pedagogy ... : .. ~ ..... ; 
Sponges come from . .·. . . · C . • . 

· animals . farms forests mines. . . . ........ . . . 
IO 

5 

6 

7 

, 9 

IO , 

'II · C~nfuciusfounded the ·religion of the 
· · Persians Italians ···.·. Chinese Iridians .. · .... :·'. '. .. ·.. · 1·1 

. 12 .····Tht;!· larynx .. is· in .the 
. . abdomen head throat . shoulder .. ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 

13 · .. Jhe piccolo is used;in · 
. _, ·. . . farming music photography · typewriting .... .. . IJ 

1.4 The kilowatt measures .. 
. rainfall wind-power electricity- : water-power .. . ~, . · . I 4 

.J 5 The guillotine causes 
· · death disease fever sick:riess ..... _ . . . . . . . . . . . i 5 

i6 ·A character in " D~vid Copperfield}' is_ 
· .. . · . Sindbad Uriah Heep . ~ebecca ·Hamlet ........ :._ . . · 16 

17 , Awindlass isused for ·. ·... . .• .·. · · · . · 
boring . . cutting ~ lifting squeezing ' 17 

:18 A great law-giver of the Hebrews was ·. · · 
Abraham .David · Moses Saul. . . 18 

19 · A siX.-sidcd figure is called a . . , 
· · . ·.. . . . scholium paranelogram hexagon · trap·ezitiin ; : . . 19 

20 A meter is . nearest in· length to the 
inch foot yard rod .. . ~ 20 

R,ight.; .. ... ·. 



TEST .2. .BEST ANSWER 

Read each 9uestion or statement and make a cross 
before the BEST answer, as shown in the sample. · 

· { Why do we buy clocks? Because . 
SAMPLE. I We like to hear them strike., 

2 . They have hands. 
X 3 They tell us the time. · 

I 

~pokes of a wheel are often made of hickory because 
I . Hickory is tough. 
2 It cuts easily. 

. . 3 . It takes paint nicely. . .· 
2 The saying," A watched pot never boils," means .. , 

I We -should never watch a pot on the fire. , 
· · 2 Boiling takes a long time. · · . , 

3 Time passes slowly when we are waiting for something. 
3 A train is harder to stop than an automobile because · 

" I It has more wheels. 
2 It is heavier. 
3 ·Its brakes ·are not so good. 

4 The saying, " Make hay while the sun shines," means · 
I Hay is made in summer. · 
2 We should make the most of our opportunities .• 
3 . Hay should not be cut at night. . · 

5 , If the earth were nearer the sun 
I The .stars would disappear. 
2 · Our months would be longer. 
3 The earth would be warmer. . 

6 The. saying, " .H wishes were horses, beggars would ride," means 
· I Wishing doesn't get us very far. , 

2 Beggars often wish for horses to ride. 
3. Beggars are always asking for something . 

. 7 · The saying, " Little strokes fell great oaks," means 
. I Oak trees are weak. 

2 Little strokes are best. 
3 Continued effort brings results. 

, · 8 A steel battleship floats because 
I The engines hold it up. 
2 · It has much air space inside. 
3 It contains some wood. 

9 The feathers on a bird's wings help him to fly because 
· ·I They make a wide, light surface. · 

2 They keep theair off his body. 
3 · They decrease the bird's weight. 

10 The saying, " A carpenter should stick to his bench," means 
· · I Carpenters should not work without benches. 

- 2 Carpenters should not be idle. 
3 One should work at the thing he cari do bes_t. 

II The·saying, "One swallow does not make a summer," means 
· I Swallows come. back for the summer. 

2 A single sign is not sufficient · proof. 
3 · Many birds add to the pleasu~es of ~ummer. · 

FORMn 

, .-

Right . ....... X 2= Scorr .. .... , .. 



'FORM A 
TEST .·3. WORD MEANING 

When two words mean the SAME, draw a line under "SAME." 
When they mean the OPPOSITE, draw a line.u'nder "OPPOSITE.'' 

S ... · •··.. { fa.ll- a.· rop . · ... ·. . . . · ..... · .. AM PL ES 
· north - south·. . . . . ..... ; . 

~-opposite 

same - opposite 

l expel - retain ......... , ......... ,. same - opposite I 

2 comfort - console. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . same_;_ opposite 2 

3 waste - conserve ................ . 
4 monotony - variety .............. . 
5. quell - subdue ................ . 

6 ~aj9i;·, ~ minor ................ _ ... . 
T boldness - audacity . , . · .......... . 
8 exult ...;.._ rejoice ......... · .......... . 
9 · prohibit _,,.. allow .................. . 

10 debas,e - degrade ., ................ . 

same__: opposite 
same - opposite 
same'- opposite 

same - oppqsite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 

.3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

IO 

.,: l l recli9e•.2'.siand .. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . same 7 opposite l l 

12 approve-veto ... · ............... . 
13 amateur_.: expert ..........•...... 
14 evade - shun.~ ......... · ......... . 
15 tart- acid .. 

16 concede - deny ................. . 
I 7 tonic - stimulant ............. : .. . 
18 mc1te ~ quell .............. · ...... · 
19 economy - frugality .............. . 
20 · ·rash - prudent .. ; ........... " .. : . 

21 obtuse..,- acute 
22 · transient - permanent ......... ,_ .. . 
23 expel - eject ......•...... ·• ..... · ... . 
24. hoax - deception .. · .............. . 
2 5 docile - submissive .............. . 

26 wax - wane ........ •. . . . . . ..... . 
27 incite - instigate ......... ., ... ; ... . 
28 reverer.ice - veneration . . . . . . . . . . . . 
29 asset - liability ............... . 
30 appease --:... placate ...•.............. 

same - opposite I 2 

same ~ opposite . I 3 
same - opposite I 4 
same - opposite 1 5 

same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same ...;.._ opposite 
same - opposite 
_same - opposite 

same ...;.._ opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 

same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same- opposite 
same - opposite 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 

22 

2'3 
24 
25 

26 

27 
28 
29 
30 

Right . ....... Wrong ......... Score ..... • .. . 
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TEST ·4, 'LOGICAL SELECTION ' 

In each sentence· draw a li~e under the . TWO words that tell what th.e 
thing ALWAYS has . . Underline TWO, and ONLY TWO, in each line. 

SAMPLE. ' A man always has 
. body · cap· gloves , mouth: money · 

1 A horse always has 
harness .·· hoofs . shoes stable tail ...... ; ... . ........ " . ... 1 

2 A circle always has · · - · · · · · ·· ·• 
altitude circUrtlf erence latitude longitude radius .. . . ; . . . 2 

3 A bird always has . 1 • • • 

bones eggs · beak nest song. : ........ .. .. .- . . . . . '. .. '. . . . . 3 
4 Music always has · • . · · · · · · ~ 

listener. piano . . · rhythm sound ·violin . . . . ............ ·. . . . 4 
5 An object always· has ·. · · .· · · · · · · · · · ·. 

smell size taste· ·. valu,e. weight ....... . ., ... . ......... ·'. . 5 , . 
. . ·' 

6 Conversation always has 

7 
agreement persons questions wit speech .......... : . . . . 6 

A bariqtiet always has · · 

8 
food mus_ic persons speeches toastmaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 

A pistol ·· always has 
. _ barrel .bullet · .cartridge · s!ghts trigger ........... ·.; .• .. . . . . 8 · 

.9 

IO 

A ship always has 
engine . guns ' keel · rudder · sails ... .... . .. '. . .... . .... "· . _, 9 

A debt . always involves 
creditor debtor interest · mort~age . payment . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 

II A game always ha~· . . . .. 
· cards · contestants forfeits · penal~ies rules: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 

. 12 A magazine always has . . . . . 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

advert~sements paper pic~res print stories ......... ·. . . . 12 . 
. A museum always has 

animals arrangement collections minerals visitors . . . . . . . 13 
A forest always · has · .: 

animals flowers· · shade ··. ) tinder brush · trees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 4 · 
A citizen always has . : . . . 

country occupation privileges property vote ... · ....... .- . : '. 1 5 
, ' 

Controversy always invol:ves t . 

claims disagreement dislike enmity hatred .. :· . ... · . . . . . . 16 
War always ·has 

airplanes cannons combat · rifles soldiers . . . . . . . . . : . ~ . . . . 17 
Obstacles 'always bring 

difficulty • · discouragement failure hindrance stimulation . . 1 8 
Abhorrence always involves 

aversion dislike fear rage timidity .. .. ......... , .... ·. ~ .. . 19 
Compromise always involves · · . 

adjustment agreement friendship . respect satisfaction . . . · 20 

Right .... : ... 



- TEST 5.- -ARITHMETIC_ · 

Find -the answers as quickly as you can. 
Write _the -answers on .- the ·- dotted lines . 

. Use the bottom ofthe page to figure on. 
. ,_ ' 

FORM A 

·_I How many hours will it take a person ,to go • 66 miles at the 
.· rate of 6 miles an hour_? ' Answer . .. - ~ . ~- .. 

6 What is 16j per cent of $120? Answer . ...... . 

7 4 per cent of- $1000 is. the same as 8 per cent of w.~rnt _ 

- • amount ? Answer . . . . . . . . . 

8 A _ has $180, B has l as~much as A, and C has -! as much 
as B. How much have all together? Answer . ....... -

9 The capacity of a rectangular bin is 48 cubic feet. If the 

· ; ·: 
bin is 6 feet long a-nd 4 feet wid~, how deep is it ? Answer .. ..... ·. 

10 Hit takes 7 men 2" days to dig a 140-fC?ot ditch, how many 

II 

• I 

12 

men are neede~ to dig it in half a day? Answer . ...... . 

A man spends i ·_of hi~ salary for board and room, and i 
for all other _expenses. What per cent of his •salary · does 
_he save? Answer . . .... : .. 

If a man runs 100 yards in 10 seconds, how many feet · 
does he run 'in _! of a second?' Answer . ...... -. 

Right . ..... -. . X 2 -= Scw-e .. .... .. 
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FORM A 
TEST 6. SENTENCE . MEA.NWG 

Draw a line un.der the right answer, as shown in the samp~es: 

S~MnEs·{·Is coal obtained from min.es? ........ · ...... . ·.: .. . 
. Are all men . six feet tall ? • . . . . • . • . . . . . . • • . . : • 

Yes· No 
Yes No 

1 Does a conscientio~s person ever make mistakes ? ... .' Yes No I 
. • ' 

z Is an allo):' a kind of musical instrument? ; ........ · .. Yes No 2 
I 

3 Is scurvy a kind of medicine ? ..................... · Yes No 3 
4 Are mysterious things often uncanny ? ............. . Yes No 4 
5 Are destitute persons often subjects of charity? ...... . Yes No. 5 

6 Are anonymous letters ever properly signed ? · ....... . ·Yes No 6 
7 Is' the mimeograph sometimes used by stenographers?. Yes· No 7' 
8 Is a curriculum intended for horses ? ....... · ........ . 'Yes No 8 
9 Are proteids esse~tial to health? ......... ; . ., ...... . Yes No 9 

10 Does " perfunctory" mean the same as "careful"? .. Yes No IO 

II· Are premeditated deeds always wicked? ............ . Yes No II 

I 2. ,Do alleged facts often'req uire verification ? .... ...... . Yes No 12 

13 Ar.e sheep carnivorous ? .......................... . Yes No 13 
. 14 Are aristocrats subservient to their inferiors? ....... . Yes No 14 

15 Are venerable people usually respected ? ........... . Yes No 15 

16 Is clematis sometimes cultivated? ................. . Yes No 16 
17 Are ultimate results the last to appear.?: ........... . Yes No< 17 

18 Are cerebral hemorrhage~ helpful to' thinking? ...... . Yes No 18 
19 Are all people religious who have hallucin-ations? .... . Yes No 19 
20 Are intermittent sounds discontinuous ? Yes No 20 

21 Are sabl~ colors preferred for nations' flags-? ........ . Yes No 21 

22, · Does social contact tend to·. reduce eccentricit'ies ? .... . Yes No 2'.Z 

23 Are tentative decisions u~uallY, final? ............... . Yes No 23 

24 Is rancor usually characterized by persistence ? ..... . Yes No 24 

Right .. ...... W~ong: ....... Score .. ... ~ .. 
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FORM A 
TEST 7. : ANALOGIES 

·1·Ear is to hear·as ·eye is ·to __ · 
S- - .·· . table see hand play . AMPLES · • - · -. -· . Hat is to hea_ d . as ~hoe is to _ _ · 

. . . arm coat ' foot leg 
·: ·-· ~ ... 

- Do them · all like samples. 

l Co~t is to wear· as bread · i~ t~ 
eat starve water cook.· .. -... .... : .. :: I 

2 Week is to month as month is · to 
year hour minute century · ..... · .... 

3 Monday is to Tuesday -as - Friday is to 
, 2 

. week -Thursday . day Sa~day .. .. : .. 
4 Tell is· to told as speak is to· · · · 

sing spoke speaking · sang · ........ . 

3 

4 

5 
. 5 Lion is to animal as ·rose is to 

6 

.7 
'· 
8 

9 

. • IO 

II 

12 

13 

14 

, I 5 

r6 

17 

18 

ICj 

20 

- · · · smell leaf plant thorn ........ ; . ·. . . · 

Cat is totiger as dog is to 
wolf bark bite snap ...... , ....... . 

Success is to joy as failure i~ to 
sadness luck fail ·work .. . ...... . . . 

Liberty is to .fr~edom · as . bondage is to ·: 
negro slavery free suffer . . . .. ; . . . . . 

Cry is ·to laugh as sadness is ·to 
death joy . ·coffin doctor ... : · .. : ..... 

Tiger is to hair as trout is to .. . . . 
· water fish scales · swims .. ......... . 

I . i_s to 3 as • 9 is to 
. 18 27 36 45 ............... .. ....... ·. 

Lead is to heavy as . cork is to . _ . _ - . . .. 
.· bottle weight light float ........ :· .. 
Poison is to death1 as food is to 

· eat bird ·life · bad ................ . 
4 is to 16 as 5 is ·to · · . _ · . 

7 45 35· . 25 . : .. · ... ·' ............... . 
Food is to, hunger as water is to 

drink clear thirst pure . . . . . . . . . " .. 

b is to d as second is to 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10. 

II 

12 

13 

· third later fourth last . . . . .... : . -. . . · l 6 
City is to ·. mayor as army is to 
. . . navy _ soldier general private . . . . . . . . r 7 
Here is to there as this is t:o 

these those · that ' then ... ; ........ ·. 18 
Subject is to predicate as noun is to _ _ - ._ . 

pronoun adverb verb adjective .... -. 19 
Corrupt is to depraved as ·sacred . is to .. - .. · ~ .. 

Bible hallowed _ prayer · Sunday . ~ . . . . 20 

·Right. · ....... . 

, . . 



. FORM A 
TEST 8. MIXED SENTENCES 

The .words in each sentence below are mixed up. _ If what 
a sentence means is TRUE, draw a line under," TRUE.'1 If 
what it mea·ns is FALSE, draw a li~e under" FALSE." 

S .. { hear are ·w. ith to ears ... ·; .•.. ................ : . 
AMP LES . 

. ea~ gunpowder to good is ................. . 
true. false 
true· false 

_1 true bought .cannot· friendship be .. ·. '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . true false 1 

2 g~od sea drink 'to is. water ........... ; ......... :' . . .' 

3 of is the peace w~r opposite ..................... : 
4 get gro'Y they as children taller older ..... · .......... · 
5 horses automobile an are than slower ............. . 

6 never deeds rewarded be should good ............ . 

7 four hundred all pages contain books· .... ~ ........ : 

true false: 

true false· 
' true false 

true false 

true false· 
true false 

2 

3 
4 
5 

6 

7 
8 to advice sometimes is good follow hard ........ ~ . . true false 8 
9 envy bad greed traits are and ................... , true ·; false 9 

\ 
10 . grow an than strawberries oak tree higher . . . . . . . . . true false IO 

I l external deceive never appearances us . . . . . . . . . . . . . true · false I I 

12 never is man what show a deeds .......... :........ true false 12 

13 hatred bad unfriendliness traits are and . . . . . . . . . . . true false 13 
14 often judgecan we actions man his .by a ..... ·. . . . . . true false 14 

l 5 in are always American cities horn. presidents true false 15 

16 certain always death of cause kinds sickness true false l 6 

17 are sheet blankets as as a never warm .......... .'.. true "false· 17 

18 never who heedless those stumble are . . . . . . . . . . . . . true false 18 

Right ........ Wrong : ....... Score ....... . 



TEST 9. ,. CLASSIFICATION 

bullet . cannon gun · ·
1 

sword . · pe~cil . 
Canada ··· ChiWago ,China . ~ndia France 

. In· each ·line cross out the word that does ·. not belong there~ 
\ Cross .out JUST ONE WORD in each: line. 

x" ' Fr~nk.~ James John Sarah Willi~m ..... ..... · .. : .... ~ .·. 
2.·: Baptist yCatholic Methodist Presbyterian Republican .. 
3 · ,a.utomobile bic:v,de buggy , telegraph. train '. ....... . .. . 
4. ·.Collie Holstein Shepherd Spitz Terrier .............. . 
5 hop run skip stand walk . . . . .................... . 

6 death · grief picnic poverty sadness .................. . 
7 . bed chair dish sofa table ........ ~ .................. . 
'g hard rough smooth soft sweet ... . 1 • •• '. •••• > .... '. .. : 

. . , ·-'· ' ' ' ' -· :. ' ' 

9.. i:nechanic doctor lawyer preacher teacher ............ . 
IO Christ ' Confucius Mohammed Moses c~sar .... ,• ·: ... . 

11 butte~fly hawk ostrich robin swallow ....... : .... . .. . ;. 
12 clo~h cotton flax hemp wool .... . ................... . 
13 . digestio~ hearing sight smell to~ch ...... ............. . 
14 down hither recent up .yonder ............. ~ .. ._. '. .. , 

. I 5 anger ~atred jo.y pity . reasonmg ................... . 

16 Australia Cuba Iceland Ireland · Spain ....... · ....... . 
17_. Dewey. Farragut. Grant J>aul Jones Schley .... ., ... ... . . 
18 give lend lose keep waste . . . . . . · . . . . . ........... ; . . . 

, . 

FORM A . 

, 

. .·. 
l 

2 

3 

4 
,.. 
.) 

6 

7 
8 

9 
IO 

II 

12 

13 
14 
l 5 . 

16 

17 
18 .' 

Right .... ; ... 



FORM A 
TEST · 10. NUMBER SERIES 

( 
15 25 :~C?. :S.L ' I 5 IO 2<? 

SAMPLES l 20 
18 16 14 12 IO 8 ... ' {· 

- ' . . . 

· Ji1each r~w-'try to find ·out how the numbers are made up, 
theri ·on the two dotted lines write the TWO numbers that · 
should come next. 

1st Row 8 7 6 5 4 3 

·3d Row 3 8 IJ ' 18 23 28 .... 

3d .Row· lit 12 12t 12t 12.f 
' . 

4th Row 8 8 ·6 6 4 4 

.'5th Row I 2 4 8 16 ' 32 .... 

6th Row 4 3 5 4 6 5 7 

· 7th Row 16 l 8 4 2 I t 

8th Row 8 9 12 13 16 17 

9th Row 7 II 15 16 20 · 24 25 29 

· 10th Row 31.3 40.3 ' 49.3 58.3 67.3 76.3 

11th Row . -n t I 5 

12th Row 3 . 4 6 9 13 18 

Right. . . ~- .... X 2 = Sco_re .. ...... · 
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Test 4, Test Si Ad th. Test 6, TesL7, Test 8, Te.st 9, T fl 
Arith. Arith. • total Na. St. Hist. Lang; Dicta- So a .· Grade* 

··Comp. Reas. &: Sci. & Lit. Usage · tion core .· _ . -·- · -----· - --·-' ---' -·-· - ·- --· -·-· - · -·-··· ·-·-· -· _ .. _. -- --·- · - -··--· - ·-- ___ . - ---· __ ._ 
-102 .:_75 -82 ' I -259 -179 ', ~132 . -311 ' . -86 ' . . . -84 •• , .2.54 .. -206 . -100 .:..18-6 . . 
-102 -75 -81 ' "-258 -:175 . '. -132 ,-307 .. -85 · '· .... 33 ·· · -53 -204 _;99 ·· -18--4· 
-101 ..:..74 -80 -255 --171 . -131 -302 ;_35 > -83 -53 -202 -: 98 , -18-1 

' -101 ..-74 -79 --254 -166 -131 , ~297 -84 -83 -52 -200 - 97 -17-11 
-101 -73 -79 ' "-253· -:-161 ' -130 ' .:..291 ~84 -83 . -51 -198 ;_ 96 -17-8 
-101 -73 -78 -252 -157 ' -130 . -=-287 -83 " -83 -50 -195 - 95 .· -17-6 
...:100 . -72 ' ' -78 -250 -152 -130 --282 -82 . -82 -50 -194 - '94 -17--4 
-100 ·• · -'-72 -77 -249 · ..-148 · · "-129 -277 :..32 -s2 -49 -191 - 93 -11-2 
-: 99 -71 ! -76 ' -:-246 -147 -127 -:274 .:..31 -81 -48 -190 .... 92 -17-1 ' 
.:.. 98 -"-70 -75 - -:-243 -'-147 -124 " -271 -80 -80 . -47 -189 _;· 91 -1()-::;ll · 
- 96 .,..70 -74 -240· -146 ..:-.122 -268 -80 ' -78 -47 -187 - 90 ' -16-9 
- 95 --69 -73 -237 -146 -119 ,' -265 -79 -77 ' - -;46 -186 - 89 -1~8 
- 94 . -68 ' .:..73 .-:.235 ' -145 -117 -262 -78 - ..:.75 . -45 ..-185 ' ·. - - 88 ' -16-6 . 
- '92 -67 -72 -231 ~145 -114 -259 -78 ; .-:.74 -45 . -183 . .:... 87 ' -16-5 
-:- 90 -67 -71' ..:.228 -145 -112 -257 -77 -72 . --44 -182 - 86 -:-16-3 
- 89 -66 -70 -225 ' -:-144 ' -110 '- -'-254 "-77 -70 -43 -181 - 85 -16-2 
- 88 --65 -69 -222 - -144 -107 ' -251 -76 -69 --43 -179 - 84 -'l~l 
-- s1 -65 .,..5s -220 -143 -'105 ..:.24s -75 . . . -67 · ~ --42 -:-178 .:.. s3 -15-11 
- . 86 -64 -67 -217 -142 -104 - . -246 -74 -66 --41 -176 - 82 ' -lS:..10 . 

. - 85 63 . -66 . -214 -141 ' -103 .:..244 -73 65 --40 -:-174 ' - 81 . -15-9 

· = · ~~ =~~1 · =.~:1· =~Ml · =t~8 =m =~~ =~~ =.6·6~ 1 =~g =m, = ~g1. .. =t~=~ · - 83 -60 763 -206 ~138 -100 -238 -69 -61 -38 -168 - 78 . -:-15-41 
.:.. 82 -59 -62 -203 -137 .:.. 99 -236 -68 -60 . -38 -165 · - 77 . ..,.15-2 
- 81 -58 -61 -200 .-:.136 - 98 -234 -67 -59 -37 -163 -:- 76 .:..1s-:.-1 . 
- 81 -57 -60 . -198 . -134 - 97 : .:...231 •' -66 -58 -36 -161 - 75 . _14:..:.11 
- 80 ..:.55 ·. -59 . -195 -133 . ·. - 96 -229 . -65 -56 . -36 -159 - 74 :...14-9 

· - 79 -55 . . .-:.58 . • .::..192 -132 · - 95 -- -221 ..... 54 -55 . . -35 -157 . "- 73 .:..14.:..s** -14-9 ·. - s.6 
- 78 --- :gr-- :SS- -;-190 · __,13L .. ~ -224 . ' ~ ~ ~ -155 ~ -14,-6. -14-6 -~ - 77 -54 ' -57 ' -188 -:-129 - 92 -221 -62 -52 -34 -153 - 71 -14-4 -14-4 - 8.4 - : 77 . -53 -56 -186 -'-128 - 91 .-:.219 -61 -51 -33 -150 - 70 -14-2 , -14-2 - 8.2 
-76 " -53 .-:.55 -185 -'127 ~89 ' -216 . -60 ' -49 · -32 -148 . · - .69 -14-0 -14-0 "-8.1 ,;,,. ' 75 -52 -55 / -182 -125 ' - 87 . -212 -60 -48 ..:.32 -146 - 68 -13-10 ..:.13-10 -' 8.0 .·. 
- 74 . -52 -54 -180 ' -124 - 86 ' . .:..210' -59 -46 -:-31 -144 _;_ 67 •' -13-8 ..:.13-8 - 7.9 
~ .. 74 -51 -54 -179 -1231 ..:. 84 : -'-207 . -581 · -44 .. -31 -141 -. 66 ...:.13-6 -13-:-6 ..:.. 7.7 •' 
- 73 -51 -531 -1771 -121 - 83 -:-2041 -:-57 .. -431 ·· .. -30 -139 • -:- 65 -13-5. -13-5. - 7.6 - 72 -,-50 -53 -175 -120 - 81 :.201 "-56 ' --42 ·.··.. -:-:29 -1371 - 64 : -13-3 -'-13-3 -: 7.5 
.,-' 71 -50 -52 ; -173 -119 : -:- 80 "-199 ••. -55 ·. --40 . -29 ' -:-134 - 631 . -13-21 -13-2 : - · 7.4:•'·· . - 71 -49 -51 -171 . -118 ·-, - 78 -.196 -54 - -39 , -28 -132 - 62 -13-0 -13-0 - 7.3 . - 70 . -48 -:-51 -169 -117 . _; 77 ;_194 . -52- . _:_33 . -28 -129 ; .:.. 61 -12-11 ..:..12-11 _; 7.2 . ---:' - 70 -:.47 -50 -167 . . -117 . "- 75 ..:.192 -51 -37 -27 ~126 _:_ 60 ; -· .::..12-9 .- -12-9 - . 7 .1 
- 69 --46 ' --49 . -:-164 ..;,.116 - 73 .. · --189 -50 : -36 ,;..27 -124 ..:. 59 l -12-8 '. -12-8 - 7.0 
-68 --45 •' -49 -162 ..;,.115 - 72 ' ..:137 • --49 . _35 ' ·. -26 . -121·. - 58 : '-. -12-:-7~ ' c--12-7 - . 6.8 
-':'·. 67·-~: 45...,,: .. · -48 . ·~r -160·~- . -H4 ;· ~ ...- ·70 ~- --184 ·-.-c· -48··''--'".' . -34 ·:~~·' ' -25--"··· -119 · :- - -- 57"·::. ... -- -:12-6 :.' .. :-12-:-6 > -:- . 6.7 .... -67 > ., -44 ' -:47 ' -158 .. , :.:.113 • ! - !68 ' \ -:181 :.· ,· --47 .. ·:, ~ _33 ·.,. ·. -25 .' .,-116 - '" - _56 .' . -12-5 , . -12-5 .- -6.6 •' ..:. 66 " . -43 -,-46 -155 . -112 - .67 : :-. -179 -46 . ' -31 :' ' -24 -: . ..:114 - -- 55 . , 12.:..4 ' ,c -12-4' - ·6.5 ' . ..:.. 65 -43 · . -46 ., -154 ..'..;110 .:.. .66 .': ' .:..176 f. -,-44 -., .!..30 . - -24 . •. -112 ; - 54 ' -12-2· .:..12-2 - 6.4 
-: "64 - ~42 -45 . -151 . ..:..109 .:.. 65 -174 --43 . -29 ,- , -23 -110· - ·53 -12-'l -12-1 - 6.3 
;_ 64 -41 -44 1 -149 -107 - 63 -170 --42 , . -28 ' -;-23 -108 - 52 -12-0 , -12-0 I - 6.2 - . 63 -40 --44 -147 -105 - 62 -167 -40 . -27 . -22 -107 - 51 -11-11 -11-11 - 6.1 ' ..;. . 62 -39 -43 -144 -103 - 61 -164 .,.39 . -26 -22 -105 ~- - . 50 :-:11-10 -11.,.-10 - 6.0 
...!. 61 -38 I -42 · -141 -102 - 60 -162 -38' -25 -21 -103 __: 49 -11-9 . -11-9 - 5.9 " - 60 -38 :..41 -:-139 7100. ' - 59 _: -159 . -36 •' ' ' -24 . -21 ' 71Ql - •48 ' .. -11-8. ~11-8 . - 5.8 . 
- 591 -37 -41 -137 - , 9,8 - 581 ' -156 ' _35 : -23 -20 ..:.. 99 ..:.. 47 . -11-7 -11-7 . - 5.7 
..:. 58 ...:37 --40 -135 - 96 - 56 ' -152 . -34 -'-221 -20 - 971 - 46. -11-6 -11-6 ' -- 5.7 - 57 .-:.gs -39

1
. -:-1321 - 951 - .55 -1501 -331 -21 .:..19 - .95 - 45 -11-5 -11-5 - 5.6 - 56 -35 -38 -129 ... 93 - 54 -:-147 -32 -20 -19 - 93 - 441 -11-41 -11-4 - , 5.5 - 55 -35 -37 -127 - 91 - 52 . -143 ..:.31 -20 -18 - 91 - 43 -11-3 -11-3 - 5.4 

- 55 -34 -36 ' -125 ,' -- .89 -:- 51 -140 -30 . . -19 - -17 - 89 - 42 -:-11-'-2 '.""11-2 - 5.3 - 54 -33 · -35 -122 -: 87 - 50 ' · -137 -29 · -18 -17 - 87· - Al -11-1· ;;..ff--1 - 5 ~2 . - 53 · -33. · -34 . -120 , - ·86 .:.:. 48, -134 · -28 · -17 -16 -:- 85 , - 40 -11-0 :-11-0 .:.. 5.1 
.::.. 52 -32 . .--· -:-33 -117 -: 84 - 47 -131 -27 -16 -16 - 83 -: 39 -10..:.11 -.10-11 .,-' 5.0 
- 51 -31 -32 -114 - 82 .:.. 46 -128 -26 -16 -15 .:.. 81 - 38 -10-10 ;...10:..10 - 4.9 
- 50 ..'...30 -32 -112 - 80 .:.. 44 . -124 -25 -15 -15' - 79 - 37 ' -10-9' . :-10-·9 - 4.9 ' 
- 49 -30 -31 -'-110 .:... 78 - 43 ' ' -121 -24 . -14 -14 - 77 - 36 -10-9 -10-9 - 4.8 . 
- 48 . -29 . -30 -101 - 76 - 42 .. -11s -23 · -'-13 -14 - 75 - 35 -10-s :...10-s - 4.7 

. ' - .47 -29 . ...;29 -105 - 74. - 41 -115 -22 · .' - -12 ..:.13 - 73 - 34 < -10-7 -10-7 - 4.6 ,: 
- 46 -28 . -28 -102 - 73 - 39 -112 ' -21 -12 -12 - 71 - 33 --10-6 -10-6' -: 4.5 
- 45 -27 -27 - 99 ...., 71 - 38 -109 -20 ' -11 -12 - 69 - 32 ' -10-5 -10-5 - 4.4 
- 43 -26 -26 -: 95 ..- . 70 - 38 -108 -18 -10 -11 - . 68 __,, 31 -10-4 -10-4 - 4.4 
..:. 42 ..:.25 -25 - 92 .:.. 68 :-- 37 -105 -:-17' -10 -10 -- 66 - 30 -10-2 --'10-2 - 4.3 -- 40 -24 -24 .::.. 88 ....: 66 - 36 -102 -16 - 9 . -10 ; - 65 - 29 -1(}--1 -10-1 - 4.2 
-- 39 , -23 -23 - 85 - 65 - 35 -100 -:15 - 8 I . - 9 - 63 - 28 -10-0 -10-0 ' - 4.1 .. 

' -:-38 -22 -22 -82 - .63 .... 34 , --91 ;._.- -13 -8 · -s . -62 - _27 -9-11 -9-11 -4.0 ' 
- 36 -21 -21 - -78 ' - 62 - 33 - 95 ' -12 - 7 - 8 J - ·60 - 26 - 9-10 - 9-10 - 4.0 - 35 -20 -20 . ' ' - 75 ..:. 60 - 32 ' - 92 -i1 . "- 6 - 7 - 59 . - 25 - 9-8 - 9-8 - 3.9 
- 34 -19 -19 I - 72 - 59 - 31 - 90 - 9 - 5 __, 7 ...; 57 - 24 ,;.. 9-7 ---, . 9~7 1 - 3,8 
- .. 32 -'-181 -18 -' 68 - 57 - 30 __,; 87 - 8 - 5 - 6 - 56 - 23 - 9-6 - 9-6 - 3.7 - 31 -17 -17 ': . - 65 , - 56 - 301 - 86 - 6 ..:. ' 4 - ,5 - 54 - 22 - 9_,5 . - 9-5 - 3.6 

• - 301 -16 · -16 - 62' - 54 - 29 - 83 I - . 5 - 3 - 4 - 531 - 21 - 9-4 - 9--4 - 3.5 
- 28 -15 ~ .. 151 -: 581 """ . 531 -:- ·21 - sol - 4 - 3 - 4 - 51 -. 201 - - 9-21 · - . 9-2 . - 3.4 - 27 -:-14 -:-14 . •. .:.. 55 - 50 - 26 , - 76 - 4 - 3 - 3 - 49 - 19 - 9-1 - . 9-1 - 3.4 ·, 
- 25 -14. -13 ' - 52 - 47 - 25 .:.. 72 -:- 3 - 2 . .,.. 3 ' - 48 - 18 - 9-0 - 9-0 - 3.3 
- 24 -:-13 -12 - 49 - '45 -: 23 . - 68 - 3 - 2 - 2 -: 46 - .IL· - 3.:..11 ..- 8--11 - 3.2 
- 22 . -13 -12 ·. ... 47 - 42 - 22 . -; 64 . - 2 -1 : 2 - 44 - 16. - 8-10 -- 8--10 - 3.1 ' - 21 . . -12 -11 . ' - 44 - 40 ' - ' 20 ' ""'. 60 ' . - -2 - 1 - ·1 - 42 . .::.. 15 - . - 8-9 . - 8-9. - 3.1 

$Grade defin~d as .in Ta~le 5, Manual of Directions, Revised. , ** Educational ages above this point are extrapolated values. 
For explanation of .vertical bars see Manual of Directions; Revised. 
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Stant. Adv. ~xam. A ' 

'l'EST 1 .. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING 
Sample: Dick and Tom. were playing ball in the field .. Dick was throwing the ball and ............ ·. 

was trying to catch it. ·· . , , 
Write JUST O~E WORD on each dotted line. 

J Fanny h~s a little red he~. Every day the hen goes to her nest and lays an egg for Fanny 
to eat. Then she makes a funny noise to tell Fanny to come and get the ............ . 

2 A kitten can· climb a tree, but a dog cannot. This is very lucky for Nellie's kitten. 
Every;time Joe's big dog comes along the kitten climbs a tree and the .............. . 
,canriot follow; .. 

, I , / l 

3 Anna had never seen a squirrel in her life, although she had always wanted to very much. 
One day when she was playing under a tree she h~ard a funny little noise over her head. 
She looked up, and what do you think she saw? Up there in the ................ · was 
the very.thing she had always wanted to see, a ............•....... 

I 

4 John and Joe played one daytillthey were very hungry; so John went into the house and 
asked his mother for something' to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . When he came out again he.had 
a· big apple for himself and· another for .................... ' 

5 .. One• d~y when· Jane was s~eeping she found a dime on the floor unde~ the bed. They 
could not find out whose dime it was, so Jane's mother gave.it to .her. Now, every time 
Jane .......... ~ . · ..... · .. the. floor she looks carefully under. the· bed for another ... " . . . 

6 · Helen and Kate pulled their sled through the deep snow. to the top of .the
1 
hill and soon 

were coasting swiftly down again. · They did 'thfa over. and over. The ........ · .' .... . 
was so deep that they found it hard work to drag the •...... : ..... . 1 • ••••• to the top .. 

7 Orice a black raven wanted to have white feathers like a swan. The raven saw that the 
·swan lived in the water, and thm.~ght'it was the water that made the swan's feathers so 
'white. So the ............ · . ,,'. . . . . decided to wash his feathers every day to see if it 
woUld not make them .... •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · 

8 Birds' eggs are. almost as different fro~ each other. as are the birds themselves. rhe robin 
lays four or five blue eggs. The dove lays two white eggs. rhe sparrow lay~ six or eight 
speckled eggs. · If we should find a nest with four blue eggs in it, we could be pretty sure 
that it was the nest of a ................ rather than of a 1 

•••••••••••••••• or dove. . , . I 

9 Once there -~ived on a mountain near a village an immense giant 'whose cru~lty kept the 
people ~f the village in great.terror. However, there was one person in the village who was· 
not afraid of the giant. This was a young soldier who carried a magic sword that a fairy 
h~d given him. Once when the ........ ~ ..•...... came down from the ............ : .. 
the soldier attacked him with his magic . : ·•· ..... · ....... ~. and killed him. 

10· Once a hen was so foolish as to go to a fox and ask him to look after her chicks while she 
went to the barnyard to find some worms for her chicks. The fox was· of course quite 
willing. The .. hen was. gone a long time. When she 'finally returned, she· found that 
the fox had eaten all her chicks. Since .then no ................... ·.has employed a 
..... : ...... · .......•. as a·-nurse. 

Turn the· page and. go right on. 
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Stanf. Adv. Exam. A 

TEST 1, CONTINUED .. , < 

11 When thebear appearednear the hut, Walter wa1s alone. His father had driven tothd 
village; .thatmorning,_ sever~l111iles a,way. Fortunately he had lefthis gun ha:ngirigonthe . 
wallloadedand ready for 'service . . Walter was excited, but he did not hesitate. Quickly-
seizing the . . . . . .. • ... ·.,he .. • .. ~. ; " ... · .. - ~ .... the • ..... .- ..... .-.. .. 

. . 

-12 In<a certain'. viliag'e a t~n .of coal cost~just a~rmuch as.-a c~rd of wood, :but it produces 
twice 'as_. much heat~ Therefore the poor families in this village should be advised · to 
burn .< .... -. . . . . . . . . rather than . . ........... . 

13 "Come on," cailedjoe, ". let's g()· fora .swim do~n b.yjone,s~ Point, where the ·river is : 
deep." " No," said Pete, .'' let's swim down by Duggan's,· where the water is warmer." 
"It isn'tbecause the water is warm thatyouwantto go to .•; . . . . . . . . . . . 'but be-

:' cause you ·can't swim," said · ... . .•. '.. .. . - ,· · . 

. 14 Richard and Miss Capot . quickly ~ found~heir way alone to the houseof Mr_. Smith on 
Craven Street. Miss Cabot left Ric~ard in thecarriage, walked qui~kly-tothe door, .and 
sending up he~ card by the servant;· request~dto seel\!Ir. Smith. 'The -.. : . . · ... -...... . ; ... _ 
&oon returned arid begged her to come in. · As. soon as she had .done so, ._ Miss c _abot 

. ir~.trodt:tced he~self to Mr. _ .... _. ·• .... : . ·• .. - ~ .. -. and begged him t6 come out andtal~ with, 
., .. . ' .... :. ... ; . ~ . : . • who was waiting outsiqein the, carriage. · , · ' - · 

' ,- ~ 

15 Joe made up a .game whichhe called '" Jae-alack" _· _One person cailed Jack must climb a 
tree and hang by his arms from a · low bough. · The others stand behind him and say in ··· 
unison, ''Alas, alack, he fell on hisback;" andwhile·they are saying it,-one oftheri1hits · 
Ja_c1: "7it~_a ·?_ea.n 1?ag.: ____ ·-·_ ~f Jac1: can _.see <?r "_guess wh()did _it, ~e llla_y dmp~own,and~he 
-guilty . person' 'takes hrs-place~--~.· 'Qtherwise' 'he ' llas'J~o --) : -- -~-~ .. · -- -~ : : -.~~ -- : 1: ~-:~~~ ~-.::thei-e-Jor another' 

,.>' turn and _sing out, -·'' Alas, alack," a~other whack." . ·It is· quite a game' and~ Jack must · 
· .. _ · have strong . · .-'. .. . . . . . . .... · - · · - , · ---. 

. · . · .· .. • . .·.. • • . ,· • ·.· 

f6 . Itis well established thatthe bee,whichis commonly supposed to be so industrious·, really 
works only.two or .three hours .a day. The man who works eight or ten hours a day is 
therefore far more 1 

••••••••• : ••• .' • • • • than the .· ~ ...... • ......... ( • ' • • ' . ' • • • . 

17 Boys and girls know my name.- And mothers andfathers, to(). Big folks love me. ·- You 
do, too. The first letters inthe first four sentences of this. paragraph spell my name; 
so write it here. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ; 

~ 18 Energy.is a measure of_ the fullness of lif~ and .is indispensable for genius. No en~rgy 
·at all is death. Idiots are feeble and listless .. Nearly all the leaders of mankind have been 
noted for their remarkable .. · ...... ~ .. ~. . .. . 

19· Deciduous frees lose their leaves in· winte_r, .while _evergr_eens, as their name . implies, do 
not . . Therefore; >in forests composed ·of -'.,.. . ........ trees the ground is less 
shaded in winter than is the case in foresfa whose trees are ' ................. . 

. . 2o Some historians· believe that' the spread of anti-slavery feeling .· among the people of the 
North previous ·to the. Civil War was due · 1ess •to the moral issue involved than to the 

. ·fact that they recognized the system of .................. as a menace to the indus-
. ._ trial syste~ ,of free ·labor. · i · · 

Go right o~ to next page·. 
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Stant. Adv. Exam. A 

TEST l, . CONTINUED 

.21H I were Writing abotit the rich, I should be inclined to,divide them, according to their 
attitude toward life, into workers and parasites~ ·The motto of the worker is, '' I owe the . 
world a life,'' and the motto of the ., ...... , ... ~ .... . ~ i . is, " ·The ...... ~ .... · ....... · 

, owes me a 'living." 
22 Caution, when not present in excess, is a desirable trait. Often it saves one from dis-
.· . appointment or . ··failure .. ·. Occasionally, however, .. ··. one finds a· person so .extremely 

. ". • .. . ............ that his wjll is paralyzed and he is totally unable to set about any 
'new undertaking. Too much ......... ; ...... : . is indeed often ...... " .......... . 

, , than too little. . . · · -
23 A whale is not a fish, even though 'it does live in water. A fish has no lungs, ·is cold-

blooded, and absorbs oxygen from the water through its ·gills; but· a whale is warm-
blopded ancf has a genuine set of lungs~ . ·. In consequence, . in bodily structure the 

· .. ..: . .. .' ... ~ . . ..... is · .... ~ .. ........ · .... like a shark, which is a true fish, than it is 
lik.e a horse. · · · 

24 'The brook on our farm has many whims. It ripples over bright and shiny rocks, and 
falls into a placid.iittle pooho clear that I can see the pe.bbles on the bottom and ·can see 
myself down there, too: As I look straight down, it is hard to .tell whether what I see is . 
my nose or a . ·~ · . · ... : ........... ~but as I 'move~ little, that .which I see·stands still, so I 
know it is ·not . ·~ . . ..... ! .: •••• :. · •• , ••••• · •••• ·.: •• ~ " :Farther on :the brook forgets 

· the placid pool and .tumbles · over roots and' rocks. It does, indeed, have many 
••• ' ••••••••• i • . . • • • ' 

25' To pant for recognition,·toyearn to ilnpress one's personality upon one's fellow-men, is 
" the essence of ambition~ The ambitious· person may think that he merely thirsts to "do 

something'' or ''be somebody,''. but really what he craves is to figure potently in the minds 
.of others, to be greatly Javed, admired, or feared. To reap a success which no one 
. .· ................. does not satisfy the yearnings of the ............ ' ... ~ .. individ~~l. 

26 ,,Washington was a very silent man .. Of no man in the world's history. do we have so 
few ·sayings of a personal kind. As for. talking about himself, that was something in 
which he almost never indulg~d. Yet it would be a great error to interpret his 
... ~. · .......... · ..... as an indication that he was in any sense cold or unfeeling. 

· '27 As a rtile, it is more economical to remember things by associating' them clearly and 
vigorously than by going through tp.any repetitions of them.; . Thus, a clear understanding 
of the causes for the Democratic victory in the national election in 1916 will be 
........... · ....... effective in rememberingthefact than a dozen . ....... ~ ......... . 

,. . ·of the statemen't "Woodrow Wilson was elected in 1916." 
.\ , " ' 

· ' 28 Fundamentally, education depends -µpon the ca.pacity of a person to profit by past ex-
. periences. Past situations modify present and future 1adjustments. ' Education in its 
·broadest sense means acquiring experiences. that serve ~o ....... . ~ .. : .. ~ ..... existing. 
inherited or acquired tendencies of behavior. . ' ' 

' , 
29 "Naive" and" unsophisticated" are frequently confused. '. The former suggests a type of 

· . . behavior which is artless, spontaneous, and free from the restraints of custom. The latter 
. implies fully as great lack of knowledge of social usage, and, in addition, conduct which is 
' primitive and perchance inelegant. ·Thus, the .. ~ ... ............. : youth was the first 

to enter' the car, and ·his .. · ... . ............ ' .. little sister warmly 'lcissed him in the 
, presenceof the king. We may. also say that a country boy is ................... with 
respec~ to city life and customs. · · · 

Test I. · Number of blanks correctly filled .......... X ·2 = .Score ......... . 
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·stanf.Adv.Exam.A 
. TEST 2. READING.: . SENTENCE MEANING , 

Samples: Can dogs bark? .. ; .... ~ . . . , ..... . Yes No 
. .Does a cat ~ave siX,legs? .. : ... ; .. ; .• .. ~.Yes . No . 

Read each .question and draw a line under the rig~t answer. 

I Is milk.white?. . . ... '. ......... .: ... Yes No 1 
.2 Dbwe .sleep .in .beds? .. ·.·;; .. ... ·. ; .... Yes . No ·:>2 

· . 3 Is the . day as d.ar~ as night? ..•........ Yes No 3 ' 
4 Is green a color? ..... •.. ·. · ..... ..... ;Yes No 4 

. 5 IS smoke always yellow? . . , .... > .... . ~ Yes · No 5 
f • - ·- - • ' ' --~ - - : _,- ' - • • ' 

6. g~ :~;t~t~~~~~ !;{~s ~~~~ ~~e:, :~:: ~~ ~ 
: 8"-Areall chimneys made of brass? ...... OY es No 8 
9 Are rocks.hard?. . . .. :. . ""... . ... Yes No 9 

10 .rs ever:ybodyas huge -:as a. giant? ...... Yes No 10 
Do pupils always haveexceilentmemories? ' · :· ... .. Yes ... No . fl · 

12 Are brooms used .to s-vyeep bed.robms ? . .... .. .. :· ..... Yes 
1 

·No. 12 
13 Are machines ever useful ?·'. .. : ·• .. ; '. . . . . . • . . . .... Yes. ·No 13 
14 'Are ~ugar ·andsalt soldin st0res? .. . , . ~ . ......... Yes · No 14 
15 Are ge~se :generally dad-in b~:mnets? .· . .':. ~ . : .,'. · .... Yes .No : 15 

1 '16 . Do lambs roar? .. ;, : . . . . t ~ •.... :; ............. Yes No 16 
17 . Do~s ~rime alw~y.s , bring happiness~. . . . ..... Yes No 17 · '"--
18 I?oes ~ustice sometimes s~errlcruel? ·:···· ·.··.······. ·: . · . .. • ·.Yes ·:No · 18 

1 ·~·--ig :.¢ouia ·0n:e :cradle-·hold .eighty'infants} ..•.• •. •. -. ~:"·-:- : .••. : .Ye~ No ·· 19 --
.. ·. 20.Is a beetle· very different from a mole<?. ...... .'. 1 

•• :.Yes 'No 20 
,_ · - _·' - . -. ·' __ -- - -.-: ___ ' __ ·- --;- :_ - . _ - . ' :·:---_ ;• ; ' .: - - .-

. 21 D~es thefriendship .ofacheerful,person make us ·~appy? .Yes No . 21 
22 Is a· dime less than a nickel? :: ........ · ... .. ' · ... : .. ..... Yes No 22, 

· 23 I~ the guilty thief alW'ays located?.'..... . .......... Yes No. 23 · 
· · :24 Is it ever important to hurry? <· .. / .. ; ' > . ~ .. • .. :."·<· .. i • •• •• • Yes No . 24 .; 

2·5 ·Might a prisoner feel sorrow at the ruin he has caused? ... ·•· .. Yes No · 25 
• I , ' 

26 Are all antique benches made of bamboo? ... ~ ~ .. . . . . . . .• .... Yes No 26 
· 27 Are .battleships dedicated to warfare?~ ... 0 .:'. . -. ... '. . · .. . · .... Yes No 27 

28 Can we discerri things dearly ·1n a dense· fog?. . . . . . . ...... Yes No 28 
29 Might a person suffer confusion during an examination? ~ . .. · .. Yes No 29 
30 Ar'e marmalade and ~gruelmade of milkweed.?.: ....... .... ..... . Yes No 30 

31 Coulddelicious chocolate be ·served at a festival ? · .. . ·. -. .... • . J ..... · :· .. . •· .. Yes/ No 31 
32 Do all university professors give instruction in science? .. · .. '. : .... ; . ; : ...••. Yes No · 32 
33 Do~s ittake comageto perform a very dangerous task? .. . -. ., ........... Yes No 33 

· .34 Should one always be: censured for playing a flute [>y the fireplace? . ...... Yes No 34 
35 Are homely people always .loathed anq disliked?;· ~ ....... ; ............... Y~s No 35 

· 36 Isit. deemed delightful to suffer a bloody defeat?_ ...... . .......... .. .... Yes ~No 36 · 
· ~7 Would a man be fortunate ·if he could .flee from a 'famine?' . . : .. " ... ·. ~ . > . . ·;Yes No :37 

3$ Maycareful observat1on be. of considerable help in decreasing mistakes? .. Yes No 38 
39 . Does · speaking with• brevity necessarily mean that one. is peevish.? '. ..... ... Yes No .. 39 
40 Are chimes ever played in a cathedral?~ '. ....... ~.~ .. ~ ........ . .. ,;; .·; .. Yes · No · 40 

Go right on to · next page. 
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Stanf. Adv. Exam. A 

. TEST 2, CONTINUED 
• 1 

41 ··Do repeated interruptions sometimes exasperate us?' .................. ... Yes 
42 . Shocld thieves be ·encouraged by giving them magnificent rewards? .... · .. Yes 

No 41 -
No -42 

· 43- Are locusts and gnats generally believed to · enjoy immortality? ..... ". .... Yes No 43 
44 . Might an accidental outbreak cause ~nxiety? .......................... Yes No 44 
45 May shortages often be prevented by foresight.? ....................... Yes No 45 

46 Is an· ann~al appeal made once a week? ................ ; ......... ·: . . '. . Yes· No 46 
4 7 May occasional opposition a waken us to greater endeavor ? .............. Yes No 47 
48 Is every earl destined to become a genius or a conqueror? .......... : .... Yes . 
49 Might a person show unfeigned enjoyment of a· symphony? ............. Yes 

-No 48 
No 49 

50 Are we irresistibly led to confide in every riear-by idler? ................ Y~s No 50 

51 Do any considerable percentage of motorists use headlights? ............. Yes No 51 ' 
52 ·· noes .an auctioneer boost prices with earnestness? ..... · ..... ~ ............ Yes No 52 
53Is it advisable to use dynamite as a lubricant? ...................... · ... Yes No 53 
54, Is a person in a frenzy likely to make wild'gestures.? ..... · ..... : ........ Yes No 54 
55 Should · the captain of a yacht consider the wea~her forecast? .... ·.: .. · ... .. Yes No 55 

, 56 Would it take a considerable income to proyide a sumptuous wardrobe? .. Yes No 56 
57 Is it diSgraceful to teach a defe~seless person decimals? .......... ; . . · .... Yes No 57 ; 
58 ".Is thy idea of burial :usually attractive? ......... ~ .. : .............. '. ... Yes · No 58 
59 May allies make exertion to enter into a federatibn? ................... ~.Yes No 59 

"60 Should enthusiastic homage make a man· indignant? ..... . · ....... . · ........ Yes No 60 

6J -Could·the imperious actions of a fordly person become notorious? ........ Yes No 61 
62 Is all adventurous activity to be deplored?. ,' ........... · .............. ~Yes No. 62 
63 Should a person be advised to sacrifice a good opportunity? ....... · ...... Yes No 63 
64 Is a harmonious alliance sometimes expedient? . . . ....... ; .. : ........... Yes No 64 
65 Could an eloquent tawmaker do anything heinous? .... : ...... .......... ~ .. Yes No ·65 
. ' . . 

No 66 
No 67 
No 68 

66 . Is boric acid a chemical made of graphite? ... : .. ~ ....... · •............. Yes. 
· 67 Are all ,festivities chcl.racterized· by extravagance? ....... : ... · .. -.......... Yes 
68 May imposition upon others become·habitual? ........ .' ............... Yes 
69 Is a scarecrow a kind of inoffensive imitation? .. . : ................... .... Yes :No 69 
7_0 Does bliss always befall desperate people? .... '. .· .. , ..... ~ ........ ...... Yes No 70 

71 Could congressional action cause the people to be dissatisfied? ... ; ... .-... Yes No · 71 
72 May seeing aperson drunk decrease one's admiration for him? ..... · ..... Y~s No 72 
73 Could an inexperienced person .be jovial and fascinating? .. · .... ' ...... · ... Yes· No · 73 
74 Is one often assaulted bya boon companion? .................. : .. · ..... Yes No · 74 
75 Ought accursed Harstobe suppressed?,. ... · ..................... · • · · .~.' ... Yes No . ·75 

76 Might· an involuntary impulse impel ·one. to be malicious? ... · .... ~ .. : .... Yes · No . 76 . 
. 77 Is one necessarily inhospit~ble who dislikes an obnoxious guest? ...... : .. Yes No 77 
78 Does extreme· audacity.·sometimes make us· stand -aghast?. · ........ ... '. ... Yes No · 78 
79 Is htµnanity subject to joyous emotions? .. ' ............ ' ........ : ... "..~Yes No 79 
80 Might a hysterical person given to rashness be intoierable? ... • ... ~ ..... ·.Yes No 80 · 

Number right .. : ... ~ . ~ : 
Number wrong· ......... . 

- . Test 2. Score (subtract) ...... · .. .. . 
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Stanf. Adv. Exam. A 

· ·TEST 3. READING: WORD. MEANING 

'- Samp~es: Bread is som~thing to. catch .. dr~ . · .eat . throw . · wear . 
A :robin is·· a bird cat dog · girl horse, 

,, ' .· . , , ·. ' . ·. ·,· ; . . . . :. , • , I .. . . . ·. . .. •·. ·. . :·., , , ' , , , ' .' , ... '. . .. ·. ' . ' · ... . ·~ 

In each sentence draw a line under the word ~at makes the sentence true. : 

. ''• ~ ' . '• 

1 March is the name ·of a. .,. day · food month .. . ·week year .. ,·"- ·; ·. · : . .... · .. · 1 
2 A fat person is-always bad blue cold _, · . • heavy . . little ... . ·; ...... -... . · .. .... 2 .. i 

·· 3 . A thingthat is .perfect is always .. · . close · . · ~arly · · ·hard · little pght. 3 
4 A'.farmer often raises ·bears com · gold : paper · pictures : ~. · . · .. . . 4 · 
5 Cottonis cool dark heavy · soft sweet.: . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
6. A husband is sometimes a father flower mother·. . sister: . 6 
7 · A path is a place to \ eat dr~~s die live . . walk. . . . 7 
8 A maiden is a '.bfrd ·boy gifl.. king :·'. . plant. ·: : . . .. . 8 
9 A lfon is blue · . ·<fine hot · strong .. · sweet. ·. ::;_. . . . . ... . · 9 . 

10. Islands are larid. · ships · soldiers .. ~ - . time · , : :water ~'. .. . . . .......... ; . ; .:. 10 
11 The ·ocean is fire land · ·. paper water .. ~ 11 , 
12 Rice is a battle bell cloud grain.. 12 · 
19 A dove isa . . . ·bird fish horse · sheep .. ~ . .. . . . . ....... 13 
14 · To be silent is to be heard loud : quick · ·> still wild .. 14 
15 Olives are to . · bum. ..drink eat r~de < .. wear. ,. '..' .\ : . . >.. . .. 15 . 
16 To crush isto break · escape . guard . }?-old . \. plant. . . . . . rn 

· 17 Rapid .means ~long much ·quick. small soft. ;· ........ . '. · ~ :> .. : .......•. 17 · 
18 A moment means cofor : i form : ·-. Il1ori.ey, · time ; · '. place ..... ; .. '. ' ~ · ,_ 1 ; ·; . • •• ~ ... 18 

· ~ · 2o<A .ques~ion iss?methingwe·· .. ·,; aris~~r· · .: : :;'.·\._ b~pd ~. : \ eat '.: .. grow . ·kill ·:·:( :1·2 .. •. · ;~ : .· / .. 20 • 
21 ·H~rbors :arefor " . churches •-... ·cows >~ ~ : gard~tis .. , . » h~rses , : :~hips. : ~./ ·: : . · . :.; . } : . . 21 
22 To polish isto ·· · . bribe . brighten . smit~ :thrive .· traverse; ... :'.' . ·.. . . ; .... 22 · ._ . . 
23 To pronounce. is to . · sail :o show speak stand · · watch-. .... ; ·; .... : . ~ ... ·: . .' . 23 
24 A ph ysidan is a, child . doctor noise · valley ... ; .... · ..•.. " .... 24 
25 .·A customer is a person who buys fishes hunts · sells. ;< . . . .. 25 

'' .·· • - • ___ , · '. , .\ 

26 To wander.is to<· · improve · . roam situate wail. . . . . . .> .......... 26 
27 To he:soberis tobe fitnny grave happy noisy wild. /. . . ........•.... 27 

:·28 An orphan is one ·who has no clothing education · . . hair ; - par~nts · ~ ·.: teeth .. · .28 ·. 
29 "To be act.iveis to be . hospitable ·. · ·humorous ignoble indolent , . · ; sprightly-.. 29 . 
30 To be wretched is to be . · proud silent ·· swift ; · unhappy valuable .. '. .. ~- ... 30 · 
3 L Independence means blame custoni freedom mercy ·· virtue . . .. . .. 31 
32 Agric111ture refernto authority . . appearance · defense farming mystery .... 32 
33 To inquire ·is to ·. , appear ask · : . rest sleep . .watch ....... : .. , .. , . .• ... 33 
34 A tavern is a · . · co~pariion fµneral parcel · park hotel'. ........ ·'. · ..... . .. . 34 

. 35 To 1Je saucy is to be~ . 'ffectionate . : . agreeable qevoted · dignified rude . ; , 35 . 
36 An argument is a discussion gully ·' . gymnasium . penance . perjury. ; .: .. _36 
·37: Jealous means affectionate appeased . benevolent envious sympathetic-. .... 37 
38. Meek means gaudy gentle mean strength t~ght ............. • ....... 38 
39 Gorgeous means '.· frisky gigantic . hereditary magnificent malicious ..... 39 
40 .A barge: isa. kind of - . animal' . boat' I castle ' ~ fruit - vegetable ......... ~·· . .. .40 

. ~ . : .... • Go right on to next page . . · ,. 
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Stan!. Adv. Exam. A 

TEST 3, CONTINUED 
41 Situatibn refers to . noise number place . pleasure time ......... : ..... 41 
42 To plan is to banish ~ bestow design betray defeat ................... 42 
43 Behavior refers to position· conduct progress revenge temper ....... .43 
44 A vagabond is a kite lantern nightingale tramp scholar .............. 44 
45 Ambition means aspiration frivolity loitering remorse slothfulness .... 45 

. 46. A sluggard is ambitious considerate divine·. earnest lazy .............. 46 
47 Victoriou~ means ba:fHed frustrated triumphant· unstable vagrant ...... 4 7 
48 To mingle is to mislead blend . sanction screech scurry .......... ·. ; .... 48 

· 49 To heed is to . escape :- fancy hurry notice prove ...... ~ .............. 49 
50 Dignified means lonely monstrous prominent spiritual stately .. · ....... 50 
51 An opponent is a delicacy antagonist detective diplomat. hostess ..... 51 
52 To prophesy is to assess bemoan cancer . disclaim foretell ........... 52 
53 Imperial affairs concern cities garments : kingdoms machines patterns . 53 
54. To massacre is to investigate lament manifest misunderstand . . slaughter . 54 
55 To be prompt is tp be formal frightful ·hospitable punctual purified ... 55 
56 Listless means indifferent · loathsome malicious merciless · presumptuous. 56 
57 To lameri.t is to flatter humor injure lend mourn .. ; ............... 57 
58 A prologue is a kind of introduction knell prohibition sermon tempest . 58 
59 Lifeless means manimate ·, indefinite infamous· undecided untidy ....... 59 

· ·60 An impression is a century compass copy globe · pasture ......... 
1 

•••• 60 
61 Crafty means accurate proficient slavish . submissive wily ........... 61 

, 62 Liberality means promotion robbery reproof . scandal generosity .... ... 62 
63 Jubiiant means abrupt abject confused triumphant doleful..·",;,> ..... 63 
64 .A bulwark is a hospital hotel protection punishment purchase ..... · ... 64 
65 ·.A legacy is an , inheritance ·inscription levy receptacle regulation ..... ~ .. 65 

· 66' Maintenance means · 'contention · continuance corruption cowardice resource. 66 · 
67 To meditate is to escort gossip ponder transgress withhold ......... 67 
68 Covetous means avanc1ous bountiful gaudy gray-headed · harassed ..... 68 
69 Minimum means the largest , least most newest oldest ............... 69 
70 To chastise is to . promise publis~ ~ punish purchase trifle .. '. ......... 70. 
71 A sequ~l is something that excels follows interrupts precedes · yields. 71 
72' Ceaseless means boisterous, diminished discontented · ended incessant . 72 
73 Emphatic means forcible fr~tic incurable pernicious reluctant ..•.... 73 
7 4 To subvert means to overturn· shorten sling sojourn spul'll; ......... "7 4 
75 To be. infamous ·is to be doubtful polished shameful sorrowful valuable. 75 
76 To be languid is. to be · courteous domestic doubtful spiritle.ss jolly .... 76 
77 An associate is an adversary .ally antagonist emigrant · ensign .... : .... 77 
78 To be vigilant means to be aloof betrothed betwixt lawless watchful. 78. 
79 Decisive rrieans conclusive dazzled genuine· profane prudent ......... 79 
80 A scullion is a grasshopper . gymn~sium haycock hedgehog se~ant ... '. 80 
81 Usury has to do with chivalry fiction homage loans manufactures .... 81 
82 Perspective has to do with drawing expenses · mining religion · . warfare . 82 

· _ 83 An insurrection is a fugitive rebellion publication· punishment hermit. 83 
84 A reprobate is. one who is very cowardly ugly . wealthy wicked youthfUI. 84. · 
85 Candid mean~ illegitimate impeccable imperious incisive · ingenuous .. 85 

Test 3. Score ........ .. 



Stanf. Adv. Exam. A 

. TEST 4. -ARITHMETIC: .··COMPUTATION 
Get tb.e answers to these examples as quickly as you can without making mistakes. . · . 
Look carefully at eacbexample to see what you are to do; 

(22) . 
Multiply . 

6389 
7 

4,ys;-

(23), 
Multiply 
" 4 6 .7 9 

68 

[IO] 
,- ' 

" ' (19) ' 
Add 

/ 

(15) 
-" · '. Multiply i . 

2 '6' 
2 

·. (20) 

6 8 4 8 7 6 5 4 2 ' 6 : + 3 ·,·= 
7'91654220 
587339364 

-
(24) .. . (25) 

Go right on to next page. 
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· Stanf. Adv. Exam. A 
TEST 4, CONTINUED 

... , . (26) . (27) (29) .. (30) 

. -! of 8 2 8 = 9!- 4t = 

. . (28) 
Subtract 

79 
16! 

.45)27.90 

(31) 

(35) 

(32) . 
Multiply 

9 .. 7 2 
2 1. 9 

.. ·.· .. : 

(36) 

(33) 
Multiply. 
" 6 9 7~ 

18 

(34) 

2 7 6 
23+1= 

4.40 + .00044 + '4400 + .04 = 48. 76 - 4-fzy = 
(37) 

t+!+t+i+t=·· 

(38) 
27.34 + 2t+ 89.2+ 4! = 

' : . , I 

(41) 

' v'45369= 

(45) 

6 7 . 3 6 + . f • == 

. (39) (40) . 
. . 3t x 5t x 3~ :::: l! + 25.2 ·+ .4i + 48.961 ,= 

(42) .' 

(46) 

(43) 
Subtract 

8 yd. 1 ft. 3 in. 
6 yd. 3 ft. 9 in. 

Multiply 
~ ·· gals. 3 qts. 1 pt. 

4 

\ 

(44) 
Add ' 

5 yr. 9 mo. 
6 yr. 7 mo. 
8 yr. 2 mo . 

. ' (47) 
Express as a decimal 

to three places 
29 
64= 

·Test 4. ·Number right .......... X 4 -::=Score ....... · .. . 
. [II] 1 
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TEST 5~ ARITHMETIC: ... REASONING 

Find all the answers as ·quickly as you·. can~ 
, Write the answers on the' dotted lines .. 
Use the blank sheets of· paper to figure on. 

Stanf. Adv. Exam. A · 

1 ·How many are 3 eggs and 2. eggs? Answer . ........ . 
2 Mary is 7 years old. How old will she be in 3 years? Answer . ......... , 
3 A hen had g chicks and 3 of them died. How many were left? ' Answer . • -....... . 
4 Milk costs 8 cents a pint and the milkman is going to raise the price 2 

cents. What will it then cost? . . Answer ........ '.. 
5 If you buy a pencil for 4 cents and pay for it with a dime, how much 
chang~ should yoti get ? · Answer . ....... ; . 

6 How many dimes are there in a dollar? Answer ......... . 
7 How many eggs are there in 7 nests if each nest has 3 eggs? Answer ......... . 
8 How many cents will 8 oranges cost·at 3 cents each? Answer ......... . 
9 David earned $3.50 in June, $2.25 in July, and $1.50 in August. How 

much did. he earn. in all ? Answer: .... · ..... 
10 Frank bought .3 'two-cent postage stamps and 13 one-cent stamps. 

How much did.he pay for all? Answer ...... ·'.· .. . 

11 Five girls b,uy .a present costing·: 25 cents~ 1° How many cents does each 
·· ,·<pay? .. ·. · .... ·. ·. .. . ..· · .. ··· .. ·· •. ·· .. · .... ·· , ... . . . . . >Answer .. 
12 If a train goes 60 miles in three hours, 'l:low far does it go in on·e·hour? ,Answer: .. : .... ; . 
13 John has saved $3.75. · How many.dollars f9.ore does he need to .. buy · ·· ·. 

a pony which costs $45. 75? 1 Answer . ........ . 
14 Amari pays the street-car. far_e for himself and two friends. If the fare 

is 7 ¢, )10'o/ mticli change should he receive from a half dollar? Answer . ... ~ . . . . . · 
. 15 A train ·which was due at 2 P.M. was 3t ·hours late. When did it 

I 

arrive? ·Answer; ........ . 

16 What is the cost of 10 oranges at 2 for 5 cents? .. Answe~ .· ... · ..... . 
17 Edward has $1.67 in the bank a~d takes out 2 quarters, a dime, and a · , 

cent.· How much does he have left in the bank? Answer ..... : .... . 
18 What 1s the cost of a 4t-pound roast at 40 cents a poµnd? ·Answer . ........ . 
19 A boysaV,ed 5 cents a day for two weeks~ and 10 cents a day for the next ' 

four weeks. How much money does he then have? . Answer . ........ . 
20 A gallon is equal to 231 cubic inches. How many gallqns are t4ere in a 

tank 6 X 7 X· 11 inches? · Answer ......... . 

21 The.tax rate.in .an Eastern City has.varied as follows: 1910, 21¢ on each 
$100; 1911, 17¢ on each $100; 1912, 27¢ oneach $100; 1913, 26°¢on 
each $100;' 1914, 34¢ .on each $100; 1915, 33¢ on each $100. The 
highest tate was how many times as great as the .low~st? An~wer . ... ; ..... 

Go right on to next page. 
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;) 

. TESl'_ 5, CONTINUED . : _. 

22 Henry was marked 87in geography the first month, 91the second, and _ 
93 the third month~· What was his average · grade? · -Answer . ........ ·_. 

23 If the butcher's scales read one ounce too much on each weighl.ng, how \ 
much is a customer overcharged on a pound of steak at ·48¢ a pound? Answer . ........ . 

24 At $1.QO ~bushel for potatoes and $30.00 a car for freight, how much 
· will .a 400-bushel carload· of potatoes cost? Answer ......... . 

25 Tom has just 4 weeks' vacation and wishes,to spend it in a city which 
· it takes two days to reachbytrain. ·How manydays can he spend.in . ' h- . - ? I ' 'A ' t e ,city. . . nswer . ........ . 

' 26 'If a fence rail is 10 feet1ong, how many rails willit take to reach a mile ?Answer . . -....... . 
21 sound. t'ravels about 1100 ft. a second. If you see the flash of a cannon 

and 1.2. seconds later the sound reaches you, how far away'is the cannon? Answer . ...... ~ .. · 
-·28 A man had $5090, from which he received 6 per cent income each year. 

In addition he earned $1500 in business.' What was his total income · 
.. f<?r. the year? . Answer . ........ . 

'29 Frank and George buy300 marbles -for 50 cents. Frank pays 35 cents .· 
and George'15 cents._ How many marbles should George receive? Answer .......... . 

-30 If a watch gains 20 seconds in 24 hours, what fraction o~ a minute_ will 
it gairi between noon and 6 p .M. ? Answer . ........ : . 

. ' 

31 The heights of4 boys in a class are 5 feet 'IO inches, 5 feet 9 inches, 5 feet 
· ' .7 inches;, and 5 feet 6 inche9. Whatis .the average height? Answer ... .' ...... . 
~2 An article which formerly sold at 12 cents was raised t<? 18 cents. What . 

per cent was _the price advan9ed? , Answer . ........ : 
33 ·A broker charges $25 coin.mission on every sale plus 5 per cent on all , 

'over $200. . What would be his . commission on' a $500 sale? Answer . ... ~ . . . . . . I 

( 34 If 72 per ceAt :of potatoes is water, how many pounds of solid material' 
are . there in a ton . of potatoes ? . 'Answer . ... .' ..... 

35 A man invested $1000 in eachof 3 different bon.ds. The first paid 8 per 
. c;~nt dividend and the second 6 per cent, but on the third he lost $5 on 
each hundred dollars invested. What was his net yearly gain on the ' 
three investments? Answer . ....... ~ . 

- -

36 If: ~he Circuiriference of a circle is 12.5664 feet, what is its diameter-? Answer . ........ . 
37 The regular price of a certain piece of linen is $4 per yard. A remnant _ 

it yards 'long is offered at $2.50. What per cent reduction is made? Answer ... ; ..... . 
38 A man'six feet fall .castsa shadow _8 feet long at 9 A.M. A te~ephone pole 

casts· a ~hadow 109 feet' long at the same time. How high is the,pole? Answer . ........ : -
39 It costs .43 ·cents to send a 10-pound p~rcel post package from New 1 

· , , _ 

· Orleans to Dallas .. · What will it cost to send an'S-pound package if the 
cost is 3 cents more on the .first pound than on _additional pounds? Answer . .... · ..... 

40 Ifthe hour hand of .a clockis· 3 inches long and the minute hand is 4 
inches long~.howfar apart are thetips of the two hands at 9 A.M. ?· Answer .. ,_. .. -.. .-· .. 

. -_ Test 5·. · Nunibe~ right · ..••... : .. X 4 =Score .. '. ...... . 
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. TEST 6. NATURE STUDY AND SCIENCE 

Samples : . The number of cents in a dollar is 200 100 300 
Our rain come's from the clouds moon stars 

Draw a line under. the word that makes the sentence· true. 

'. 

Stanf. Adv. Exam. A 

1 Thanksgiving comes in _July January November.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
2-The earth is shaped most like a baseball football pear... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
3 A sweet-smelling flower is the daisy poppy rose . . . •. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 3 
4 The month beforeJuly is May .. · June August ....... ·•... .. . . . . . . . . 4 
5 The axle is a part of an ax typewriter wagon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ; . 5 
6 Alfalfa is a kind of corn fruit hay . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . 6 
7 Bacon. comes from the .. cow . . hog · sheep .... -. .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
8 An animal that builds dams is the alligator beaver turtle . . . ... 8 
9. Raisins _are.dried ·currants gooseberries grapes· ... ·..... . . . . . . . . 9 

10 London is in . England. Scotland Wales . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . IO 
11 . The dahlia is a kind of animal flower fruit : .. :·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
12 The tractoris used in farming m1nmg racing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
13 Tarts are a kind of drink pastry vegetable .. ~.. .. : . . . : 13 
14 Planes are used chiefly by barbers blacksmiths . carpenters .. · ................ 14 
15 Rubber is obtained from animals oil trees ; ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . · ..... ~ .15 
"I 6 The antelope is a kind of deer . rabbit wolf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... ;· .. · .. 16 
1 TThe number of quarts in a gallon is 2 4 6 ..... · .. .- .. : .~ .................. 17 
18 A telescope makes things look larger prettier smaller .......... : : . . . . . ... 18 
19 / Chop sueyis a dish.of the Chil;lese Indians Mexicans ...... : .. ; ..... 19 
20 A flower that grows from a bulb is the lily · marigold , ... 20 
21The compass.is used chiefly by· .. ·-'< sailors;> surgeons :. tailoJ:'s . 21 · 
22 Serge is a ki1;1d of doth .. drink · wood .. -. . · ......... 22 
23 . The article costing the least is coat, gloves overcoat/~ ............ 23 
24 The anviUs used by · blacksmiths carpenters . . printers .. : ...... · ......... · ....... 24 
25 · A food requiring many eggs · is " angel food " · · bread marmalade ............. 25 
26 Rye is, most like beans" corn wheat .... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .... 26 
27 The cotton gin was invented by Arkwright Watt -Whitney . ·~· . •. ~ .......... 27 
28 Beets·are.used for making .. catsup sugar jellies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... 28 
29 The earth moves. completely around the sun in about 7 ·days 30 days 365 days .. 29 
30 tThe most gold is produced in Alaska New York Tennessee ... ~ ........... '. 30. 
31 The lu.ngs take from the_ air · carbon. dipxide· nitrogen oxygen ..... , ......... 31 
32 The tadpole is the young of the fish frog lizard .......•....... ~ ... ~ ....... ·. 32 
33 •Most of our anthracite coal comesJrom Alabama Colorado · Pennsylvania,_·•·. 33 
34 Molasses is obtained from grapes . honey sugar. cane ... · ......... : . . . . . . . 34 
35 A great clothing-manufacturing stateis Massachusetts Oregon Texas ...... 35 
36 A food rich in fats is butter . eggs tapioca .............. ·•·· . . . . . . . ..... 36 
37. An important meat-packing· city is Chicago i~rew. Orleans Seattle . . ... 37 
38 Lard comes from butter cattle hogs ............... ·. . . . ; ........ 38 
39 A food containing considerable oil is rice po~atoes walnuts . . . . . ... 39 
40 Linen ,is niade from cotton flax hemp. . .... ; .......... , .. (. ; . . , ... ·~- .'. 40 
41 The United States exports coffee cotton tea. . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... : .. 41 
42 A tree that will grow from cuttings is the oak pine willow . . . .........• 42 
43 Organdie is a kind of cloth , marmalade musical instrument.. . . . . : .. · .... ~. 43 
44 The common.house fly often lays its eggs in - leaves manure water .... 1 

•••••• 44 
45 The greatest sugar-exporting country ·is Brazil Cuba Mexico ........•..... 45 

Go right on to next page. 
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Stant Adv. Exam. A · 

TEST G, CONTINUED 

' 46 The Leghorn is a kind of , cow fowl goat ................................ 46 
47 The panther. is most like the cat dog wolf ............•................. 4 7 
48 Electric lights were invented by . Edison Marcom Volta .................... 48 
49 The most wool is produced in Australia France Holland ..... ., ............. 49 
50 Calcutta ·is a city in China Egypt India ................................. 50 

. 51 Tapioca is chiefly fat starch sugar ... , ........................ -.... ; ....... 51 
52 The largest state in the Union is California New York Texas .............. 52 
53 The freezing point on the Centigrade thermometer is o0 32° 109° .......... 53 

; 54 The ·too~h's enamel is broken down by acids carbon dioxide starches ....... 54 
55. Air and gasoline are mixed in the accelerator carburetor , gear-case .......... 55 
56

1 

A
1 

crop which enriches the soil is clover potatoes. tobacco ................... 56 
57 'Distance above sea level is known as altitude latitude longitude ............ 57 
·58 The house fly spreads bubonic plague typhoid yellow fever ........ •· ........ 58 
59 A very important product of Minneapolis is ·automobiles flour meat ........ 59 
60 ··A food. tha.t has much the same food substance as rice is beans peas potatoes .. 60 
6.1 A gross equals 64 144 500 · ............................ ~ ............. · ... 61 
62 Milktesters were devised by Babcock Bell Edison ................. ~ ..... 62 
63 The coarsest of these threads is No. 40 60 Bo ... .' .' ... : .. · ..............•• 63 
64 The differential is a part of an auto bicycle typewriter .............. · ....... 64 
65 The largest planet is Jupiter. Neptune Saturn ...... ~.: .............. ~ .· ... 65 
66 A plant that can be ,grafted is the apple tree lily potato ................... 66 
67 The normal temperature of the human body is about 60° 98° . u~0 

••••••••• 67 
68 Alcohol is made from gasoline grains oils ........ · ....................... 68 
59· An avalanche ·causes destruction by burning sliding spouting ....... .'. ~ .... 69 
70 Most automs>biles are manufactured in Michigan New York Iowa .......... 70 
71 The Nile is in Africa Asia Europe .... ~ .. ··" .................... : ......... ·71 
72 A country that imports nearly half its food is England France Germany .... 72 
73 ·Bronchitis resembles most dyspepsia· headaches sore throat ................ 73 
7 4 ·:A common ingredient of matches is calcium iodine · phosphorus ......... •· ... 7 4 
75 A body that• shines by reflected light is the moon North Star sun ... .. · .. : .... 75 
76 Monsoons are a kind of p.lain plateau storm ..... . · ....... : ..... .' ........ ·. 76 
77 The days are longest in March July October .................. i ••••••••• , •• 77 
78 IT'he largest amount of corn is shipped from Denver Omaha Pittsburgh ... .'. 78 
79 Tokyo is a city of China India Japan .. ·.··· .................. ·" ......... 79 
80 . A place for storing weapons is called an abattoir arsenal , , . cafeteria .......... 80 

- 81 A plant that thrives best in dry places is the lichen lily mushroom ......... 81 
82 The dictaphone is a kind of multigraph phonograph typewriter ... : .......... 82 
83 The Wyandotte is a kind· of fowl · sheep watermelon ...................... 83 
84 Linotypes are us_ed in printing surveying weaving ....... '• ................. 84 
85 An eight-sided figure is .called an octagon scholium trapezium .............. 85 

. 86 "Pi" is equal to. .7854 ' 3.1416 .6666 .................... ." ............... 86 
87 Croquettes are a kind of food ornament weapon ... ~ .................. · ... 87 
88 A botanist is one who studies . animals minerals plants .................... 88 

· 89 The technical name for hard coal is anthracite bituminous lignite .......... 89 
90 Air brakes are used on automobiles balloons trains ....................... 90 
91 Deltas tend to grow larger· smaller wetter ........... ~ ................... 91 
92 The Angora is a kind of chicken goat sheep ............................. 92 
93 · One ofthe lightest-known metals is aluminum tin zinc ..................... 93 
9.4 The most· expens.ive of these rugs is Axminster Brussels Oriental .......... 94 
95. Fondant is a kind of ·candy · meat salad . ~ .................... ~ ; ........... 95 

·Number right ... ; .... -. . 
' Number wrong ......... '.. + 2 ~ ·: .••• : .•. 

Test 6 .. Score (subtract) .. ....... . 
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Stant Adv. Exam. A 

TEST 7 . . ,HISTORY AND LITERATURE 

Draw a line under the word that makes the· sentence true. 

1 An elfis a kind of animal . b.rownie dragon ........ ~ . . . . .... ....... : ....... •· . 1 
· 2 "The Glass Slipper", reminds us of Ali Baba Cinderella Goldilocks. . . . . . . . . . 2. 

3 Th~ first President of the United States !Vas Adams Jefferson. .. · Washfugton. . . 3 
4 The shepherd boy who became king was: David Saul Solomon .... ! •• ~ ••••• 4 
5., Cohimbus made hisfirst voyage to _America in 149~. 1620 1776 .... -~ ....... 5 

6 The highest officer of a city· is. the alderman chief of police mayor .......... 6 
7 Apollo was the god of · rivers the sun wind ..... : ...... ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
8 A battle of the Revolution was Bull Run Bunker Hill Tippecanoe. . . . . . . . . . . 8 

'· 9 The god of inischief'was · Asgard Loki Mimir .•............. _." ..... ~ . . . . . . 9 
10 Mount Olympus is located in · Greece Italy Washington.· .•................ 10 

11 Hiawatha waswritten by _Bryant. Longfellow / <Whittier .. · ...... ". ~ ......... 11 
12 The Declaration of Independence was signed in. 1776 1781' 1789 .............. 12 
13 ·A name made famous by Longfellow is . Matthew.Arnold Admiral Dewey Paul Revere .. 13 
14 Kings are supposed to rule-for 4 years 8 yei:irs life ... '. ............ ~ : ... ~ '. 14 
15. ''The. Children's Hour'' . was written by Longfellow Riley Stevenson ....... ; 15 

'16 The Quakers came from England France Holland· .......................... 16 
17 Ulysses captured Troy by hiding in a forest load· of hay wooden horse .. ; ... 17 
18 The country which helped America ill the Revolution was England France Germany ... 18 
l9 Goliath was slain by ·· David · · Joseph Samson .... ; .... ~ .... -....... '. ...•... 19 
20 Thor· lost his armor chariot hammer ......... •. ~ .. : ........... ; ... .- ...... 20 

\ 

21 '' UnCle Tom's Cabin" was written· by Alger Sewell Stowe ............... · ~ .. 21 
22:Louisiana was.purchased.by . ·Jefferson Madison" cPolk .... 22 
23 _Peter Pan is-the -name of a ' boy , 'dog ·· man.~~.: ....... : ..... _ ;· ~ .... ; . .- ..... 23 

· 24 The slaves were freed by, Jefferson Lincoln Washington· ... · ... : .... :.·~ .. ; .... ·.24 
25 .The first white man to see th~ Pacific was Balboa Cabot : Vespucci. ......... 25 

· 26 The.United Stat~s was allied in the Great War with· Bulgaria France - Turkey .. 26 · 
27 "Treasure Island" tells ·about Lo11g John Micawber Uncas .......... ' ........ 27 
28 Madame Curieis noted for the discovery of platinum radium pyrite ........ 28 
29 "The Star-Spangled Banner"· y.ras written by Alcott Burns Key ........... 29 . 
~O The earliest of these inventions was railroad stag_ecoach steamboat . . ....... 30 

31-. Foreigners ·can obtain the right to vote by habeas corpus naturalization . purchase .. 31 
32 ."The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" tells about Ichabod Crane Hiawatha Pinocchio; . 32 
33 .Robert E. Lee surrendered to Grant Sheridan Sherman. · .......... : ... -..... 33 
34 New York was settled by the Dutch English French .. : . ·' ....... · ....... , ... 34 
35 Minneh~ha means falling.leaves. 1laughing waters ·whispering pines .. ~ ......... 35 

36 The most important quall.fication for a voter is generosity intelligence · wealth-~ . 36 
37 The kirig who let the cakes burn was ' Alfred Arthur I William... . ... ,: . .... 37 
38 Inability to pay debts is callE'.d bankruptcy_ embezzlement -vagrancy .· ..... '. .. 38 
39 The messenger ofthe gods was ca1led Mercury Perseus· Vulcan ........ .... ·. 39 1 

40 Virgir:ia was_ settled by the · English 1 French · Spanish ............ ; ... • .... · .. 40 

41' "Oliver Twist'' was written by Dickens · Scott · Thackeray . ~ ... ~- ...... ~ ..... 41 
42 ·Roger Williams was a colonizer judge merchant ..............•.......•.. .42 
43/'Valley Forge relates to the · Civil War Revolution War of 1812 .. · ............ 43 
.44 Sherlock Holmes was a detective.· sailor . thief ...... _. ....... , .....•. ~ .... ~ .'44 
4~ A man·who.betrayed his country was· Arnold . ·Cornwallis - Lee .. " .......•... 4,5 

Go right on to next page. 
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Stanf. Adv. Exam. A 

,TEST 7, CONTINUED 

46 The number of United States Senators from each state is I 2 4 .......... .46. 
47 "The Man Without a Country" was written by ·cooper Hawthorne Hale ... 47 
48 A general.in the Civil War was ' Lincoln Sherman Washington .... ~ . ~ ....... 48 
49 The name "Old Ironsides" refers to a man mountain ship ................ 49 
50 A President who was assassinated was Garfield .Roosevelt Taylor ........... 50 
51 The British Prime Minister in 1918 was Lloyd George . Balfour Asquith ...... 51 
52 The Red Cross was founded by Clara Barton -Jenny Lind . Rockefeller ........ 52 

. 53 Legal authority oyer a dead !l'.l;an's estate is given to an adminis~ator judge jury .. 53 
54 Barbara. Frietchie sympathized with the English South · Union .......... · ... 54 
55 Grover Cleveland was a general · an inventor 1 a President ................... 55 
56 The crime which brings the greatest punishment is larceny manslaughter murder .. 56 
57 The chief cause of the Mexican War was disputed territory immigration slavery .. 57 
58 'The stork reminds us. of Holland Italy Scotland .. : ........ '. ........ " ..... 58 
59 Cornwallis surrendered at Appomattox Bunker Hill Yorktown ... · ........... 59 

. 60 "Treasure Island" was written by Alger Defoe Stevenson .... · .............. 60 
,61 The '' spoils system '' refers to farming political offices tariff ........... : . . . . . 61. 
62 Jesus was betrayed by· Herod · Judas · Pilate .............. ·" .............. 62 
63 Louisiana was purchased from the French Indians Spanish ................. 63 

) 64 The son of Abraham was Isaac Moses. Solomon ......................... 64 
. 65 · Lewis ~11.d Clark explored The Great Lakes The Mississippi Valley The Northwest'. . 65 
66, The number of men in the Light Btj.gade was 600 500 400 .... , .••........ 66 
67. The War of 1812 was fought against England Mexico Spain ................. 67 
68 Among the allies of Germany was Belgium . Bulgaria . Roumania ..... " ..... · .. 68 · 
69. One of Robin Hood's men was .Ivanhoe Lancelot Little John ... · ............ 69 
70 Each state has the power to coin money declare war establish schools ....... 70 

. 71 A great Scotch poet was Burns Chaucer : Milton..... . .................... 71 
72 •The general who surrendered at Yorktown was Burgoyne Cornwallis Lafayette .. 72 
73 A gnome is a kind of dwarf giant : priest ................................. 73 
7 4 "Treasure Island" tells about Black Dog Fagin Miss Hazy ................ 7 4 · 
75 The vessel which overcame the Merrimac was tbe Monitor Old Ironsides Wasp ... 75 

· 76 A man known for his strength was Abel / David Samson .................... 76 
' 77 One who lives in the poorhouse is legally a bankrupt ' · delinquent pauper ..... 77 
78 ''A Tale of Two Cities'' tells of the American Revolution Civil War. French Revolution .. 78 
79 Ivanhoe is a character from Dickens Scott Wordsworth.·~ ................. 79. 
80 Circe changed the men of Odysseus into horses stones swine . ~ ............ 80 
81 In 1917 .there was a great Revolution in Germany ·Russia· Turkey .......... 81 
82 A writer of mystery tales was , Dickens Poe Scott .. ·-· .................... 82 
83 '' Styx'' was the name of a giant god . river ............................... 83 
84 A city is most likely to own its electric lights gas plant water system ........ 84 
85 The author of" Innocents Abroad" is Hawthorne Stevenson Mark Twain ... 85. 
86 The American Revolution was chiefly a dispute over boundary lines slavery taxation 86 
87 "The Last of the Mohicans" was Hiawatha. Mowgli Uncas ............ ~ .. 87 
88 Wallace Irwiri is an actor baseball player writer .. : ....•.................... 88 

.. 89 Coleridge wrote ''Ancient Mariner" "Hiawatha" "Thanatopsis" ....... "· .. 89 
90 The Chautauqua is· a kind of entertainment museum) music ............ '. .. 90 , 
9( A word that means exactly the opposite of joy is sad sorrow sorry ...... ~·. 91 
92 Marco Polo was a famous philosopher traveler warrior .................... 92 
93 · ''The Charge of the Light Brigade'' was written by Bums Longfellow Tennyson .. 93 
94 The Mohammedan Bible is the Bagavad-gita Koran Zend-Avesta ........... 94 
95 The singular of ''are'' is is was were ...... ~ ........................... 95 

Number right ......... . 
Number wrong. . . . . . . . . . + 2 = ......... . 

Test 7. Score (subtract) .. ....... . 
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TEST 8. : LANGUAGE USAGE ,, 

I
, calculate , , · · ,, 

I expect to ~w soon. . .. 
· .. · · ·. . ' ' ' ' ' ' .' . ' 

Last_year unde _~~;;µie ; a pair -of skates. 

H . -1 . . . -broke . . , 
,. lS eg was broken. , 

" ; . , ·_ .. ···· ·.·· · ··· · gone .·· · .·. ·· .. · ~ 
. . . 4 . They hav~ went to town'. . . 
. · / !) He isn't a:: better than: ~ou·. 

: · ,. · '. · bathe ' . . .. ·· .. · ·· · .· ... · .... • . . ' 
, 6 . Al ways wash your ~and~ before ea ting .. 

7 I h .. · ·. heap · · f k. t d .·.. ave a greafdeal o wor . o o. 
· ., . . · : ·delicious . . , . · · · . · · ... 
. · 8 . We · ha~· a delightful ~ime at the .. party ... 
· .:. . . · , .' · · hurt · · · :_ · - ~ , 
· ~ ·.The earthqua~e ·damaged fot1r bu1ldmgs .. ·. 

· , .. · , · sat · · ··. · · <.: · · · 
' :· 10 l ~ad set the~e foran hour . . 

Yo;,~elf ancl you~ guests are i!ivited. 
·12 r' . saw h" ' "d ' · . . · .··. ·.· · seen im o 1t. 

··.13 . l}~i11k dominoes. is .anintetesting •!;:',t. 
·· · .,· '· . :, .. ··._.. ·: · '.. · · · · " · mad at · · ·. · 

. M .).V.Iy father 1s very angrywith .~e. · 
' .·. . .· . . . . , ' till' .· . . . ) .• .· . 

. ,15 We had ·only. started when J Of; · came. 
I .. .. . . . . .. ··· . . i . ·.· 

·i•l6. The :gews · 9tsel:>~cf ~oday,. . 
' . '' '• ' . . ' -·,,;:,,··' ·, - ' 

·. '. · ·. · ~ ; ' . going? " 
17 Where are 1ou\going to? : 

· · . ·18 · The~i fight 1:e demons .. 

,. \ 

19 I told him !~ ;:!c~!;m1:1~!~:;: 
doesn't ·· .. · · · : · 20 He don't . know anyt~mg. 

I . h"nk . . ' had ought · . . . 
21_ . . t 1 you ought togo. . 

·. · 22 I · asked him ~hich orie he c~!~::d. ·. · 

:23 This batt~e ~~:=-~din1863; 
24 He ~:e:o~~t· go .to sc1:10ol··~nly on.Mqndays. · 

. f35 . Theidea .that the inoon is mdd.eof'cheese is;~~c~~~~::· 
.· 26 I~ · i~ ::~ who should be blamed. 

27 .He wenJ to :.prison · ~ for. pis c::.s. 

28. ·.T. h ·t ·f ·11 · · . · no good. · ...... · .· a e . OVl lS . worthless. 
·29 I. remember .. ·.seeing him.there. ' , remember of · . . , 
30 He bb:S~~~ a : blood vessel. . 

Stanf. Adv. Exa~. A 

Go right on fo next page. 
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TEST 8, CONTINUED 

H d h · perfect. 
31 e acte t e part perfectly.· 

32 He worked with much ~g?;. 

33 He ::: the vase. on the table. 

34 'Rain has been pf!:~1 this season. 

35 Th . fi 1·1 admitted h · ·1t · e pnsoner · na y declared e was gui y. 

I h f ridden ' h . ;36 ave o ten rode a orse. 

37 He w.ent in search f~~ ·his sheep. 

38 I have often~~=: early. 

Th h . b applauded. 39 e onest person 1s to e commended. 

H . disinterested . h" 
40 e lS uninterested 1ll lStory' 
41 He has ~n a!pd~~!ment witp ~he president~ . 

W h · d d occupied h · h 42 e c arge an possessed t eir trenc es. 
· Sl . abolished . 1863 43 avery was destroyed m . . 

44 H . tt k' . h t d indignant. . :s a ac ·on my c arac er ma e me peevish. 
45 One is not qua::ed to vote at the age of 18. 

46 I have often;:: this bell. 

47 My work is~:;; different this year~ 

48 ·H caught nearly h ) d d fi h ' e nearly caught .a ' un re s . 
1 'd ' . ' 

49 He ~Y down and went to sleep. 
. , . . I 

50 All went but m~. 

51 Ch · · iS when one gives .· h. . 
.anty means giving to t e poor. 

I · · plain and evident h h l f 52 t ts now . evident , w y . e e t. 

5 ·A ·.h' shall d? B re you sure e will succee 
I A ' 'where one sets fi' rt. 54 rson means · setting re to prope y. 

I h dl endureh·. 55 . can ar _y stand tm. · · 
· · · was 56 Each· man and woman were present. 

57 Wh cherish· 'h ? y pursue ,a' vam ope . 

58 I wish John ;::e here. 

59 H h f h. . confuse h' e as no ear ; not mg, can daunt 1m. 
h ?' 60. Is that w:i? 

Stanf. Adv. Exam. A 

•. 

Number right ........ . 
Number wrong ....... . 

Test 8. Score (subtract) ....... . 
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Stan£. Adv. Exam. A 

TEST 9. DICTATIQN EXERCISE 

.. •.·•-·.·. ·- .. ·:· .. •. •.• .- ..... ' ....... . 
\ 

....... - . 

,·. · .... ·. 

. ....... ' ... -·. 

~ . . ~ . . ' ~ -_. . . ' . ' . . ·. . . 

,_ . ·- .- ... ·-· 

. . . • . • • • . ~-. <. •::•_-· •·· . ·• ....... . .. -. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ~ . . ' ·- .. '''. . ~ . . . . . .·• . . -. ' . ' . 
... ·,··, ..... . 

•• · · •. J I ......... 

' ' ' . . . .. . . . . • • .. ·• ....... •· ........... ,,,, ., ...... . · ... 

•.\ ........ . 

' , ,,, ..... . 

. . .. . ,· -. 

• • • • • • • • • • -.· ••••• •·• •••••• If•,• • . ~ . .., . . •· -. . . . . - . ., . . .-. ·-· ..... 

. ·-........... • ........... . 
Test 9. Full s~ore for easie; sentences not d~ctated . . .' 

·Number right in sentences dictated . ; . : ..... . 
Sum·. . . . . . . . . . X 2 = Score .. 

[ 20] 



TEACHER'S RA TING 

Teacher ................................................................. . Date .......... . 

School ............................................................... . Grade 

I. 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

II. 

2 

3 
4 
5 

III. 

2 

3 
4 
5 

IV. 

2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

IO 
II 
12 

13 

A B C 
PERSONAL Q!JALITIES 

Is his general appearance pleasing? .......... ...... . ................................ . 
Is he approachable? ....................... :.c·...... ....... ..... . ....... ......... . ............... . 
Does he have good voice control? ..... .......... ....... . ................................... . 
Does he have self-control?............... ....... ...... .. ....... •...... .... .. . .............. . 
ls he resourceful? ...............................................................................•....... 
Is he tactful in dealing with co-workers, pupils, and° patrons? ......................•. 
Is he intere~ted in the community? .............................................•............• 
Do outside duties and pleasures interfere with school duties?....... . ................ . 

ADMINISTRATIVE ABILITY 
Does he maintain good order and discipline with ease? .....•............................ 
Does class-work begin in a business-like _manner? ............•...... .. ..... . .......•... 
Does class-work proceed smoothly? ........................................•.... 
Does he give proper attention to physical conditions of room? ..................... . 
Are his. records and reports accurate and on time? ...................................... . 

PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE 
Is he loy1l to co-workers? .................... : .................................................... . 
Does he ·co-operate?.... . ......................................................................... . 
Does he profit by suggestions? ....................................................................•• 
Does he go out of his way to advise and help pupils? ................................... . 
Does he show continuous professional growth? .........................................• 

TEACHING ABILITY 
Are his objeCl:ives clearly defined? ......................................•......................• 
Does he know the subjeCl: matter of his own and related fields? ................ . 
Does he relate the lesson material to other fields? ...... .... ............ ...... ...... . .. . 
Do pupils definitely understand the assignment? .... .... ................. . ............... . 
Is he skillful in teaching how to study? ...................................................... . 
Does he show skill in stimulating thought? ...............•...............................•. 
Does he show skill in questioning? ............................................................. . 
Does he show skill in the organization of materials? ................................... . 
Does he secure class participation in the recitation? ............ ...... . ................ . 
Does he show skill in motivating the work? ..............................................•. 
Does he use skill in conduaing drill exercises? ......................... .. : . .....•........ 
Does he recognize individual differences? .... .... ........................ .... ...... ... .. . ..•• 
Does objeCl:ive measurement show that his pupils have made 

satisfaCl:ory progress? ........... : ................................................... . 

A B C 
General estimate of the total efficiency of the teacher (social, 

moral, and educational) in his relation to the school and 
. the community ...................................................... . 

Rated by ...••...•...••.......•...............................•....•..•..••.•...•••......•................... 

Position ......................................................................................... . 
(See reverse side) 



NOTES 
GENERAL OBJECTIVE 

The measuring of the teacher's merits as a professional worker. 
SPECIFIC OBJECT! VES 

Improvement of tlie teacher jn service. 
a Self-criticism. 
b ConstruCHve criticism by supervising officials. 

2 FaCl:or in determining classification. 

SUGGESTIONS 
A low rating on any point covered by questions in grou?S I to IV inclusive 

may so affect the General Estimate as to lead ultimately to elimination. 
Teacher and supervisor should rate the same exercise. (Rating by teacher 

optional). A conference should follow as soon as possible. 
Ratings should be made at frequent intervals throughout the year. 
It is not necessary . that all points be rated at every conference. 

LEGEND 
A equals Excellent B equals Good C equals U nsatisfaCl:ory 

COMMENTS 




